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ABSTRACT 

Ice accretion on the wing and nacelle leading edges diminishes aerodynamic performance and 

increases fuel consumption and chances of aircraft crash. For these reasons, the Federal Aviation 

Administration mandates aircraft manufacturers to demonstrate that their aircraft can fly safely in 

icing conditions. This study has investigated the thermal performance and measures for 

improvement of Swirl Anti-Icing (SAl) systems in preventing ice accretion on nacelle leading edges. 

A Piccolo Tube Anti-Icing (PTAI) system with experimental data was used as the benchmark of this 

study. PTAI consists of perforated pipe and is installed inside the wing and/or nacelle leading edge. 

The hot air from the compressor is directed onto inner skin through the holes/nozzles in a 

perforated pipe. As a result, the inner skin is warmed up and free from icing. In this study, numerical 

simulations have been performed to analyse the thermal performance of PTAI at 4 different 

altitudes/scenarios namely Ground Run, Climb, Hold and Descent. The FLUENT CFD results 

demonstrated excellent agreements with the experimental data obtained by Bombardier Aerospace. 

Based on the results, the gradient coefficients of the empirical equations proposed by colleagues 

have been modified to take into account the ambient air temperature in order to make the 

correlations suitable for all the 4 conditions analysed. 

In future, Bias flow Acoustic Liner (BAL) is expected to be employed in engine nacelle and to form 

part of the inner skin of nacelle lip. The hotspots produced by PTAI would possibly destroy BAL. Thus, 

an old and mature technology, SAl, was further investigated in the present study with a hope to get 

rid of hotspot phenomenon on the inner skin and to increase the efficiency of the system. SAl has 

better temperature distribution along nacelle lip-skin than that of PTA I. In addition, SAl contains 

fewer components, requires simple plumbing, and is light and inexpensive both for the system itself 

and for maintenance of the system compared to PTAI. Some potential modifications of nozzle 

including sloped nozzle, altered nozzle length and nozzle outlet, rotated nozzle towards inner skin, 

decreased exhaust area and increased nozzle diameter have been proposed and investigated in 

order to improve thermal performance of SAL According to the results, only nozzle directions and 

nozzle diameters had significant effects on the thermal performance of SAl although all the 

modifications would have certain effects on anti icing performances of SAL Thermal performance of 

SAl was inversely related to nozzle diameter. The hotspot temperature decreased by 18.53°C and 

cold spot temperature increased by 2.30°C respectively as the nozzle rotated 13° towards inner skin 

at hot air mass flow rate of 0.0118kg/s. For hot air mass flow rate of 0.04536 kg/s, the cold spot 

temperature decreased from 28.78 to 6.37°C as nozzle diameter increased from 0.0127m to 



0.0254m. In addition, the temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin has improved as the angle 

of nozzle direction towards inner skin increased. Based on the results, novel empirical correlations 

for SAl system have been developed and presented. 

The augmentor was employed in SAl system in order to enhance momentum and heat exchanges 

between hot air and cold air in the D-chamber. As a result, the uniformity of temperature 

distribution and thermal performance of SAlon the nacelle lip-skin were improved. The results 

showed that the thermal performance of SAl with augmentor increased with the increase of hot air 

mass flow rate. Although SAl with Augmentor 3 at 2° rotation showed poor thermal performance 

than SAl without augmentor but nozzle rotating at 13° with hot air mass flow rate above 0.028kg/s, 

the former showed better thermal performance than latter for hot air mass flow rate equal to or 

lower than 0.028kg/s. The performance of the Final nozzle was also tested and compared with the 

performances of Circle nozzle and ellipse nozzle 1. The final design of the nozzle has demonstrated 

the best performance at any given hot air mass flow rate, especially at 0.04356 kg/so At this mass 

flow rate, Ctemdeviation, hotspot temperature and cold spot temperature were 13.19%, 371.42K and 

322.02K respectively. 

The hotspot temperature, temperature difference between hotspot and cold spot, standard 

temperature deviation and coefficient of temperature deviation produced by SAl were lower, while 

anti-icing efficiency and cold-spot temperature of SAl were higher than PTAI despite PTAI having 

higher average inner skin temperature than SAL In other words, SAl showed better uniform 

temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin compared to PTAI. 

Keywords: Piccolo Tube Anti-Icing, Swirl Anti-Icing, Augmentor, Hotspot, Cold spot, Anti-Icing 

Efficiency, Standard Temperature Deviation, Coefficient of Temperature Deviation. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Ice accretion on the crit ical surface of the aircraft, leading edges of ta il, wing and nacelle, cont ributes 

to a lot of problems. The ice accumulation on the wing leading edge impacts the aerodynamic 

performance, i.e. it reduces lift force and increases drag force wh ich in turn causes increase in the 

fuel consumption [1). In the worst case scenario, the aircraft could also crash on account of the ice 

accretion deforming the design of the w ing [2). Between 2000 and 2008, at least eight aircraft 

crashes were reported because of icing problems. Most commercial aviation accidents occur during 

take-off or landing. Table 1.1.1 provides a summary of aircraft crashes from 1982 to 2008 in which 

ice accretion on an aerodynamic surface was considered among one of the primary causes [3). 

Table 1.1.1: Summary of aircraft crash from 1982 to 2008 [2] 

Year Site Air Carrier Aircraft Phase 

1932 U.S.A. Air Florida Boeing 737- 222 T<ll<eoff 
1935 C;)n;)d<.l Arrow Air McDonnell-Douglas DC-8-63CF T<.lkeoff 

'1935 Russi;) Aeroflot Tupolev ru-134A Landing 

1987 U.S.A. Continental Airl ines McDonnell-Douglas DC-9-14 Takeoff 

1939 C<lnada Air Ontario Fokker F-28 Takeoff 

1991 USA. Ryan Airlines McOonnell-Douglus OC-9-1SRC Takeoff 

199 "1 Russia Aeroflot Antonov AN -12B Landing 

1991 Russia Tartarst;)n Airl ines Antonov AN -24 Landing 

1992 U.S.A. USAir Fokl<er F-28 Takeolf 

1993 Macedonia Palair Macedonian Fokker 100 Takeoff 

1994 U.S.A. American E<.lgle ATR 72-212 Landing 

1994 Russia North Western Air Transport Antonov AN-12B Landing 

1995 Italy Romanian Banat Air Antonov AN -24B Takeoff 

1997 U.S.A. Comair Airlines Embraer EM8120-Bmsilia Landing 
1998 Canada Private CRJ-200LR Takeoff 
1999 Turkey Turkish Airfines Boeing 737-400 Takeoff 
2000 Russia Vologodskiye Ai rlines Yakovlev YAK-40 Takeoff 

2002 UK Private 80mbardier CL-600-2B113 Takeoff 

2004 U.S.A. Private Bombardier Cl-600-2A 12 Takeolf 
2004 China China Eastern Airl ines 80mbardier CRJ-200lR Takeolf 
2005 U.S.A. Private Cessna Citation 560 Landing 
2006 China China PLA Air Force KJ-200 Landing 
2007 Russia Private Bombardier CL-600-2B1t3 Takeoff 
2008 Armenia 8elavia Bombardier Cl-600-2B19 Takeoff 

The probab le causes of the last aircraft crash in the Un ited States, in February 2005, were 

documented by t he Nationa l Tra nsport Safety Boa rd (NTSB). The report suggested t hat the most 

probable reason for Cessna Citat ion 560 crashing was the formation of rime ice on t he w ing lead ing 
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edge during descent. As a result, the left wing suddenly stalled, causing the aircraft to roll towards 

the left resulting in the crashed [4]. Besides the wing leading edge, ice accumulation on the nacelle 

lip-skin surface restricts the air flow through the engine, and can lead to loss in performance and 

possible engine malfunction. Moreover, the ice may shed and be ingested into the engine or hit the 

blades and the acoustic lining in the nacelle cowl zone, resulting in severe damage to the engine and 

noise abatement devices [5]. 

In terms of noise pollution, aircraft noise is the second highest after road traffic and is increasing 

yearly. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has therefore introduced a certification scheme 

requiring all aircraft to limit their noise. Therefore, a noise abatement device is implanted in the 

nacelle cowl zone in order to reduce noise from the engine. The acoustic liner (AL) has been 

introduced and implanted in the nacelle cowl zone in order to reduce noise generated by the engine. 

Recently, researchers have tried to incorporate Bias Flow Acoustic Liner (BAL) into the inner skin of 

nacelle lip to overcome the limited space and deficiency of heat transfer when implanting AL in the 

nacelle nose cowl zone. The heat transfer characteristic of BAL was studied by Ives at Queen's 

University Belfast (QUB) [6]. 

1.2 Disadvantages of Piccolo Tube Anti-Icing system 

Since the ice accumulation is one of probable reasons of aircraft crash, the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) therefore necessitates that aircraft manufacturers to demonstrate that their 

aircraft can fly safely in icing conditions, as defined in the Federal Airworthiness Regulations 

(FAR/JAR) Part 23 and 25, Appendix C. Currently, Piccolo Tube Anti-Icing (PTAI, Figure 1.3.1) is one of 

the most popular hot air anti-icing systems and widely used in commercial passenger aircraft. This 

anti-icing system is implemented on the wing leading edge, nacelle lip and leading edge of aircraft 

tail. 

PTA I utilizes the high temperature and velocity of the impinging jet to keep the inner skin warm and 

free from icing. The hot jet from the nozzle impinges on the inner skin. As a result, the hotspots 

occur on the inner skin along the nacelle lip-skin. The high temperature of the hotspots along the 

inner skin of the nacelle lip may cause problems and even destroy BAL. BeSides, PTAI produces non

uniform temperature distribution and low temperature cold spot, which causes runback ice 

accretion on the downstream of outer skin [44]. In addition, PTAI requires complex plumbing and is 

made from high density material, resulting in high manufacturing costs and weight penalties. 
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1.3 Advantages of Swirl Anti-Icing 

In swirl anti-icing (SAl, Figure 1.3.1) system, the hot air with high velocity from the nozzle mixes with 

cooler stagnation air in D-chamber. Subsequently, this mixed air swirls around annular D-chamber 

and transfers uniform heat to nacelle lip-skin (convection process). Since BAL may possibly be 

installed on the inner skin of the nacelle lip, SAl system has the potential to be used together with 

BAL since it does not produce hotspots with the same level of temperature as the hotspots of PTAI 

system along the inner skin . Moreover, SAl system is an effective anti-icing system (42) and capable 

of providing uniform temperature distributions along the nacelle lip-skin and causing no runback of 

ice accretion on the downstream area (44). In addition, SAl has fewer components, simple plumbing, 

is light and inexpensive compared to PTAI. 

PTAI 

Figure 1.3.1: Photo of PTAI and SAl (100) 

1.4 Importance of SAl study 

The development and demand on low noise emission in aircraft industry necessitate BAL in the inner 

skin of nacelle lip. In the meantime, aircraft manufacturer needs to provide anti-icing system inside 

the D-chamber as ruled by FAA. The hot air impinging method (PTAI system) as anti -icing on the 

critical aircraft surface is very effective (39). However, the hotspots along nacelle inner skin would 

potentially destroy BAL if BAL is installed in the inner skin of nacelle lip. Besides, this method causes 

cold spot with relatively lower temperature in the outer skin, resulting in runback ice accretion on 

the downstream of nacelle lip. This method also produces non-uniform temperature distribution 

along the nacelle lip, resulting in low average lip-skin temperature and anti-icing efficiency. 

Consequently, the need of alternative technique to reduce hotspot temperature and increase cold 

spot temperature is obvious. An old technology (SAl system) has a potential to solve hotspot 

problem along inner skin of nacelle. Also, SAl can provide uniform temperature along nacelle lip-
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skin. Moreover, SAl only produces one hotspot on the outer skin, which is at very low temperature 

level compared to hotspots of PTAI. 

Although SAl system has been adopted in the aircraft industry for many years, there is no systematic 

and comprehensive study ever conducted in the literature. The following paragraphs will discuss the 

most important factors which affect the performance of SAl system. 

The distance from nozzle to impinging point (Z) is a key factor in SAl thermal performance 

improvement. As Z increases, the momentum and heat exchange between hot air and cold air 

increases. Consequently, the mixing process is enhanced, which leads to lower velocity gradient on 

the hotspot vicinity and higher swirling air velocity inside the D-chamber. As a result, the average 

lip-skin temperature and cold spot temperature increases, and hotspot temperature decreases. The 

alteration of nozzle direction towards inner skin and nozzle length are the ways to increase Z in SAl 

thermal performance study. 

The nozzle diameter is expected to have tremendous effect on SAl thermal performance. As nozzle 

diameter increases, the velocity of jet from the nozzle decreases, contributing to low velocity 

gradient on the impinging spot. Moreover, the air mixing activity in the D-chamber is inversely 

related to nozzle diameter, resulting in low swirling air velocity in the D-chamber. Therefore, 

increase in nozzle diameter is expected to decrease average temperature, hotspot temperature and 

cold spot temperature of nacelle lip-skin. 

The nozzle outlet shapes; including sloped nozzle and ellipse nozzle, influence air mixing process in 

the D-chamber and SAl thermal performance. The earlier air mixing process is expected to result in 

better SAl thermal performance and temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin. As the hot air 

mixes with cold air in earlier stage, the hot air transfers higher momentum and heat to the cold air. 

Thus, the velocity gradient on the impinging-surface decreases leading to lower hotspot 

temperature on the outer skin. Moreover, as the cold air receives higher momentum and heat from 

the nOlzle, it increases average heat transfer capability of swirling air in the D-chamber, resulting in 

better average heat transfer coeffiCient, average lip-skin temperature and cold spot temperature. 

The application of augmentor in SAl enhances air mixing process in the D-chamber, and then 

improves uniformity of temperature on the nacelle lip-skin. Since the jet from the nozzle creates 

low air pressure in augmentor throat, the momentum and heat exchange between hot air and cold 

air robustly increased, which in turn contributes to a significant improvement in the uniformity of 

swirling air velocity and temperature distribution in D-chamber. This phenomenon enhances 

uniformity of temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin. 
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From 1985 till now, only few researchers [42-45] studied the SAl thermal performance. None of 

studies utilized CFD to predict SAl thermal performance. Therefore, the present study employs CFD 

to understand the parameters associated with swirl anti-icing. Furthermore, some alterations have 

been made on design and arrangement of nozzle orientation in order to enhance SAl thermal 

performance i.e. nozzle rotation angle, nozzle diameter, nozzle length and nozzle outlet surface. 

Moreover, the effect of augmentor on the SAl thermal performance is investigated in the present 

study. Besides, a new parameter has been introduced and utilized to measure the uniformity of 

temperature distribution on nacelle lip-skin. In addition, a new empirical correlation for SAl has 

been developed and presented in the study. Therefore, the present study is unique in nacelle lip

skin anti-icing study. 

1.5 Aim and Objectives 

The primary goal of this work is to improve the SAl thermal performance and this is carried out by: 

• increasing the cold spot and average temperatures 

• reducing the hot spot temperature and 

• enhancing uniformity of lip-skin temperature 

The air mixing process in the D-chamber affects the SAl thermal performance. Consequently, the 

characteristics of air mixing process that takes place between the hot air from nozzle and cold air in 

the D-chamber requires further assessment. Moreover, the study also investigates the effects of 

nozzle rotation angle, nozzle length, nozzle diameter and nozzle outlet surface on air mixing process 

and the functionality in improving the heat transfer performance and uniformity of temperature 

distribution in the nacelle lip-skin. In addition, the empirical correlation for SAl system has been 

developed and plotted in the present study. This study also investigates the effects of 

augmentor/ejector employed in the SAl system on the air mixing process and heat transfer 

characteristics of the Falcon 20g nacelle lip. Finally, the comparison of thermal performance 

between SAl and PTAI for BR 710 nacelle lip-skin is elaborated at the end of the thesis in order to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of SAl as an ice protection system. 
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The objectives of the study are as follows: 

1. To conduct critical literature review and understand the state-of-the-art ice accretion 

phenomenon and ice protection system, fundamentals of internal and external flows, and 

basics of augmentor and acoustic liner. 

2. To carry out numerical simulation for PTAI system and validated with experimental data 

obtained by Bombardier Aerospace Belfast at various altitudes and to compare the average 

Nusselt number for PTAI at four different altitudes with the experimental correlation 

developed by Jeffry Brown [41]. 

3. To carry out numerical simulation for SAl system at the ground level and laboratory 

condition and study the performance of various nozzle types and diameter in SAl system on 

Falcon 20g nacelle lip. 

4. To develop a correlation between several thermal performance characteristics of SAl such as 

dimensionless cold spot temperature, dimensionless hotspot temperature, average Nusselt 

number of SAl and coefficient of temperature deviation on the nacelle lip-skin, for different 

nozzle types and diameter at the operating condition. 

5. To carry out numerical simulation for the SAl system with augmentor to study the effects of 

the augmentor on the thermal performance of the SAl system for Falcon 20g nacelle lip. 

6. To compare the thermal performance between PTAI and SAl systems on the BR 710 nacelle 

lip at several hot air mass flow rates at the climb operating condition. 

Upon understanding the aim and objectives of this investigation, the thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 critically reviews the literature on ice formation, exiting ice protection, impinging jet 

study, application of CFD in ice protection study, augmentor system and design of AL and BAL. 

Chapter 3 discusses the simulation of the thermal performance for PTA I on BR710, validates 

simulation results with experimental results from the Bombardier report [100], and elaborates the 

comparison between the empirical correlations based on the simulation outcomes in this study and 

the experimental empirical correlation developed by Brown [41]. A modified Brown empirical 

correlation is presented in the end of this chapter. 

Chapter 4 concentrates on the thermal performance of a small nozzle in the SAl system on the 

Falcon 20g nacelle. Some design features related to small nozzle designs and arrangements of SAl 

system have been discussed in this chapter. 
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Then, the effects of nozzle diameters and exhaust areas on the thermal performance of SAl are 

elaborated in Chapter 5. The empirical correlations based on simulation results for various nozzle 

diameters are developed and presented in the end of Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 explores the effect of augmentor in the SAl system on the thermal performance for Falcon 

20g nacelle lip. Some design features of augmentor and its arrangement with nozzle are discussed in 

this chapter. 

Chapter 7 emphasises on the comparison of thermal performances of PTAI and SAl for BR710 nacelle 

lip at climb operating condition. 

Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of the SAl and PTAI studies with some suggestions for future 

work. 
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CHAPTER TWO: Literature Review 

In this chapter, an overview of the basics of ice accretion phenomenon on the surface is presented in 

the beginning. Then, it is directly followed by a survey of de-icing and anti-icing devices. The 

fundamental of impinging jet is reviewed in the third section. The fourth section reviews the 

application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in anti-icing study and other related areas. The 

fundamentals of heat transfer for external and internal flow are described in fifth section. In addition 

to this, research and application of augmentor system is explained in sixth section. In the final 

section, the basic mechanism of Al and SAL are discussed. This review demonstrates the state-of

the-art hot air ice protection system and relevant subjects, which are the foundation of the 

proposed study. Studying the fundaments of ice accretion on the aircraft surface may help 

researchers to design the appropriate ice protection devices required for the aircraft. The ice 

accretion on the aircraft surface generally depends on the type of ice protection devices used [8]. 

2.1 Ice Accretion Phenomenon and Potential Harm 

The ice accretion on the nacelle or wing surface occurs mostly when the aircraft is on the ground or 

under cruise conditions. On the ground, the icing on aircraft surface occurs on account of slush, 

snow and clear ice or a combination of them after the snow and freezing ice pours over the aircraft 

surface. Besides, the icing can build up on the aircraft surface when the ambient temperature is 

above freezing point as a result of below-freezing fuel in the wing [7]. 

The ice also accumulates on the aircraft surface when the aircraft is cruising through clouds 

containing super-cooled water droplets (SWDs) at a temperature below O°C. Normally, the diameter 

of SWDs in the clouds range from 5-50 microns. In fact, SWDs in the cloud with temperature under 

OOC are under metastable conditions. Therefore, SWDs freeze upon impinging on the aircraft skin, 

forming a non-aerodynamic shape, especially on the leading edge of the nacelle and wings [5]. The 

ice build-up rate or icing intensity strongly depends on meteorological and aircraft-specific factors, 

such as ambient temperature, liquid water content (lWC), SWD size, air speed and ice protection 

devices [8]. 

The ice structure can be categorized into three forms, rime, glaze and mixed. The rime form is 

developed at the cloud temperature in the range of -40°C to -20°C. In this temperature range, SWDs 

freeze immediately on contact with the surface after impinging on the aircraft skin. The rime ice 

usually occurs when the small droplets collide with the aircraft surface. Research shows that the air 

is trapped inside the rime ice, which renders the rime ice appear milky white and opaque. Rime ice 

has lower density (approximately 880kg/m3
) than glaze ice, which has a density of 917kg/m3

• In 
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general, the feature of rime ice accumulating on the leading edge follows a streamline shape 

(essentially an extension of the airfoil) as shown in Figure 2.1.1. In this ice form, drag force occurs 

due to surface roughness of the rime ice surface [12]. 
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Figure 2.1.1: Ice accretion on the nacelle inlet section [17] 

The glaze formed at the centre of the ice is followed by the formation of rime ice, which further 

results in the mixed ice. The mixed ice form is the combination of rime and glaze ice forms. Rime ice 

in mixed ice form is also known as rime feathers since it is thin, feather-like shaped and delicate in 

nature [9, 10, and 13]. Normally, glaze ice appears in the cloud temperature range of -18°C to ODe. 

This ice form is translucent due to less or no air being entrapped inside the ice particle. Glaze ice 

forms in a non-aerodynamic shape due to laminar-turbulent transition occurring within the 

boundary layer. The unfrozen water and the ice substrate in the glaze ice boundary layer becomes a 

complex air-water-ice multi-phase fluid flow [11]. The glaze ice is hard, dense and has good adhesive 

qualities. The bond between the ice and the surface is stronger than the bond between particles of 

the ice. Therefore, it becomes extremely difficult to be removed, except by melting [14]. The drag 

force on the aircraft increases in glaze ice primarily due to flow separation occurring at the aft of the 

ice horn [12]. 

Many researchers have studied ice accretion in laboratories instead of real flight due to non 

availability of requisite instruments, measuring devices and recording difficulties [12]. According to 

observations made by a previous study on the cyl inder, the glaze ice can be characterized into three 

major zones, as shown in Figure 2.1.2. In Zone 1, the icing is smooth and translucent with very low 

roughness. On the slight downstream surface (or Zone 2), the rough and horn-shape zone appears 
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before the run back, whereas the rime feature zone (Zone 3) emerges in the aft of Zone 2. As SWDs 

impinge on the surface, they will freeze, and then ice formation further enhances the convective 

heat transfer and collection efficiency characteristics. As a result, the ice accretion process is 

enhanced and the double-horn ice shape begins to build in Zone 2. Then, the rate of freezing 

decreases as the heat transfer coefficient decreases during double-horn development. 

Consequently, the run back continues and forces the ice shape away from stagnation point. As this 

reduction of the freezing process continues, the appearance of glaze shape becomes clearer until it 

is virtually transparent [13-15]. 

Ice acceration 

Temperature = - u "C 

Figure 2.1.2: Ice accretion zones on the cylinder [15] 

Ice accretion Inner skin Outer skin 

Figure 2.1.3: Ice accretion on the underside of nacelle lip-skin [17] 

The angle of attack (a), mean volumetric diameter (MVD), inlet mass flow, LWC and nacelle 

geometry have been identified as characteristics affecting ice accretion features on the leading edge 

[16]. For instance, the ice accretion thickness for LWC of O.695g/m3 (glaze) is thicker than that for 

the LWC of 0.2 g/m3 (rime) is, as shown in Figure 2.1.1. The result also shows that the ice shape 

moves towards the outer skin as the mass flow rate of free stream increases. Moreover, the ice 
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accretion seems to be more towards the underside of the nacelle geometry since a increases from 0° 

to 15°, as shown in Figure 2.1.3 [17]. 

Besides ice accretion layout, the knowledge of the condition in the clouds might be helpful in 

designing anti-icing system. Basically, the clouds have been divided into three regions: supercooled, 

mixed-phased cloud and glaciated cloud. The droplets start as SWDs when the temperature is O°C or 

below. The pure liquid supercooled cloud (consisting of SWDs) occurs when its temperature is in the 

range of O°C to -4°C. As the temperature decreases, the ice particles are formed in the cloud, since 

active freezing nuclei are more numerous at lower temperatures. The phenomenon of both SWD 

and ice particles existing in the clouds is called mixed-phase cloud. This phenomenon usually 

happens at a cloud temperature range between -4°C and -20°C. As the temperature drops further, 

i.e. -20°C and below, the mixed-phase cloud changes to glaciated cloud [18]. 

Ice accumulation on the wing, tail and nacelle can be dangerous to the aircraft. Icing on the aircraft 

tail reduces the stability and control of the aircraft, especially when the aircraft is climbing, cruising 

and landing at low Mach number [19]. Furthermore, the aircraft will lose control because of the ice 

accumulating on the surface. The icing on the wing skin will cause lift force to decline, increasing 

drag and altering moment characteristics [19]. Aircraft fuel consumption will therefore increase and 

aviation operating costs will escalate. 

In the worst-case scenario, some plane crash incidents occur because of icing. For instance, air crash 

investigators identified that icing was a factor in the McDonnell Douglas MO-81 twin jet transport 

aircraft crash. The ice build-up on the wing leading edge in front of the nacelle intake broke during 

the takeoff and was ingested by engine. Consequently, the fan blades and compressor failed causing 

the aircraft to go down after four minutes during take-off [20]. 

2.2 Commercial Wing and Nacelle Ice Protection System 

Ice protection is an important consideration in aviation and its significance has increased after it was 

discovered that some aircraft crashes occurred because of ice accumulation on the aviation critical 

surface [2-6]. Currently, there are two types of ice protection system widely employed in commercial 

aviation: the anti-icing system (AI) and de-icing system (DI). The DI system is used in the periodic 

removal or breakage of ice accumulation, whereas the AI system prevents the ice accumulation on 

the aircraft components at all times. Thus, the knowledge of the ice protection is very essential in 

deciding the most appropriate ice protection device suitable for different icing conditions. 
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2.2.1 De-Icing System 

01 is the type of ice protection system which advocates removal of ice accumulation periodically on 

the outer surface of aviation critical components, i.e. the nacelle and wing leading edges. The 

mechanical deformations, thermal and chemical fluid methods, are utilized in the de-icing system. 

Although this system is unable to keep the surface 100% free from ice, its main advantage is that it 

requires low power consumption. One to three minutes is the regular interval time for the 01 device 

to activate and thus remove the ice accumulation on the surface. The 01 device is usually suitable for 

small aircraft applications due to low energy requirements [5 and 24]. 

Figure 2.2.1: Construction and operation of pneumatic inflatable boots [21] 

The pneumatic inflatable boot (PIB) is a mechanical deformation de-icing device widely used in light 

airplanes. The advantages of PIBs are light, low operational costs and adaptable to many aircrafts. 

The development of the inflatable boot dates back to 1928, since then PISs have been used in over 

30,000 aircrafts around the world [21] . Basically, a PIS device conta ins inflatable strips of rubber and 

is located on the external surface. The idea is that the ducts inside the rubber strips function as an 

air conduit. These ducts become inflated when they receive pumped air from the 

engine/compressor, as shown in Figure 2.2.1. As a result, the surface distorts which will break ice 

down due to a combination of shear, bending and peel forces. The broken ice is then carried away 

from the surface by aerodynamic forces [21] . In order to avoid weathering and erosion, the PIS has 

been made from a special compound material, stretchable fabric-reinforced elastomer. 

However, the commercial PIS has low efficiency for shedding ice with thickness lower than 

0.762mm. The average lifespan of commercial PIS is only around six years for business aviation due 

to rain erosion longevity and prolonged resistance. Moreover, PIS is not an aerodynamic-friendly 

device due to the deformation of surface feature when it has been activated [22] . To overcome such 

disadvantages of PIB, SF Goodrich developed Pneumatic Impulse Ice Protection (PIIP). The aviation 

surface, i.e. the wing surface, can distort quickly to about 0.762mm in 50 microns, when the PIIP is 

planted underneath it. The PIIP is built from titanium alloy overlaying a flexiblized, and a thermoset 

plastic matrix to enhance PIIP lifespan. The flat fabric-reinforced tubes expand periodically with a 
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rapid movement when pressurized air is activated in the PIIP system (22). However, PIIP is unable to 

keep the aviation surface consistently clean from icing. Besides, both PIBs and PIIP are expensive and 

must be replaced regularly. The ice that remains on the surface is hard to remove by pneumatic 

boot, making further ice removal more difficult. In addition, any ice formed on the wing aft of the 

active portion will not be removed, especially at high angle of attack [23]. 

ll'LET UP S;URFACE 

MOUNTING Dl\ACKE'T 

Figure 2.2.2: A310 Inlet Lip EIDllnstaliation [27] 

Besides PIB, the other mechanical deformation 01 systems are Electro Impulse De-icing (EIDI) and 

Electro Magnetic Expulsion De-icing (EMEDS). All of these de-icing devices are also known as Low 

Power De-icing (LPDI) devices. LPDI systems have been developed in order to overcome energy 

constraint in ice protection devices. LPDI devices have low power requirement for activation, one 

hundred times lower than thermal anti-icing, i.e. electrical heater or hot air anti-icing [24]. 

Therefore, LPDI devices are suitable for small aircrafts with a limited power source. Furthermore, 

LPDI devices are lighter when compared to other de-icing devices [25]. 

In chronological order, the EIDI device was suggested by Goldschmidt (1937) and had been explored 

by Soviet researchers in 1960s. The device became popular in Europe and the USA during the 1970s 

as an aviation de-icing device [26]. Nowadays, EIDI capacitors are discharged through an electric coil. 

When the EIDI is activated, it produces a huge magnetic field, and thus a large amplitude and 

impulse, which act on a nearby electrical conductive plate, as shown in Figure 2.2.2. The impulse 

force exerting on the aluminium nacelle surface results in the surface slightly expanding, then 
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contracting, and finally generating mechanical vibrations on the leading edge. As a result, ice 

accumulated on the surface is shed due to mechanical vibration from impulse forces of EIOI [26 and 

27]. Unfortunately, there are two issues regarding the suitability of EIOI as nacelle anti icing 

applications. First concern is the ability of EIOI to shatter ice particles small enough to be ingested 

through turbofan blades. Zumwalt [24] conducted two experiments to address this issue. In the first 

experiment, he installed 11 EIOls at 9 different locations on a nacelle nose. He claimed that this 

system could be applied on the engine inlet of a business jet. However, ice accretion thickness lower 

than O.50Bmm still remained on the nacelle inlet surface resulting in high drag force. Secondly, 

Labeas et al. [25] mentioned that the leading edge structures with radius of curvature smaller than 

lOmm were difficult to install EIOI. They added that structural fatigue problems would probably 

appear due to the repetitive impulsive loading applied during the operation of the LPDI, EIDI and 

EMEDS systems [25]. 

Currently, the EMEDS is used in conjunction with the electric thermal heaters (ETH), which are 

known as hybrid systems. The EMEDS consists of low current and voltage actuators which include 

conductive strips fabricated on the flexible dielectric sheet [26 and 27]. The EMEDS is capable of 

removing ice accretion with thickness from 1.27mm to SO.Bmm. Besides low power consumption, 

this system is able to control and vary cycling time. As a result, de-ice thickness can be controlled 

and maintained indefinitely [27]. In addition, the de-icing control unit (DCU) and Energy Storage 

Bank (ESB) have been added to the system to enhance reliability, impart force, fire sequence of 

actuator, de-ice timing and heat power output of LPOI in both EIOI and EMEDS systems [2B]. 

(a) 

rnml Conlin usly he.led element 

~ Intenmttent heated element 

(b) 

Figures 2.2.3: Electrical elements arrangement layout [5] 

The electric thermal heater (ETH) system has been used in small aircrafts where available power for 

ice protection is limited. In nacelle application, ETH is widely applied in turbo-propeller engines, and 

in small items such as pitot tubes, scoops and radio masts [20] . Sometimes, ETH systems are also 

utilized on the nacelle lip-skin. The ETH uses resistive heaters (main part) and has been installed on 
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the outer skin of the nacelle intake. It consists of strip conductors sandwiched between layers of 

neoprene, or glass cloth impregnated with epoxy (Figure 2.2.3). In order to protect the pads against 

rain erosion, the electrical heater elements are coated with polyurethane-based paint. The electric 

power is used to produce heat and has been supplied by a generator. To reduce the size and weight 

of the generator, the engine, propeller and airframe are also used as electrical sources. 

Usually, the ETH is planted on the underside of the aft of the leading edge skin. The cycling time of 

the intermittent heated elements needs to be arranged properly in order to ensure that the engine 

can safely ingest the amount of ice that will be collected during both the heat-off and heat-on 

periods. This method will be sufficient for ice to shed without causing any run-back icing occurring 

behind the heated areas [5]. The disadvantage of ETH is that it contains low thermal conductivity of 

polyurethane (0.02 W/mK). The poor thermal conductivity degrades the thermal efficiency of 

conventional ETH systems. In order to overcome this problem, the Low Power Electro-thermal De

icing (LPED) system was introduced in 2005. The main difference is that the LPED heating element is 

installed directly on leading edge. Galdemir et al. [30] claims that LPED only needs low power to 

operate, 20-50% lower than that the ETH system requires. They also claim that LPED is more 

capable in reducing potential of runback ice. However, the potential of LPDI on the nacelle lip-skin is 

still unknown due to lack of research related to its performance on the nacelle leading edge. 

Skm to Spar 
Atlilcll~nt 

Figure 2.2.4: TMEDS hybrid system configuration [31] 

The thermo-mechanical expulsion de-icing system (TMEDS) applies a similar concept to the hybrid 

anti-icing system. Since the TMEDS is a DI device, it allows thin ice to form in the SWD impingement 

zone and removes it by co-ordinated sequencing of the thermal and EMEDS sub-system. In contrast, 

the hybrid anti-icing system keeps the aviation surface warm and free from ice accumulation at all 

times. Therefore, the heater needs to be switched on for the whole time. Although the TMEDS 

requires lower power than other anti-icing systems, its capability to remove ice is greater than 
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conventional expulsive systems. The system is suitable in cases where the ice accumulation thickness 

is l.27mm or thinner. The schematic diagram of the TMEDS is shown in Figure 2.2.4 [31]. 

2.2.2 Anti-icing System 

The AI system is an ice protection means of preventing ice accretion at all times. Nowadays, 

methods regularly used include thermal (hot air and electric heater), and chemical fluid . The thermal 

anti-icing system is widely used on the nacelle leading edge due to the importance of this area to be 

kept free from ice accumulation at all times. 

The concept of electric AI systems is similar to that of electric DI systems. The electric AI is installed 

on the leading edge and needs to be permanently switched on to keep the nacelle lip-skin free from 

ice accumulation, thus avoiding ice shedding and ice ingestion by the engine [28]. Besides aircrafts, 

this ice protection is also used on helicopter rotors in order to protect tail and main rotor blades 

from ice damage [33]. Currently, electric heaters have been combined with LPDI in order to reduce 

energy consumption in the AI system, which is called a hybrid anti-icing system [32]. 

(a) EIDI (b) EMEDS 

Figure 2.2.5: Hybrid anti -icing layout [32] 

The hybrid anti-icing system is a combination of the ETH anti-icing and LPDI systems, either EIDI or 

EMEDS. It is an economic alternative for ice protection instead of hot air which requires a lot of 

energy to bleed hot air from compressor to leading edge. The heaters on the leading edge are 

permanently kept warm to ensure there is no ice bUilt-up in this area. At the same time, EIDls or 

EMEDSs are placed on the runback region to break up ice periodically. Figure 2.2.5 shows the 

schematic diagram of the hybrid anti-icing system [32]. 

A special liquid, glycol, which has a low freezing temperature, is used in the fluid anti-icing (FAI) 

system. A mixture of ethylene/propylene/diethylene glycol additives and de-ionized fluids/water is 
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pumped through porous panels. Among three types of glycol, propylene glycol is the most popular 

and widely used in aircraft anti-icing due to its having the lowest toxic glycol level compared to the 

other two [33]. A typical concentration of glycol in an FAI system varies from 50% to 80% [34]. Liquid 

is then impregnated with impacting water droplets resulting in a lower freezing temperature of 5WD 

than the local/ambient temperature [33]. However, the freezing temperature increases with the 

amount of 5WD or LWC. An FAI system consists of porous leading edges, a reservoir (usually holding 

27.25 litres of liquid), and a pump. The system can usually last for 3.5 hours [36]. Laser-drilled 

titanium panels are used instead of stainless steel due to higher performance and lighter weight. 

These panels have thousands of tiny holes and are bonded/riveted into place over the wing's leading 

edge to keep this area free from ice. The glycol is capable of de-icing by dissolving the bonds 

between the accreted ice and the panel skin . Within a few seconds to several minutes, the dynamic 

force will carry the broken ice accretion to downstream. This build-shed cycle is then repeated, 

without allowing any permanent ice accretion to form on the surface. The laser-drilled holes and 

locations for porous panels are shown in Figures 2.2.6 to 2.2.8 respectively. The ambient 

temperature, LWC in the air, velocity and droplet size are characteristics influencing minimum glycol 

flow rate (consumption). In addition, the ice shedding time is affected by incident angle (x, glycol 

mass flow rate, type of ice and size of ice. The FAI system is capable of removing large ice cap from 

the surface within a few minutes [23]. Unfortunately, the FAI system has several drawbacks. Firstly, 

the glycol solution must be carried onboard whenever the need of ice protection is anticipated. This 

will increase the weight burden of the aviation system. The duration of ice protection is limited, 

around 3.5 hours, due to a finite supply of glycol fluid [35]. So the FAI system is risky for long-range 

aviation. 

Figure 2.2.6: View of laser-drilled holes [www.weepingwings.com] 
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Figure 2.2.7: Fluid anti-icing system [www.weepingwings.com] 
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Figure 2.2.8: Cross section of porous panel fluid anti-icing system [23] 

2.3 Hot Air Anti-icing System 

The hot air anti-icing system, particularly the PTAI is one of the most popular thermal anti-icing 

systems. This method has been employed as nacelle and wing ice protection mechanism in modern 

commercial aviation [37]. Thermal anti-icing systems are classified as either evaporative or running 

wet. In evaporative mode, the surface is heated sufficiently to evaporate the impinging ice and then 

prevent runback beyond the heated zone. In running wet mode, the surface is heated to prevent the 

impinging ice from freezing within the heat zone [38]. This mode requires heat at a much lower 

temperature than the evaporative mode. A hot air anti-icing system is generally used in evaporative 

mode to keep the nacelle lip-skin free from ice accretion during cruising. Although this system 

requires a lot of energy to supply hot air to the nacelle leading edge, it is the most effective and 

reliable ice protection device in avoiding ice accumulation on the surface. The advantage of hot air 

anti-icing system is that it can also prevent very thin ice formation on the surface. This high level 

performance is not observed for any other ice protection systems [39]. 
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In the hot air AI system, the thermal energy from the hot air is transferred to the nacelle lip-skin. 

This energy is used to evaporate the impinging water and keeps the nacelle lip-skin temperature 

above freezing point. In fact, the engine compressors supply the hot air with high temperature and 

pressure. This hot and high pressure air is then introduced to PTAI, for example, through a 

conduit/supply pipe. Then, the hot and high pressure air enters the perforated/piccolo tube and 

runs circumferentially around the D-chamber. The schematic drawing of a hot air anti-icing system is 

shown in Figure 2.3.1. 

_ --- --Nose Cowl Zone 

acoustic liner 

e<haust grille 

Figure 2.3.1: Part of nacelle intake [41] 

Nose Cowl Zone 

picoolo tube holes 

piccolo rube 

T·pi. c. piccolo ring support ~nk 

(Lipskin removed for clarify) 

Figure 2.3.2: Piccolo tube anti-icing system [41] 

PTAI uses the hot air anti-icing, in which the hot and high pressure air from the supply pipe is 

directed towards the internal surface through discrete holes in the perforated piccolo tube, shown in 

Figures 2.3.2. After impinging on the internal surface, this exhausted air flows around the D-chamber 
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and exits through the exhaust grill. Pneumatic operation valves are used to control the PTAI system. 

The control valves are the simple ON/OFF type valves and can be controlled from the flight deck 

[41]. Conditions, such as the mass flow rate, temperature drop between the engine compressors and 

piccolo pipe, the amount of water caught or impinged, impingement limits on the nacelle surface 

and conditions for thermal equilibrium at the nose cowl are the characteristics influencing the 

performance of PTAI system [39 and 40]. However, according to the experiment conducted at QUB, 

the correlation has shown a strong dependence on the mass flow per unit area and, to a certain 

extent, the weak influence of jet (nozzle) spacing [39]. 

William [37] pointed out that jet curvature, nozzle-to-impinging-surface spacing and angle between 

jet and impinging surface as the other parameters affecting PTAI thermal performance. The 

maximum heat transfer from jet to impinging surface occurs at a distance from hole to impinging 

surface of 5-7 times that of the jet diameter. Unfortunately, the heat transfer rate decreases when 

the distance is greater than this length, which is one of the drawbacks of the PTAI system [39]. 

Moreover, the concentration of the maximum heat transfer rate on hotspot locations results in non

uniform temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin. As a result, the ice accretion moves 

downstream to the outer skin area. In addition, Rosenthal [42] has claimed that the jet impingement 

system is not fully effective since the hot air which has been introduced is relatively small compared 

to the mass of air in the D-chamber. The effective impinging area is limited to the hotspot vicinity. 

The complexity of the PTAI system also causes high manufacturing costs and a weight penalty [43]. 
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Figure 2.3.3 : Double-walled anti-icing system [44] 

The double-walled anti-icing (DWAI) system is another alternative ice protection system, shown in 

Figure 2.3.3. However, this hot air anti-icing system is unpopular and rarely employed in aircraft. The 

hot air from the D-chamber is forced into a channel between two walls. Consequently, the heat from 

hot air transfers to the walls by convection [44]. This method provides more uniform temperature 

distribution and avoids hotspots occurring on the nacelle lip-skin. However, it produces a high 
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pressure drop inside the channel, since the spacing between the two walls is small. Furthermore, 

this method disrupts the installation of noise abatement material, i.e. acoustic liner, to reduce noise 

from the engine. This system also requires complex construction resulting to higher cost of 

installation and maintenance [45) . 

The exhausted air flows out from the D-chamber through AI exhausts. The temperature of exhausted 

hot air has the potential to reattach on the surface of composite fan cowl doors, thereby blistering 

the paint. In order to reduce the temperature of exhausted hot air, thereby avoiding paint damage, 

the thermal AI exhausted grills are employed to enhance the mixing process between exhausted hot 

air and cold air outside. By applying blended central tapered bar, or church-window, together with 

3/4 inch high-faired fence, the temperature of exhausted air drops to the range of 80·( to 130·(, 

which is within the imposed composites and paint temperature tolerance [46). For safety reasons, 

some protections have been installed inside the nose cowl zone to protect nearby structures or 

components which are sensitive to heat, or in case pressured hot air leaks or bursts [47) . One 

protective method is spraying a coating of thermally insulating foam or paint onto temperature

sensitive structures. Besides the coating, the leakage detection devices are installed in the cowl in 

order to detect the hot air leakages. 

Figure 2.3.4: Swirl anti-icing system [44) 

The SAl system was introduced a long time ago. Unfortunately, not many researchers have published 

their study regarding the effectiveness of this system in preventing ice accumulation on the nacelle 

lip-skin. Although the system requires a huge amount of hot air, it has the potential to provide 

uniform temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin and prevent the runback ice accretion on 

the downstream area. SAl is also more simply constructed compared to other hot air anti-icing 

systems. The air with high pressure and temperature from the jet engine is directed to the D

chamber by a supply pipe. The nozzle is pOSitioned at the end of the supply pipe and is bent 90· in 
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order to direct the high pressure and hot air to swirl inside the D-chamber. The nozzle direction is 

usually parallel to the bulkhead and tangent to the middle circle of the D-chamber. The air with high 

temperature and velocity exits from the nozzle and thus encounters the cooler air in the D-chamber, 

which causes a relative large amount of cold air entrained by hot air. Thus, the mixed air swirls 

circularly around the annular D-chamber. As a result, the heat transferred from hot air to the nacelle 

lip-skin in SAl system is more uniform compared to other anti-icing systems. 

The high pressure hot air from the nozzle mixes with a large and cooler stationary air (cold air) inside 

the D-chamber. Thus, the heat from hot air is transferred to the cold air, which brings down the 

temperature of the hot air to an intermediate but still relatively high temperature. The small stream 

of hot air with high velocity begins to entrain the stagnation air having larger amount of mass, 

bringing the velocity of mixed air to intermediate level. The exhausted air exits through the exhaust 

holes provided on the bulkhead, as shown in Figure 2.3.4 [42]. Vest [43] believed that an elliptically 

shaped nozzle enhances the mixing process between hot air and cold air inside the D-chamber. 

However, there is no data or other evidence provided on the performance of the ellipse nozzle. In 

addition, plurality of nozzles and arrangements also enhance heat transfer and temperature 

distribution in stationary air due to turbulent enhancement, thus increasing the mixing process 

between hot air and stationary air. As a result, the duration of heat transfer from hot air to the 

nacelle lip-skin has been reduced significantly [43]. 

2.4 Study of Jet Impingement 

Hot air anti-icing systems, i.e. PTAI and SAl, are related to the study of jet impingement. PTAI 

produces high velocity hot jet impingement on the inner skin of nacelle in order to prevent ice 

accretion on the nacelle lip-skin. Meanwhile, the high velocity hot air from the nozzle of the SAl 

system impinges on the outer skin of nacelle and resulting in a hotspot on the outer skin. In general, 

the impingement of hot air is divided into four major zones, as shown in Figure 2.4.1. Zone I contains 

potential core flow, within which the exit velocity is retained. This flow is shrinking as the hot air 

moves downstream towards the impingement surface. Downstream of Zone I is the free jet section 

(Zone II). This zone has non-uniform air velocity, and the highest velocity of the hot air occurs in the 

centre of the jet. The hot air velocity decreases and the free jet widened in this zone as the hot air 

moves downstream. It happens due to the mixing and inherent momentum exchange between hot 

air and stagnation cold air. The hot air then impinges on the surface in Zone III, which is called the 

impingement zone or deflection area. The presence of the surface in this zone results in massive 

deceleration in the original direction of the hot air flow from the nozzle [48]. Therefore, Zone IV 

emerges as the hot air reflected into the directions parallel to the impinging surface. The hot air in 
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this zone accelerates and at the same time, entrains stagnation air, while the inner flow (adjacent to 

the impingement surface) is affected by shear friction between boundary layer and surface. Thus, 

the hot air in Zone IV presented the velocity profile is shown in Figure 2.4.1. 
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Figure 2.4.1: Flow structure of impinging jet [41] 

The heat transfer in PTAI occurs in Zone III and Zone IV. As the high velocity hot air exits from the 

nozzle, the boundary layer in Zone III is very thin and the highest heat transfer coefficient occurs on 

the impingement spot on the surface. Therefore, the hotspot occurs in Zone III. Thereafter, the heat 

transfer coefficient decreases in Zone IV due to the boundary layer thickness becoming thicker as 

the hot air flows downstream from the impingement zone, or Zone III [41]. 

The geometry and angles of the impingement surface have an effect on the heat transfer from hot 

air to the impingement surface. The effect of heat transfer by convection with high velocity and 

temperature jet on the incline flat plate was studied by Perry [49]. It was observed that the heat 

transfer coefficient decreased when the jet impingement angle varied from being normal to the 

heater surface to parallel orientation. Roy and Patel [SO] have predicted the heat transfer of 

rectangular jet impingement for a low Reynolds number on the incline flat plate. They studied heat 

transfer of jet impingement for two different cases: open to ambient and confined/closed 

conditions. They found that the Nusselt number of confined conditions was higher compared to the 

Nusselt number of open to ambient condition [SO]. However, the heat transfer characteristics for 

short nozzle-to-plate spacing show contrasting results with long nozzle-to-plate spacing. It was found 

that the average Nusselt number increased with inclination angle for short nozzle-to-plate spacing. 

Choo et al. have claimed this phenomenon happens due to increase in the pumping power with 

inclination angle [51] . 
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The heat transfer coefficient on the concave and convex geometry surface for incompressible flow 

was higher than the heat transfer coefficient on the flat surface. According to an experiment 

conducted by Souris et al. [52], the total heat transfer to the concave surface was higher than the 

total heat transfer to the flat surface. This is because the former having a larger effective impinging 

area than the latter, especially for short nozzle-to-surface spacing. Moreover, the vortex occurring in 

the flow structure enhanced momentum and energy transfer to the concave surface. lee et al. [53] 

studied the effect of an inclined concave surface on heat transfer characteristics in an 

incompressible turbulent flow regime. They found the local Nusselt number at stagnation point was 

inversely proportional to the angle of concave surface. The maximum heat transfer coefficient 

occurred further from stagnation point as the inclined concave surface angle increased. The effect of 

slot nozzle geometry on the concave surface has been studied by Yang et al. [54]. They conducted an 

experiment for three different nozzle geometries, round shaped, rectangular shaped and 2-D 

contoured. Their results showed that the round slot nozzle had a lower average Nusselt number for 

short nozzle-to-surface spacing. As the spacing of nozzle to impinging surface increased, the average 

Nusselt number for the round slot nozzle also increased and exceeded the average Nusselt number 

for both rectangular and 2-D contoured slot nozzles. 

The heat transfer characteristics of jet impingement on a convex surface have been studied by Chan 

et al. [55]. They found that the heat transfer coefficient for flat plate could be used for convex plate 

at a low Reynolds number and short nozzle-to-surface spacing. They also found that the average 

circumferential Nusselt number decreases faster than that does laterally along a flat surface. lee et 

al. [56] conducted the experiment to study heat transfer characteristics on a convex surface. They 

claimed that the stagnation point Nusselt number on the convex surface was higher than that 

observed on the flat surface. They revealed that for long nozzle-to-surface spacing, the stagnation 

point Nusselt number strongly depended on Reynolds number. The effect of the impinging jet on the 

inclined convex surface has been studied by lim et al. [57]. They reported that for the best spacing 

between nozzle and surface, the stagnation Nusselt number decreased with jet angle. The results 

obtained by lim et al. also showed that the ratio of the maximum Nusselt number to the stagnation 

Nusselt number increased as the jet angle increased. 

The turbulent flow structure of impinging jet on the flat, concave and convex surfaces at a low 

Reynolds number was studied by Cornaro et al. using visualization methods [58]. The nozzle to 

impinging surface spacing was four times lower than the nozzle diameter (short spacing between 

nozzle and surface). They claimed that the concave surface produced the largest vortex in the jet 

flow structure, followed by the flat surface and convex surface. The jet flow tends to be more 
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laminar in the convex surface due to the larger stabilizing effect on the flow with the increasing 

centrifugal force. However, the flow on concave surface was unstable and turbulent, especially flow 

upstream of the concave surface, which was strongly affected by flow exiting the surface into 

recirculation. This exhaust flow became entrained in the primary jet flow, reducing the likelihood of 

stable ring vortices. 

The impingement effect of rectangular slot jets on the flat surface for laminar flow regime has been 

studied by EI-Maghlany et al. [59]. They investigated the effect of the number of jet impingements 

from single to five jets on the heat transfer characteristics at the given hot air mass flow rate. It was 

found that the peak local Nusselt number decreases with the number of impinging jets. However, 

the maximum differences between the maximum local Nusselt number and the minimum local 

Nusselt number became smaller as the number of jet impingements increased. The result obtained 

by EI-Maghlany et al. also showed that the average Nusselt number increased with the number of 

impinging jets. Several different turbulent models have been tested by Badra et al. [60] in order to 

find a suitable turbulent model for predicting heat transfer characteristics of impinging jets. 

According to their results, the turbulent model SST k-omega showed excellent agreement with 

experimental results obtained by lee and lee [61]. 

Chougule et al. [62] studied the heat transfer characteristics of multi-jet air impingement 

numerically and experimentally. Similar to Badra [60], they tested different turbulent models for 

their predictions. The SST k-omega model was demonstrated again to be the most suitable turbulent 

model in the jet impingement study. The empirical correlation of heat transfer for a single array of 

impinging jets on the concave surface has been developed by Freqeau et al. [63]. They employed the 

CAN ICE-3D code to predict thermal performance of the impinging jets. Freqeau et al. claimed that 

their results were in satisfactory agreement with the result of the empirical correlation obtained by 

Gardon and Cobonpue [64], who showed that the average Nusselt number was proportional to the 

Reynolds number. 

The techniques of flow visualization have been employed to investigate heat transfer characteristics 

of the swirling impinging jet by Nuntadusit et al. [110]. They employed a dye visualization technique 

to visualize the flow pattern of swirling impinging surface at five different swirl numbers (Sw), from 0 

to 0.94 using conventional impinging nozzle. As shown in Figure 2.4.2, the flow pattern of impinging 

jets were diverged as the swirl number increases, which might be caused by the reason that the 

turbulent level increases as the swirl number increases. Thus, the momentum exchanges between 

impinging jet and stagnation medium increase. The impinging jet velocity reduces rapidly and widens 

as the swirl number increases from 0 to 0.94, as shown in Figure 2.4.2. 
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Figure 2.4.2: Dye visualization of swirling impinging jets [110] 

Ortega-Casanova [l11J studied the effect of impinging swirling jet on the heat transfer 

characteristics. He used the FlUENT CFD code to predict the average Nusselt number and the local 

Nusselt number at four different swirl intensity (Si) ranging from 0.02 to 0.45, and three different 

nozzle-to-wall spacings, Sd, lOd and 30d. The results revealed that the effect of the swirling 

impinging jet on the local Nusselt number diminishes as the nozzle-to-wall spacing increases from Sd 

to 30d. In addition, the effect of swirl intensity on the average Nusselt number was intensified with 

the decrease of nozzle-to-wall spacing. In other words, the application of swirling flow potentially 

reduces temperature concentration on the impinging surface, while at the same time enhancing the 

average temperature on the surface. This phenomenon occurs because turbulent intensity of 

impinging jet increases and diverges as the swirl intensity increases. 

2.S CFD Application in Anti-icing Study 

Nowadays, the commercial CFD packages are widely used in AI studies. Many researchers use CFD 

due to the complexity of anti-icing experiments and flight tests. Moreover, the cost of experimental 

study is extremely high, especially for cases involving wet conditions. The CFD has been popular 

among researchers since the early 1990s. At that time, researchers employed CFD to optimize the 

performance of hot air anti-icing systems, especially PTA!. In early 1990, Khalil et al. analysed the 

performance of hot air anti-icing as a means of engine inlet ice protection [65]. The authors utilised 

trajectory code to estimate local water-impingement rates on the nacelle inlet surface. The 

temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin was determined by solving the energy balance on 

both surface runback water and nacelle lip-skin. According to the results, the authors recommended 

that a large amount of heat should be concentrated on the stagnation point of water droplet 

impingement in order to evaporate these water droplets. The results also showed that the run back 
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water might reach freezing temperature at the downstream of nacelle lip-skin. Therefore, the 

authors also suggested that this area should be protected with moderate thermal anti-icing systems, 

such as ETH. 

Later on, Smith and Taylor [66) employed the PHEONICS code to simulate a 2-D anti-icing system on 

the nacelle lip-skin in dry and wet conditions. The code solved the energy equation to determine 

cooling effects of water impingement. As a simplification, the authors ignored heat transfer between 

water impinging on the surface and airflow. They claimed that the simulation result was in good 

agreement with flight test data. Afterwards, the predicted results were obtained from the FENSAP

ICE code, studied by Croce et al. [67). The code utilised a finite element method to solve the Navier

Stokes equation for determining ice accretion, droplet impingement and conjugate heat transfer. 

They employed standard k-epsilon model to resolve turbulent flows inside the wing leading edge. 

They claimed their results were satisfactory. However, no validation experimental results were 

provided. 

Subsequently, a simple mathematical model has been introduced by Morency et al. [68) to analyse 

the heat transfer phenomenon on the airfoil surface. This mathematical model was used to simulate 

temperature changes in the runback water film and conduction in airfoil skin. The authors also 

utilised internal convection coefficients from other research to determine the heat transfer from 

impinging jet to airfoil surface. They claimed that their simulation result was quite good when 

compared with the results from other numerical modelling. Furthermore, the numerical simulation 

using the FLUENT CFo code to investigate conjugate heat transfer on a wing slat in an anti-icing 

system was studied by Mattos and Olivera [69]. They employed the Spalart-Allmaras turbulent 

equation to resolve turbulent flow jet impingement. The results showed that heat transfer 

characteristics were proportional to hot air mass flow rate. 

In another study, Morency et al. [70] developed a numerical code and implemented it into a CAN ICE 

CFo code in order to design ice protection system on wing leading edges. The authors used two 

different methods, integral method and finite difference method, to solve boundary layer equations. 

The results obtained by the finite difference method were closer to the experimental results than 

those obtained by integral method. Five years later, Hua and Liu [71) employed the FLUENT CFo 

code to predict temperature distribution along a wing leading edge. They focused on two 

dimensional bay slice approximations to obtain predicted results. A low number of meshes are 

required for this method. Therefore, shorter time is needed for the computational results to 

converge. The authors compared the results from the flow field of 2-D bay slice with the results from 

the flow field of the 3-~ simulation. The comparison concluded that the results of the 2-D bay slice 
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had overestimated the vortex area inside the wing leading edge and the wing leading edge 

temperature, which is confirmed by experimental results. 

At the same period, Planquart et al. [72] carried out 3-D simulation to map heat transfer coefficients 

in multi-impinging jets anti-icing system using a FLUENT CFD code. The authors reported that their 

simulation results showed excellent agreement with the experimental results for the surface heat 

transfer coefficients, which had been measured by infrared thermography. Later on, the numerical 

study of diamond arrangement of holes of PTAI was conducted by Ridgy [73]. He used a GLENN-HT 

code to predict anti-icing performance, which employed standard k-epsilon model to resolve 

turbulent flow of jet impingement. The author reported that a significant improvement was 

determined also for small amount of total heat supplied to PTAI in their design. Afterwards, 

Papadakis and Wong [74] studied the effect of piccolo tube configuration on the temperature 

distribution of the wing leading edge. They were utilising a FLUENT CFD code to obtain predicted 

results and compared them with experimental results obtained by other researchers. They reported 

that the predicted results showed good agreement with experimental findings. According to their 

investigation, the best configuration of piccolo tube occurred when piccolo pipe centre was of 0.75 

inch and 0.193 inch behind and under the wing highlight respectively. 

Saeed and AI-Garni [75] studied the effects of different nozzle arrays on thermal performance of the 

PTAI. They revealed that the single array and arrays with 200 stagger yield have better surface heat 

transfer than the 100 stagger yield. 3-D unsteady thermodynamic models were developed by Hua et 

al. [76] in order to describe the dynamic response of an aircraft wing anti-icing operation. The results 

obtained by the authors showed that the 3-D CFD unsteady simulation produced excellent 

agreement with flight test. However, 2-D unsteady simulation underestimated the increment of skin 

temperature at initial time period and suddenly overestimated the temperature increment of skin 

surface when the flow was well set up. 

In 2007, FENSAP-ICE CFD code was employed by Wang et al. [77] to study PTAI performance on the 

wing slat in wet conditions. They developed a model with a single array of holes which were directed 

towards the upper skin of the wing leading edge in their model. The altitude, ambient temperature 

and SWOs in this study were 3048m, -200 C and 20 micron respectively. The result showed that the 

single array of holes was not enough to prevent ice occurrence on the lower skin of the wing leading 

edge. Therefore, they recommended double wall anti-icing to be utilized on the lower slat surface in 

order to prevent icing on the whole wing leading edge surface. Soon after, a new code was 

developed by Elangovan and Hung [78] using C++ in order to predict the temperature distribution on 

the wing leading edge in both wet and dry conditions. This code had the ability to determine the 
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minimum heat requirement of PTAI to protect the wing from icing. The skin temperature prediction 

was achieved by using alternating direction implicit methods. They also utilised thermodynamic 

energy transfer rate to resolve thermodynamic energy and boundary conditions later on the external 

wing skin. The simulation result showed that the wing skin temperature under dry conditions was 

higher than wing skin temperature under wet conditions. 

In 2009, a comprehensive experimental and numerical study of PTAI was conducted by Wong et al. 

(79). The authors used a flUENT CFD code to predict temperature distribution on a wing leading 

edge. Then, the simulation results were validated with experimental results obtained from NASA 

Glenn Icing Research Tunnel (IRT). The second order upwind with SST k-omega turbulent model was 

used in the study to resolve turbulent and compressible flow of impinging jet. They claimed that the 

parameters of study including computed leading edge skin temperature, piccolo centreline total 

temperature and pressure were in excellent agreement with experimental data. 

Later, Domingos et al. [80] developed a 2-D computational method in order to analyse hot air anti

icing system. The authors claimed that their method was able to predict the temperature of the wing 

leading edge for both dry and wet conditions. Moreover, this method enabled them to predict 

runback ice phenomenon. The external and internal flow was decoupled before being used to 

provide boundary conditions to the steady state thermal dynamic model. For external flow, they 

utilised 2-D RANS equation with SST k-ro turbulent model to compute gaseous phase flow. The 

isothermal boundary condition was then used in order to enhance accuracy of the modelling. A 

Nusselt number correlation was also used to solve the heat transfer problem in the internal flow 

module. They claimed that the simulation results showed good agreement with experimental data 

for both dry and wet conditions. 

2.6 Fundamentals on Boundary Layer of Internal and External Flows 

When a fluid flows on a surface, i.e. flat plate, the fluid particles makes contact with the surface 

which is assumed has zero velocity (no slip condition). These particles seem to slow down the 

particle in the adjacent fluid layer, which act to retard the particle movement in the next layer, and 

so on until at a certain distance from the surface [48]. This flow retardation zone in the fluid appears 

due to shear stress between fluid layers. On the flat plate, this stress is assumed to be proportional 

with normal velocity gradient, thus the shear stress is described as: 
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du 
(2.1) T=J.l-

dy 

Where: T shear stress 

J.l = dynamic viscosity 

du 
velocity gradient = 

dy 

This retardation flow zone is also known as the boundary layer. The boundary layer of ai r is very thin 

due to the dynamic viscosity of air being low. The boundary layer thickness (8) is the distance from 

flow velocity (u) of 99% free stream velocity (uoJ to the surface, as shown in figure 2.6.1: 

u = O.99uoo Uoo 

~ r J I 
t u / 

i 
~ 

~ 

Surface 

Figure 2.6.1: Laminar velocity profile on the flat plate [115] 

u 
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-=- - -==--'----..... t'- Laminar sub layer 
Surface 

Figure 2.6.2: Velocity profile in turbulent boundary layer [48] 

For external flow, the critical Reynolds number varies from 105 to 3 X 106
• It depends on surface 

roughness and turbulent level of the free stream. In the turbulent boundary layer, three different 

regions are delineated: laminar sub-layer, buffer layer and turbulent region. As shown in Figure 

2.6.2, the laminar sub-layer is very thin and close to the wall. The particle transport in this region is 

dominated by diffusion and the velocity profile is nearly linear. The particle transport in the 
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adjoining buffer is controlled by turbulent mixing and diffusion. Finally, the particle transport in the 

turbulent zone is dominated by turbulent mixing [115]. 

In the laminar sub-layer, the heat transfers from layer to layer by conduction. Meanwhile, in the 

turbulent region, the heat and momentum exchange mechanism is one involving a macroscopic 

lump of fluid moving in the flow. Some molecular viscous action appears in the buffer layer. 

However, heat conduction is still important. The heat transfer in the laminar sub-layer zone is 

defined as: 

Where q 

dT 
dy 

= 

= 

= 

dT 
q = -kf -

dy 

heat flux 

fluid thermal conductivity 

air temperature gradient within boundary layer zone 

(2.2) 

As shown in the above equation, at any given air thermal conductivity, the heat transfer from 

surface to fluid or vice versa strongly depends on the temperature gradient inside the boundary 

layer. Consequently, the thinner boundary layer results in a higher temperature gradient, thus 

higher enhancing rate of heat flux from surface to fluid or vice versa. The boundary layer thickness 

decreases as the velocity of flow increases for both external and internal flows, which leads to 

increase of temperature gradient. Consequently, the heat transfer coefficient increases. 

In fluid mechanics, the Reynolds number (Re) is a dimensionless number that represent the ratio of 

inertial forces to viscous forces. However, Reynolds was the first to propose a criterion for 

differentiation between laminar and turbulent flows and suggested to use the upper limit of 

Reynolds number, the critical Reynolds number. For internal flow, the critical Reynolds number 

naturally occurs between 2100 and 2300. Normally, the internal flow is in fully turbulent regime as 

the Reynolds number exceeds 10,000 [115]. However, the laminar pipe/tube regime has the ability 

to maintain flow with Reynolds number up to 100,000 by minimising ambient disturbances [107]. 

In turbulent regime, the flow structure is divided into laminar sub-layer and turbulent core as shown 

in Figure 2.6.3. The local heat transfer from the fluid to the wall may be expressed by: 

(2.3) 
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Where q = heat flux 

h = heat transfer coefficient 

Tm = mean temperature 

Tw = wall temperature 

~~------------- Laminar sublayer 
l 

/ 

Turbulent core 

... 
) 

Figure 2.6.3: Velocity profile in turbulent tube flow [1151 

Then Stanton number (St) is a dimensionless parameter relating heat transfer coefficient to heat 

capacity of the fluid stream per unit cross-sectional area per unit time, which is defined as: 

St = h 
(2.4) 

It also can be expressed in terms of the fluid's Nusselt, Reynolds, and Prandtl numbers, which 

established the links for fundamental physical characteristics and made mathematics alive in Physics. 

The Nusselt number represents the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer perpendicularly 

across the boundary within the fluid at the boundary. The Prandtl number is a dimensionless 

number of energy conversion, the ratio of momentum diffusivity (kinematic viscosity) to thermal 

diffusivity. For internal laminar flow is expressed as: 

(2.5) 

Where = local Nusselt number for tube 

= specific heat at constant pressure 

= mean velocity 
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= Reynolds number for tube 

Pr = Prandtl number 

f = wall friction 

In the smooth pipe for turbulent-friction up to Red of about 2 x 105 

Thus Stanton number is rearrange as: 

0.316 
f = ReO.25 

d 
(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Holman [114], in his book, combined the simulation and experimental results to arrive at one 

empirical equation. Mostly, the heat transfer data will be dependent on Reynolds and Prandtl 

numbers. Perhaps the simplest type of relation to use for all simulation and experimental data is: 

Nu = ARe9Prc (2.12) 

Where A, 8 and C are constants to be determined from either simulation or experimental data 

NUd is expressed as: 

(2.8) 

This equation is valid for Red lower than 2 x 105 

For larger Reynolds number, Petukhoz developed a new correlation for friction: 

f = (0.790 in Red - 1.64)-2 (2.9) 

Thus, the Colburn equation is then: 

(2.10) 

Where n = 0.4 for heating 

n = 0.3 for cooling 

valid from Red ~ 10,000 . 

Gnielinski suggests that a better result for turbulent flow in smooth tubes may be obtained from the 
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following equation : 

Nu = 0.0214(Reo.8 - 100)Pr°.4 (2.11) 

Valid for 0.5 < Pr < 1.5; 
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Figure 2.6. : Fluid structure inside jet pump system [116] 

Figure 2.6.4 shows the fluid structure in a jet pump system [116]. The jet flow exits from the nozzle 

outlet with high velocity. Thus, this jet will entrain and mix with the secondary flow at surroundings. 

At certain distance (J), the primary flow mixes fully with the secondary flow which becomes a mixed 

flow. Assume the flow is air or compressible flow, the mixed flow velocity u3 in Figure 2.6.4 is given 

by: 

u3 = plA1Ul+p2A2u2 
p3A3 

And the density of mixed flow is as follows: 

3 - plAlul+p2A2u2 
P - Alul+A2u2 

The temperature for the mixed flow is then determined by: 

T, 3 = mlTol+m2To2 
o ml+m2 

Where 1, 2 and 3 are denoted as primary, secondary and mixed flows respectively 
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m = air mass flow rate 

p = fluid density 

u = Air velocity 

To = total temperature 

A = cross sectional area 

Since the mixed flow is a mixture of primary and secondary flow, the boundary layer of the mixed 

flow is thinner than the boundary layer of the secondary flow. In addition, temperature of the mixed 

flow is higher than that of the secondary flow. Thus the pipe surface in the fully mixed flow zone has 

a higher heat transfer coefficient and heat transfer than the surface in flow mixing zone. 

For non-circular tube, i.e. the O-chamber, the hydraulic diameter (Dh) is defined as: 

Where AD-C = 

= 

D - 4AD-C 
h =--;;-

O-chamber cross sectional area 

wetted perimeter 

For asymmetric velocity profile inside O-chamber, heat flux can be described as: 

Rearrange the equation, average heat transfer coefficient is determined by: 

Where: 

Q 
qave = -~-

ASUT lip-skin 

T - 1: Alip-skinT/ip-skin 
ave - 1: ASUT lip-skin 
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Where hsw = average heat transfer coefficient of SAl 

qave = average heat flux of lip-skin surface 

Tave = average lip-skin temperature 

Vo-c = volume of D-chamber 

Asur lip-skin = total internal surface area of the lip-skin 

Q = heat transfer from air to lip-skin 

Alip-skin = distinct lip-skin area [102] 

Tlip-skin = average temperature of a distinct lip-skin area Alip-skin 

The SAl Nusselt number is then estimated using the following equation: 

(2.22) 

Where = SAl Nusselt number 

Reynolds number (Resw) of SAl for asymmetric flow is described in equation 2.23: 

(2.23) 

Where: = air dynamic viscosity 

Uave = average velocity of swirling air in D-chamber 

p = air density 

Since mass flow rate of swirling air (msw) can be described as: 

msw = pAD-CUave (2.24) 

Thus, SAl Reynolds number is rearrange becomes: 

Re - msw.Dh 
sw -

AD-C'# 
(2.25) 
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2.7 Fundamentals of Augmentor System 

An augmentor system is widely used in the exhaust of a pulse engine, turbojet engine and rocket in 

order to enhance the amount of thrust produced by engine jet [81] . The ejector in an augmentor 

system is capable of decreasing the jet noise from the aircraft by mixing cool ambient air with the 

high velocity engine gas before they are exhausted to ambient [82]. The ejector system is also used 

in refrigeration systems to improve the overall absorption system [83-85] . Currently, the pulsejet has 

been introduced to micro-air vehicles (MAVs) instead of a turbo-machinery component due to the 

complexity of miniaturising the latter. Therefore, the augmentor system has been used together 

with the pulsejet in MAVs in order to enhance their thrust [86]. 

An augmentor system consists of two major components: primary sources and an ejector (Figure 

2.7.1). Primary sources including turbines, engine jets and nozzles are used to produce high 

temperature and velocity flow of air. The ejector functions to energise a secondary flow with a 

primary source. As the primary jet enters the ejector, it enhances energy and momentum exchange 

from primary jet to secondary flow by turbulent mixing of two streams. Consequently, the thrust 

which has been produced by the augmentor system is much better than the thrust produced by the 

primary source alone. This is because the outlet ejector produces higher momentum using higher 

mass flow rate and lower velocity than the original primary source alone would be able to achieve 

[87 and 88] . 

~ Ejector 
y~ ~----.... 

Figure 2.7.1: Basic concept of augmentor system [88] 

The application of the augmentor dates as far back as World War II [89]. The primary source 

generates air with high velocity and temperature flowing through the augmentor. As a result, a low 

air pressure occurs in the mixing section, or augmentor throat [90], and the secondary flow outside 
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the augmentor with higher static air pressure flows through the augmentor. Thereafter, the pressure 

of the mixed air increases slowly in the diffuser section as the mixed air approaches the augmentor 

outlet due to cross-sectional area increasing towards outlet. 

In general, the ejector in this study consists of two sections: entry section and diffuser section 

(Figure 2.7.2) . The design of the augmentor in this study has follows the design of the ejector in the 

refrigeration system [83], which is different from augmentor design of an engine jet. The augmentor 

in this study has a very large inlet area compared to outlet area. The large inlet is used to entrain the 

cold air in the D-chamber flowing through the augmentor. The increment angle of the diffuser 

section is very critical in the augmentor design. The diffuser section is used to increase augmentor 

thrust. However, if the increment angle in the diffuser area is too large, the flow separation will 

probably occur inside the diffuser section . The vortex inside the diffuser section would degrade the 

performance of the augmentor [91). 

Intake section Diffuser section r -
\ 

~~~ ... 

Inlet ~-J 
l Outlet Nozzle 

.If':;"-

I iY.,T. Shroud 

Figure 2.7.2: Schematic drawing of augmentor in present study 

Previous studies revealed that the configuration of primary source or nozzle would affect augmentor 

thrust performance. Increasing the distance of the nozzle penetrating into the augmentor inlet 

results in the augmentor inlet area narrowing down and restricts the secondary flow entering 

shroud. The secondary flow is forced to achieve a higher velocity as it is entering the shroud. The 

rate of shear produced by the jet boundary decreases, hence reducing entrainment as the inlet 

velocity increases [92). Therefore, it diminishes the augmentor's performance. The shape of the 

primary sources could potentially enhance the performance of augmentor. For example, a lobed 

nozzle was used as a primary source to increase performance of augmentor. This nozzle generates 

streamwise vortices that enhances mixing, increases secondary flow pumping and decreases the 

ejector mixing length required [931 . Moreover, the lobed nozzle alone has the potential to increase 
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mixing between hot air and stagnation air. This mixing enhancement occurs due to the presence and 

strength of stream-wise vortices that are generated due to nozzle geometry [94] . 

2.8 Basics of Acoustic Liner 

The main function of the acoustic liner (AL) is to reduce noise produced by the turbo jet engine. In 

commercial aircraft, AL is planted at the nacelle cowl zone. The AL has been developed both to 

reduce noise and allow cooling of the combustion chamber. In fact, the concept of noise abatement 

has been around since Greek civilisation. The ancient Greeks used this concept to absorb and amplify 

sound, and their acoustic absorption coefficient was at its highest value when fluid trapped inside 

was resonating [95]. Porous material has been introduced in order to enhance the acoustic 

resistance of the AL. In fact, the porous material is a good acoustic energy absorber over a wide 

range of frequency, as contrasted to the air cavity of Helmholtz type. Although porous materials are 

good in energy absorption and widely used, including in air-conditioning and motorbike exhausts, 

this material is unsuitable for aircraft application for certain reasons such as a tendency to migrate, 

fracture and blind due to ash, dust or liquid [96]. 

The AL consists of three major components: solid backface sheet, honeycomb and perforated face 

sheet (Figure 2.8.1). The perforated face sheet is used as an exterior surface. This type of AL is also 

known as a perforated face system. In order to enhance AL performance, the linear liner system has 

been introduced, which enhances sound absorption capability. The linear liner system includes an 

additional component, namely a woven wire mesh structure, which is attached to the exterior 

perforated face sheet (Figure 2.8.2). 

perforated face sheet 

honeycomb 

solid backface sheet 

Figure 2.8.1: Perforated face system [98] 
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woven wire mesh 

perforated face sheet 

honeycomb 

solid backface sheet ~ 

Figure 2.8.2: Linear liner system [119] 

The modified linear liner system has been developed in order to meet the same performance as that 

of the linear liner system and the same durability as the perforated face system. In the modified AL, 

the woven wire is placed between the perforated face sheet and the honeycomb, as shown in Figure 

2.8.3, in order to enhance durability. As an example, the thickness and holes diameter of the 

aluminium perforated face sheet are 0.025 inch and 0.0257 inch respectively. The 0.006-inch 

thickness of the woven wire mesh, with porosity between 30% and 38%, has been used in the 

modified linear liner system. A special adhesive has been used to attach the woven wire mesh to the 

honeycomb in order to prevent wicking of the adhesive into the mesh structure. The backface sheet 

has been fabricated by 0.063-inch aluminium thickness. 

perforated face sheet 

woven wire mesh 

honeycomb 

solid backface sheet 

Figure 2.8.3: Linear liner system modification [119] 

An electro thermal method of ice protection with isolated solid backface sheet for acoustic liner has 

been developed by Rohr, Inc [97, 98]. This combination of thermal ice protection and noise 

abatement design has been introduced to maximize heating power from leading edge to aft nacelle. 

Besides, the space occupied by heating system at the nacelle inlet region can be reduced and 

replaced by AL with the benefit of reducing noise from the jet engine as well. The electrical 

conductor perforated face converts current into heat which prevents ice from forming and resulting 

in reduction of nacelle intake size, hence reducing drag and saving fuel. In additional, insolate 

backface sheet prevent heat loss via inner region, thus increase efficiency of heater and save power. 
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Temperature for th is design concept is being kept below 140·C to maintain the shape and structure 

properties of the acoustic liner. 

The Boeing Company had patented the BAL, which uses hot air from the compressor [6J . As shown in 

Figure 2.8.4 [97,99], the acoustic liner consists of a multi-layer structure of porous plates that allow 

hot air to flow through the liner. A perforated backface sheet has been used instead of a solid 

backface sheet. A perforated intermediate layer has been added between the inner portion 

honeycomb and outer portion honeycomb. The figure shows that the face sheet has a much higher 

percentage of porosity compared to the backface sheet. The perforated backface has been applied 

in the system due to excess bleed hot air from the conduit to honeycomb. In addition, it prevents 

overheating occurring inside the honeycomb. The perforated intermediate layer has been used in 

order to enhance sound attenuation of the forward liner by increasing the frequency bandwidth 

over which the cells of the honeycomb core dissipate noise. In addition, the intermediate perforated 

layer can add strength and rigidity to the forward liner, which is important near the lip-skin to 

protect the lip-skin from foreign object damage. Furthermore, the application of an inner portion 

honeycomb and outer portion, instead of one deep honeycomb, reduces the many risks during 

honeycomb fabrication and forming. 

outer portions 
honeycomb 

inner portions 
honeycomb 
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Perforated 
backface layer 
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Figure 2.8.4: Configuration of bias acoustic liner for hot air anti-icing [99J 
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2.9 Summary 

Many researchers have studied the ice protection systems i.e. de-icing and anti-icing systems, which 

are required by aircraft. Several ice protection systems are available to protect critical areas of 

aircraft skin from icing. Among them, the most effective one is the hot air anti-icing. The hot air 

from the compressor is supplied to D-chamber through supply pipe. Then, the heat from hot air is 

transferred to lip-skin. The most popular hot air anti-icing system is PTAI. Many researchers such as 

William [37], Raghunathan [39], and Brown [40 and 41] have studied the PTAI and its optimisation. 

In early 1990, researchers employed CFD to carry out anti-icing studies. They employed CFD to 

optimise anti-icing design. This is because the cost of experimental work is extremely high especially 

in wet conditions. Many of them used CFD to predict and enhance PTAI performance, but none of 

them used CFD to study and improve SAl performance. Indeed, only few researchers [42-45] 

conducted experimental work of SAl. 

Augmentor is widely used in exhaust of pulse engine, turbo jet engine and rocket, and refrigeration 

systems. The augmentor is used for enhancing the amount of thrust, decrease the noise level and 

improve the absorption systems, by means of speed up mixing process between high velocity of air 

from nozzle and cool ambient air. No research addressed the application of augmentor in neither 

SAlnorPTAI. 

In the present work CFD was used to study SAl thermal performance and improve the SAl thermal 

performance. Besides, the relationship between dimensionless SAl thermal performance 

characteristics; including average Nusselt number, coefficient of temperature deviation, 

dimensionless hotspot temperature and dimensionless cold spot temperature, and average 

Reynolds number have been evaluated and presented in the study. Moreover, the combination of 

augmentor and SAl system has been simulated in this work in order to enhance air mixing process, 

which results in increases of SAl thermal performance. Furthermore, the thermal performance of 

SAl is compared with thermal performance of PTAI, which has not been done before by other 

researchers. 
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CHAPTER 3: Piccolo Tube Anti- Icing System 

This study has investigated the performance of SAl system. As the experimental data of SAl were 

very limited, the investigation was started with the thermal performance of PTAI for BR710 nacelle 

lip-skin. Unlike the previous researches in which the experiments and simulations were performed at 

laboratory conditions, the present simulations were performed at four different flight conditions, 

Taxi, Climb, Hold and Descent, at several m hotair and dry condition. Then, the simulation results were 

validated by the experimental results obtained from Bombardier Aerospace Belfast (Bombardier) 

[100] and Brown et al. [41]. At the end of the chapter, a modified Brown empirical correlation is also 

presented and proved that it is suitable for a wider range of ambient temperature (Too). The 

comparison of thermal performances between PTAI and SAlon BR710 nacelle lip-skin will be 

discussed in Chapter 7. 

As shown in Figure 3.0.1, the hot air jets exit from the nozzles/holes of the PTAI system and impinge 

on the targeted surface (inner skin area). Consequently, these surfaces receive adequate amount of 

heat to prevent the ice accumulation on the critical surfaces of the aircraft. 

tube 

Figure 3.0.1: Piccolo Tube Anti -Icing system 
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3.1 Model Description 

The information of PTAI in BR710 nacelle application, including nacelle lip-skin profile, PTAI design, 

operating conditions and experimental results at four different altitudes were obtained from Nacelle 

anti-icing system dry air flight test report [100]. Figure 3.1.1 shows the nacelle lip and PTAI 

arrangement; black and blue lines represent nacelle lip-skin and PTA I respectively. In this study, due 

to periodic nature of nozzle arrangement, out of 136 nozzles, only a slot with 2 nozzles or 1 slot/jet 

spacing was included in the PTAI simulation. This simplification is made in order to minimize number 

of mesh, thereby reducing computational time. The air pressure inside the perforated tube is 

assumed to be very similar along the circular perforated tube. Therefore, the results of one slot/jet 

spacing of nacelle lip are expected to be same as those of other slots along nacelle lip. Moreover, 

the circular shape of perforated tube and double curvature nacelle lip-skin were replaced with a 

straight perforated tube and a simplified straight section of nacelle lip-skin with a single curvature as 

shown in Figure 3.1.2. The simulation results of this simplified geometry were expected to have a 

little deviation from that of the actual design. Some previous research works have concurred with 

this assumption (for instance, Brown et al. [41]). Nozzle 1 and Nozzle 2 are shown in Figure 3.1.4, 

represented by row 1 and row 2 respectively. 

The schematic drawings of the D-chamber and PTAI design in BR710 nacelle application are shown in 

Figures 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 respectively. Brown et al. [41] also used similar D-chamber and nacelle lip

skin in their study. According to Figure 3.1.3, the bulkhead height and D-chamber length were 100d 

and 76.2d respectively, where d is nozzle diameter. Nacelle lip-skin was 0.08128d thick, and the 

perforated tube was located SOd in front of the bulkhead. The materials of perforated tube, nacelle 

lip and bulkhead were steel, aluminium and titanium respectively. 

The design of perforated tube in the PTAI study has diameter and thickness of 19.0Sd and 0.8128d 

respectively. The jet spacing (Cx) of PTAI was 34.8d. The nozzles at the perforated tube were 

arranged in two staggered rows named as Nozzle 1 and Nozzle 2, which were located at 30° and 84° 

respectively towards the inner skin (Figure 3.1.2). The distance from local nozzle outlet to impinging 

point (Z) (Figure 3.0.1) for Nozzle 1 and 2 were 1S.87d and 18.66d respectively. The schematic of 

perforated tube of PTAI design is shown in Figure 3.1.4. 
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Figure 3.1.1: Piccolo Tube and nacelle lip arrangement 
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Figure 3.1.2: Simplification of PTAI modelling 
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Figure 3.1.3: Schematic drawing of nacelle D-chamber 
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Figure 3.1.4: Schematic of perforated tube of PTAI design 

3.2 Modelling Setup 

GAMBIT [105] pre-processor was employed to develop the models and meshes of PTAI. The study 

utilized hexagonal non-uniform mesh for the simulation models of PTAI. For better results with 

higher accuracy, the structured hexagonal mesh was used in all the domains. High density of 

hexagonal mesh was utilized in the high pressure gradient domains, such as inside nozzles, 

impinging-surface area, hot jet area and external and internal lip-skin surfaces vicinities. The fine and 

structured hexagonal meshes are shown in Figures 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 

Figure 3.2.1: Structured mesh inside and outside nacelle 
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Figure 3.2.2: Structured mesh inside nozzle 1 

As for boundary condition inside D-chamber (Figure 3.2.3), a mass flow inlet boundary condition was 

employed at the piccolo tube entrance and exit surfaces in order to control the mass of hot air 

entering and exiting piccolo tube. Pressure outlet boundary condition was utilized at the exhaust 

surface where the air was released to the atmosphere. The nacelle lip-skin and perforated tube 

were declared as solid domain, while the hot air inside D-chamber as fluid domain. As illustrated in 

Figure 3.2.3, Bulkhead at the rear D-chamber was set as wall. Periodic boundary conditon was 

applied on both right and left side surfaces of D-chamber and nacelle lip-skin. 

Outside the D-chamber, pressure-far-field was applied at the front curve ambient surface, and used 

to manage Mach number of the approach free stream. In order to account for the free stream 

velocity from the ambient domain, pressure outlet was chosen at the rear ambient surface. Periodic 

boundary condition was set at right and left side ambient surfaces, and the ambient was set as fluid 

domain. 
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3.2.3: Boundary conditions for PTAI inside D-chamber 
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3.2.4: Boundary conditions for PTAI outside D-chamber 
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3.3 Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Setup 

The CFD code 'FLUENT' was utilized to perform the simulations. The lowest PTA I Reynolds number 

(RePTA/) in this study was 13'600, and thus the impinging jet was in fully turbulent flow regime. K-w 

SST was selected as the turbulence model as it accounts for the transport of turbulent shear stress. 

In addition, K-w SST offers better prediction results especially under complex boundary layer with 

adverse pressure gradients when compared with the k-E and Spalart-Allmaras models [112-114). For 

instance, Wong et at. [79] and Domingos et at. [80] employed this turbulent model in their study. 

Ideal gas was assumed in the computational model, as the jet Mach number within the simulation 

was higher than 0.3. Second upper upwind was applied to help obtain more precise results. The 

following assumptions have been made: 

1. The turbulent intensity of free stream air was assumed as a constant for all test conditions 

(intensity of 2%). 

2. a was constant (OO}for all the cases analyzed 

3. Most of the heat from hot air was transferred directly to effective-impingent-surface on 

which the jets impinge. Therefore, the interaction between the exhausted hot air and the 

non-effective-impingement-surface was assumed negligible. 

4. Brown [41] claimed that the heat transferred to non-effective-impingement-surface was 

only 3% of total heat transferred to the nacelle lip-skin. Therefore, it was believed that the 

temperature distribution on the non-effective-impingement-surface was dominantly 

influenced by conduction. 

The study covered four different conditions, in which every condition had different altitude, free 

stream Mach number, hot air temperature (Tpiccolo), ambient temperature (T _) and ambient pressure 

(Poo). The operating conditions for all the altitudes are shown in Table 3.3.1. Reynolds number 

(RepTA/) for all the cases falls in the range of 10
4 

to 6x104. 

Table 3.3.1: Summary of all altitude conditions 

Condition Altitude (m) Free stream Mach number Too (K) Tpiccolo (K) Poo(Pa) 

Taxi 396 0.1 290 383 96526 

Climb 3200 0.42 276 545 68051 

Hold 3048 0.32 279 458 69774 

Descent 2438 0.44 282 403 75153 
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RePTAI was defined as: 

RepTAI = mhotaird 

NnozzleANozzlell 

mhot air = hot air mass flow rate 

Anozzle = nozzle cross sectional area 

J1 = air dynamic viscosity 

d = diameter of nozzle 

Nnoule = number of nozzles 

The local dimensionless temperature (t) was defined as: 

where = 

TpiCCOIo = 

= 

Ty -Too 

Tptccolo -Too 

local temperature 

temperature of hot air within piccolo tube 

ambient temperature 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The coarse mesh normally produces inaccurate result, but very fine mesh results in longer 

computation time. Therefore, grid independence test has been conducted to arrive at the optimum 

mesh size. The dimensionless temperature contour of the nacelle lip-skin obtained with very coarse 

mesh, coarse mesh, current mesh, fine mesh and very fine mesh, for five different mesh intensities, 

are illustrated in Figure 3.3.1. There are no significant differences in nacelle lip-skin temperatures 

obtained by current, fine and very fine meshes, as evidenced by Figure 3.3.1. However the coarse 

mesh has lower temperature than current mesh especially at point B. It is also observed that the 

very coarse mesh has produced the lowest temperature in all cases. 

Figure 3.3.2 shows the comparison of t on the nacelle lip-skin for the very coarse (1.5 x 106 grid 

elements) , coarse (2.0 x 106 grid elements), current (2.9 x 106 grid elements), fine (4.0 x 106 grid 

elements) and very fine (10 x 106 grid elements) meshes. It is obvious from the plot that the t 

profiles for current, fine and very fine meshes are similar. The temperatures of very coarse mesh and 

coarse mesh are significantly lower than current mesh. Then, Mach number contour plots of the hot 

air exiting from the nozzles for the coarse, current, fine and very fine meshes are shown in Figure 

3.3.3. It can be seen from these plots that the contours for current, fine and very fine meshes are 
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again very similar. However, Mach number of the coarse mesh seems lower than the other meshes. 

The current mesh took 3 days for one case to converge . However, finer mesh and very fine mesh 

took 7 and 21 days respectively for one case to converge, while very coarse and coarse meshes were 

out of choice. Therefore, the current mesh was chosen for all computational models in the PTAI 

study. 

0.52 

0 .26 

o 
Very coarse mesh Coarse mesh Current mesh 

0.52 

0 .26 

o 
Fine mesh Very fine mesh 

Figure 3.3.1: Lip-skin dimensionless temperature contour of various mesh intensity 
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Figure 3.3.2: Comparison of dimensionless temperature profiles for five different mesh densities. 
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Figure 3.3.3: Jet Mach number contours 
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Figure 3.3.4: Dimensionless wall distance contours on internal and external surfaces of nacelle 

lip-skin 

Furthermore, dimensionless wall distance (y+) of current mesh on both internal and external 

surfaces was examined before conducting simulations on thermal performance of the PTAI system. 

As shown in Figure 3.3.4, the results produced by current mesh were reliable since the current mesh 

had the highest y+ (13) which was lower than maximum y+ recommended by FLUENT (y+ of 30) 

[103). Moreover, the temperature and Mach number values for current, fine and very fine meshes 

were almost the same as shown in Figures 3.3.1 to 3.3.3. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

This section presents 

• Brief explanation about the phenomenon of the hot jet between Nozzle 1 and impinging-

surface; 

• The interpretations of temperature contours for four different cases; 

• The illustrations about the effect of the RePTAI on t distribution of nacelle lip-skin, 

dimensionless average temperature (T) and anti-icing efficiency (EFF). 

The Mach number contour of jet exits from the Nozzle 1 is illustrated in Figure 3.4.1. Figure 3.4.2 

shows the local Mach number (u y ) profile of the jet from Nozzle 1 to the inner skin against zld. z is 

the distance from the local point to the nozzle. The high value of uy inside the nozzle is due to the 

high air pressure difference between the air inside perforated tube and D-chamber. Just after the jet 
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exiting the nozzle, uy fluctuates excessively vs. z/d from point 1 to 6 (Figure 3.4.2) due to shock wave 

since uy exceeds Mach 1. Then, uy is almost constant before it decreases moderately at z/d about 7.5 

as the jet flows downstream until it impinges on the inner skin. In addition, the shock wave 

phenomenon also results in the intermittent absolute pressure (from point 1 to 7) in the nozzle 

vicinity as shown in Figure 3.4.3 and Figure 3.4.4. Subsequently, the absolute pressure of the hot jet 

remains constant before it increases slowly with z/d as it approaches the impinging surface. 

1.5 

1.13 

0.75 

0.375 

0.001 

Contour of Mach number 

Figure 3.4.1: Contour of Mach number of hot air exit from Nozzle 1. 
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Figure 3.4.2: Hot air Mach number profile along ratio of distance between local point and 

nozzle to nozzle diameter (z/d) for Nozzle 1 
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Figure 3.4.3: Pressure contour in Nozzle 1 vicinity 
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Figure 3.4.4: Hot air pressure profile along ratio of distance between local point and 

nozzle to nozzle diameter 
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Figure 3.4.5: Dimensionless static temperature contour of hot air for Nozzle 1 
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Figure 3.4.6: Static t profile of hot air from nozzle 1 

20 

Figure 3.4.7: Dimensionless total temperature contour of hot air for Nozzle 1 

The static t contour and profile of jet are shown in Figures 3.4.5 and 3.4.6 respectively. Since the hot 

air flow is compressible, the low static t appears inside Nozzle 1 because of the jet with high Mach 

number, as shown in Figure 3.4.5. This happens because the static temperature from the tube has 

converted to kinetic energy. The intermittent static t at downstream of the nozzle outlet (from 

point 1 to 6 in Figure 3.4.6) is attributed to the shock wave phenomenon. Afterwards, static t 
increased slowly as the jet flows downstream until it impinges on the inner skin since the jet Mach 

number decreases along z/d as shown in Figures 3.4.5 and 3.4.6. In contrast, the jet has a high total 

temperature inside the nozzle. It then decreases slowly as it flows downstream until it impinges 

inner skin as shown in Figure 3.4.7. 

Figures 3.4.8 to 3.4.11 illustrate t contours of the nacelle lip-skin for Taxi, Climb, Hold and Descent 

conditions respectively, for m hotair of 0.159kg/s. All the figures show that the hotspots occurred on 

the inner skin, wh ich coincides with the area that the piccolo jets are directly impinged on . In the 
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real flight, it is that portion of the lip-skin which is required to be kept free from ice in order to avoid 

ice shedding and subsequent ingestion by the engine. Therefore, the temperature profile of the 

inner lip-skin should always be higher than that of the outer skin when the system is in operation. 

0.52 
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Inner skin 

0.14 

Figure 3.4.8: Dimensionless temperature contour of nacelle lip-skin in Taxi case 
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Figure 3.4.9: Dimensionless temperature contour of nacelle lip-skin in Climb 
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Figure 3.4.10: Dimensionless temperature contour of nacelle lip-skin in Hold 
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Figure 3.4.11: Dimensionless temperature contour of nacelle lip-skin in Descent 

Figures 3.4.8 to 3.4.11 also show that points A and points B have higher temperatures than their 

surrounding regions. These points are the locations of the highest intensity of the impinging jets for 

Nozzle arrays 1 and 2 respectively. The figures also reveal that t at Point A is slightly higher than that 

at Point B. This is because z is slightly shorter from Point A to nozzle than from Point 8 to nozzle. In 

fact, t is inversely related to Tpicco/o - T"" while it increases with Ty - Teo as shown in Equation 3.2. 

Out of the four cases analysed, the taxi provides the highest t because it has the lowest Tpicco/o - Teo 

and intermediate Ty - T",. From Figures 3.4.8 to 3.4.11, it is evident that the hold produces the 

lowest lip-skin temperature since it has high Tpicco/o - T", and low Ty - T C»o 

The effect of RePTAI in the range of 25'000 to 50'000 on t for climb condition is illustrated in Figures 

3.4.12 to 3.4.14. The figures show that t of both hotspots; point A and point 8, increases with RePTAI. 

In addition, the low t area (blue colour zone) on the outer skin shrinks as the RePTAI increases from 

25'000 to 50'000. Overall, the whole lip-skin t increases with RePTA I. 
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Figure 3.4.12: Dimensionless temperature contour of nacelle lip-skin at PTAI Reynolds number 

of 25,800 
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Figure 3.4.13: Dimensionless temperature contour of nacelle lip-skin at PTAI Reynolds 
number of 40,000 
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Figure 3.4.14: Dimensionless temperature contour of nacelle lip-skin at PTAI Reynolds number 
of 50,000 
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Figure 3.4.15 illustrates the posit ion of wrap location (%) along the lip-skin; the term 'wrap location' 

is defined by equation 3.3. The lip-skin t profiles for climb at three different RePTAI from 25'000 to 

50'000 are shown in Figure 3.4.16. 

Wrap location (0/0) = Length between local point to the end of the external lip - skin 

Highlight po int at wrap 

location 54 % 

Tota l nacelle li p- skin length 

Wrap location 80% 

0% 

100% 

Figure 3.4.15: Position of wrap location along the nacelle lip-skin 

(3.3) 

In general, RePTAI has not changed the t distribution pattern. The lip-skin t increases tremendously 

from point a to b, for all Reynolds numbers. Afterwards, t reaches plateau, reduces slightly to c and 

increases again to d before decreasing rapidly to e. It is also observed that the lip-skin t increases 

with RePTAI. As RePTAI increases from 25'800 to 50'000, the magnitudes of t at points band d increase 

from 0.342 to 0.480 and from 0.344 to 0.494 respectively; sim ilarly, the cold spot t at point a 

increases to almost 0.037. The results also show that t along the wrap location increases w ith RePTAI. 
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Figure 3.4.16: Nacelle lip-skin dimension less temperature profile in climb cond ition for 

various PTAI Reynolds number 
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Figure 3.4.17 reveals the effect of RePTAI on lip-skin t profiles along the wrap location under descent 

condition. Similar to Figure 3.4.16, Figure 3.4.17 shows that the trend of t profiles against wrap 

location for all RePTAl, is similar. The lip-skin t increases along the wrap location from point f to g. It 

then flattens out from point g to h. Afterwards, t increases to peak at point i before it falls down to 

point j . As expected, t along wrap location increases with RePTAI. The results show that t is highest at 

point i with the increase of 0.088 as the RepTAI is increased from 32'300 to 50'000. Meanwhile, t is 

lowest at point f with 0.017 increments as RePTA I is increased from 32'300 to 50'000. Similar to climb, 

the lip-skin t along the wrap location increases with RePTAI. 
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Figure 3.4.17: Nacelle lip-skin dimensionless temperature profile in Descent condition 

for various PTAI Reynolds numbers 

The relationship between dimensionless average lip-skin temperature (f) and RePTAI is illustrated in 

Figure 3.4.18, where l' is defined as : 

where = 

f Tave - Too 

T piccolo - Too 

average lip-skin temperature 

(3.4) 

Figure 3.4.18 shows that, l' increases w ith RepTAI for all conditions. As RepTAI is increased, m hot oir is 

elevated, thus causing an increment on the amount of heat supplied to the nacelle lip-skin. In 

addition, the velocity of jet impinging on the inner skin increases, and hence the boundary layer 

thickness decreases as RePTAI increases. It is further observed that, Taxi produces the highest l' and 

Hold shows the lowest l' along RePTAI' While l' is inversely related to T piccolo - T "", it increases with 

Tave-T"". Taxi has the lowest Tpiccola - T"" and intermediate Tave - T", . As a result, Taxi produces the 

highest l' in this study (F igure 3.4.18). Although Climb has Tpiccolo - T"" slightly higher than Hold, it 
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has higher Ta ve - T oo when compared to Hold . Therefore, Hold has the lowest f in the given range of 

RePTAf, as shown in Figure 3.4.18. 
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Figure 3.4.18: Dimensionless average lip-skin temperature against PTAI Reynolds number 

for all conditions 

The anti-icing efficiency (EFF) of PTAI as defined by equation (3.5) is shown in Figure 3.4.19. 

EFF = T piccolo- T exh 
(3.5) 

T piccolo-T adiabat ic wall 

where Texh = Exhaust temperature 

and the adiabatic temperature of lip-skin T adiabaticwafl is calculated by: 

Tadiabatic wall = Too (1 + Rf(~ l)M~ ) (3.6) 

where Rf is recovery factor and y is 1.41. 

EFF represents that the percentage amount of heat from hot air is absorbed by the lip-skin . 

According to Figure 3.4.19, the curves of EFF vs. RePTAf are similar in all cases. EFF decreases 

exponentially with RePTAf in the range 10'000 to 60'000. In other words, the efficiency of heat 

transfer from hot air to the nacelle lip-skin decreases with increase in m hotair in all conditions. The 

Taxi and Climb display reduction in EFF by almost 30.3% and 26.2% respectively for RePTAf in the 

range of 15'000 to 60'000. For the same range of RePTAf, Descent and Hold show EFF reduction of 

27% and 24.7% respectively. Descent has the highest EFF for the given RePTAf, followed by Hold, 

Climb and Taxi. Free stream Mach number and T piccafo - T oo have affected EFF. The heat transfer 

coefficient between external surface and ambient increases with free stream Mach number, making 

the nacelle lip-skin absorb more heat from the hot air inside the D-chamber. However, EFF is 
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inversely related to Tpiccolo - Too. Descent and Taxi have the highest and the lowest free stream Mach 

number respectively. Therefore, Descent demonstrates the highest EFF and Taxi illustrates the 

lowest EFF. Although the free stream Mach number is higher in Climb than in Hold, Climb shows 

higher Tpiccolo - Too. Thus, Hold has higher EFF than that of Climb for RePTAI from 15'000 to 60'000. 
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Figure 3.4.19: Effect of PTAI Reynolds number on anti-icing efficiency for all cases 

3.5 Validation with Previous Results 

Figure 3.5.1 shows the predicted and measured lip-skin t profiles for Taxi and Climb, while Figures 

3.5.3 and 3.5.5 show those for Hold and Descent respectively, for mhotoir of 0.159kg/s. In Taxi, as 

shown in Figure 3.5.1, t increases greatly with wrap location from point a to b. Then, the lip-skin 

t decreases gradually with wrap location until point c. In climb condition, t increases tremendously 

from point d until e, and then slightly dropped to the point f before it rises up to point g. Finally, it 

decreases gradually until point h. 

As illustrated in Figure 3.5 .1, the lip-skin t for taxi has over-predicted especially at wrap locations 

above 40%, while maintaining consistency with the measured values . According to Figure 3.5.2, the 

difference between measured and predicted temperature for taxi at wrap location of 40% and above 

is in the range 7.5% - 9.5%. This deviation is believed to be due to different turbulent intensities in 

the flight test and CFD simulation. The flight test is expected to experience higher turbulent intensity 

than that has been applied in CFD simulation. As the turbulence intensity increases, the heat transfer 

coefficient increases [117 and 118]. The flight test results imply that in reality more heat is swiped 

away from the nacelle lip-skin than that predicted by CFD simulation; consequently, the measured t 
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profile is lower than pred icted . The vibration of the wing during the Taxi phase of the flight is the 

main contributor to the high turbulent intensity level and thus is the cause of the difference in t 
between pred icted and test data. 

For the climb, the pred icted results are shown to be in excellent agreement with the measured 

results with the exception of wrap locations before 47% where the discrepancy is higher than 10%, 

as demonstrated by Figure 3.5.2. To justify this discrepancy, the operation of a gas turbine engine 

and the orientation of the nacelle during the climb, need to be taken into consideration. The engine 

which is operated by sucking air from its surroundings is mounted under the leading edge of the 

wing and hence causes the tu rbulent intensity of the intake flow to increase. However, these factors 

were not included in the CFO model; rather a uniform turbulence intensity level was assumed for the 

entire atmosphere. In reality the actual tu rbulence intensity level for ambient air passing over the 

upper half of the lip-skin is apparent to be lower than that assumed in the CFO simulation. 

Consequently, the measured heat transfer coeffic ient for outer skin is lower than the prediction. At 

the same time, the turbulent intensity of the air passing over the lower half of the lip-skin is 

approximately the same for the real flight as set during the CFO simulation. In addition, the angle of 

attack and subsequent orientation of the nacelle during cl imb are major contributors to higher 

turbulent intensity. 
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Figure 3.5.1: Predicted and Measured results for Taxi and Climb cond itions 
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Figure 3.5.2: Percentage difference between measured and predicted results for taxi and 

climb conditions 

In the case of Hold, Figure 3.5.3 depicts that t from point i increased tremendously with wrap 

location until point j . Then, it slightly decreases before increasing gradually again with the wrap 

location to point k. From there it decreases again to point I. Most measured t values of hold are 

higher than those predicted in the simulation. Figure 3.5.4 illustrates that the temperature 

differences between measured and predicted results for hold condition at wrap location below 50% 

are higher (up to 27%), and this drops to around 17% at wrap location above 50%. In this scenario, it 

is well known that the ambient air in hold is calm and quiescent. The angle of attack in this condition 

is approximately 0°, and significant wing vibration under this condition is very rare; therefore, the 

turbulent intensity for flight test in the case of hold is extremely low in rea lity. Consequently, the 

heat transfer coefficient in flight is lower than that assumed in the simulation, rendering the 

measured results to be higher than predictions. In order to prove this, one simulation was run for 

hold condition with very low turbulent intensity (1 x 10.2°). As shown in Figure 3.5.3, the predicted 

temperatures show excellent agreement with measured temperatures at very low turbulent 

intensity, the highest difference being only 8% (Figure 3.5.4) . This reveals that the free stream of 

hold condition has very low turbulent intensity. 
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Figure 3.5 .3: Predicted and Measured results for Hold condition 
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Figure 3.5.4: Percentage difference between measured and predicted results for Hold 

and Descent conditions 

Figure 3.5.5 shows that the predicted results for descent are compared favourably w ith the 

measured data. The differences between measured and predicted results along wrap location are 

lower than 7% as shown in Figure 3.5.4. In this scenario, the important flow characteristics such as 

the effect of angle of attack, flow separation and the effect of the turbulent level, on the heat 

transfer coefficient in the experimental investigation are well modelled by CFD simulation. Overall, it 

can be deduced from Figures 3.5.1 to 3.5.5 that the predicted results are in good agreement with 

the measured data [100]. 
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Figure 3.5.5: Predicted and Measured results for Hold condition 

The following section compares CFD results of all the cases with empirical correlations proposed by 

Brown et al. [41]. They used "least square" method to develop their empirical equation based on the 

data which were obtained from the experiments conducted at Queen University. The parameters of 

PTAI which were considered in their experiment included d, Cx/d, Zn/d and mhotair' They proposed 

the correlation: 

where = 

= 

Pr = 

and ReG can be described as 

G = 

The constants had the following values: 

C = 0.577, a = 0.922 and b =0.064 

(3.7) 

average Nusselt number of PTAI 

Reynolds number based on effective-impingement-surface 

Prandtl number 

4Gd 
ReG = 

7r1-l 
(3 .8) 

Hot air mass flow per unit area of effective-impingement-

surface 
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Since the geometry of the nacelle lip-skin and the position of the piccolo tube in this study were 

similar to those used by Brown et al. [41], the effective-impingement-area was also estimated by 

using their method which started from highlight to 76.2d inside the highlight. The locations of 

hotspot 1, 2 and 3 were approximately, 12.7d, 38.1d and 63.5d from the highlight, as shown in 

Figure 3.5.6. The distance from the start point of the average effective impinging length to the 

highlight point was estimated as 12.7d. 

This study adopted the method of Brown et al. to determine NUPTAI' However, in the present PTAI 

model, there were only 2 rows of nozzles for every ex instead of 3 rows in their model. The present 

study also assumed the same condition that could be found for a single jet spread over 

approximately 12.7d in one direction from the hotspot point on the internal lip-skin surface. This 

means, the effective-impingement-area in this study covered the highlight point to sO.8d inside the 

highlight. Therefore, the heat transferred to non-effective-impingement-area was very small 

compared with the effective-impingement-area; therefore it was neglected in the calculation. Figure 

3.5.6 shows the position of the highlight and hotspots for models from both studies. 
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Figure 3.5 .6: Position of the hotspot on the nacelle lip-skin for both studies 
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Figure 3.5.7 shows the plots of NUPTAI against ReG. In this study, the following equation was used 

to calculate NUPTA/: 

(3.9) 

where = average heat transfer coefficient of PTAI 

= fluid thermal conductivity 

and hPPA1 could be obtained from the following equation 

h - Q 
PTAI -

Aimp(T piccolo-Timp) 
(3.10) 

Q = heat transfer from air to the lip-skin 

Amp = effective-impingement-surface area 

Timp = average temperature of effective-impingement-surface area 

As ReG increases, mhotoir increases and hence the temperature of Timp• All the CFD results under these 

four conditions and correlation from Brown et al. are shown in Figure 3.5.8. It is clear that the Taxi 

condition presents the highest values of NUPPAI at any given ReG followed by descent, cruise and 

climb. It is also clear that the CFD results show lower values of NUPPAI compared to the Brown et 

aL's empirical correlation. However, the result of the Taxi condition is the closest to Brown et al.'s 

prediction. The climb condition shows the largest deviation from the results of Brown et al. followed 

by cruise and descent. The ambient temperature (Too) is believed to be one of the main parameters 

affecting NUPPAI' which was not taken into account in Brown et al.'s study. As Too decreases, more 

heat is swept away from the nacelle lip-skin and into the downstream ambient, which in turn 

reduces Timp• According to Equation 3.10, hpPA1 is inversely related to Tpiccolo - Timp ' Therefore, if 

Tplccolo is constant, Tpiccolo - Timp increases as Timp decreases. Hence it could be deduced that, 

reduction in Too decreases Timp, which in turn reduces hppA1 leading to the decrease of NUppAI 

(according to Equation 3.9). From Table 3.3.1 it is clear that Taxi and climb conditions have the 

highest and lowest Toorespectively. Thus, they respectively produce the highest and lowest values 

ofNuPPAI' 
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(
c )0.064 .: 

NUPPAI VS. Reg·922
; pp has been plotted as shown in Figure 3.5.5 in order to support the 

(
c )0.064 1 

aforementioned statement. The gradient of NUPPAI vs. Reg·922 ; prJ was represented by C 

in Brown et al. ' s empirical correlation. As seen in the plots, Taxi has the highest C followed by 

Descent, Hold and Climb. Therefore, the relationship between Too and C was studied, and the results 

are shown in Figure 3.5.9. It can also be seen that C is directly proportional to Too. Thus it could be 

established that C is a function of Too and Brown et al.'s empirical correlation could be used if Too is 

known. The value of C could be estimated using C = 0.0152T _ 4.028 or C = ax T", +b. Accordingly, 

Equation 3.7 has been modified to include the effect of Too, as follows: 
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CHAPTER 4: Swirl Anti-Icing 

The previous chapter demonstrated the success of CFD modelling of PTAI system by showing that 

the simulation results were in good agreement with the experimental data [100]. Therefore, similar 

modelling methodology was employed to predict the thermal performance of swirl anti-icing (SAl) 

system. This chapter describes the application of SAl thermal performance for Falcon 20g nacelle lip

skin. At the beginning, the thermal performance of basic or original SAl will be described. Then, 

some alternative designs will be studied via simulation including sloped nozzle, nozzle rotation angle 

(NRA) and length of nozzle in order to enhance SAl thermal performance. The chapter will end with 

discussion of the effect of nozzle shape on the thermal performance anti-icing. 

4.1 SAl for Falcon 20g Nacelle Up-skin 

According to the information obtained from Bombardier Aerospace Belfast, the diameter and cross 

sectional area of the D-chamber of nacelle Falcon 20g (small nacelle) were much smaller than those 

of nacelle BR 710 (large nacelle) [100]. The schematic of the Falcon 20g nacelle D-Chamber are 

shown in Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 respectively. 

The original design of SAl system contained 10 exhausts in which every exhaust was in a semicircular 

shape and had a diameter of 0.0381m. 10 exhausts were located on the bulkhead, 30° apart from 

each other and ±45° apart from nozzle entry point (Figure 4.1.1). This nacelle inlet had a diameter of 

0.6731m. The nozzle diameter and length were 0.009144m and 0.027432m respectively. The nacelle 

inlet lip, nozzle and bulkhead were built with aluminium, stainless steel and titanium respectively. 

Figure 4.1.2 illustrates the nacelle lip-skin cross-section in plane 140°. The height of the bulkhead 

and the length of the D-chamber were 0.079756m and 0.09525m respectively. The nozzle was 

placed 0.05715m in front of the bulkhead and nacelle lip-skin thickness was of 0.0016256m. The 

present study was started with nozzle diameter of 0.OO9144m, hot air mass flow rate (mhotoi,) of 

0.0118 kg/s and total temperature of hot air inside nozzle (Tnozzle) of 533.15K. 

The position of wrap location for small nacelle lip-skin is shown in Figure 4.1.3. At the end of the 

outer skin edge, wrap location was depicted as 0% and at the other end, the inner skin edge was 

denoted as 100%. Unlike large nacelle lip-skin, the highlight of small nacelle lip-skin was located at 

wrap location of 49.8%, as shown in Figure 4.1.3. 
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Figure 4.1.2: Schematic drawing of a cross section of nacelle lip 
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Figure 4.1.3: Position of wrap location on the nacelle D-Chamber 
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Figure 4.1.4 shows the posit ions of planes (in degrees) in the nacelle D-Chamber. As shown in the 

figure, the nozzle was placed in plane 135° from the top of nozzle. 

Plane 1) (1 

Planc ~ 

, ~.~ 

--~ .. 
Planc J R ) ..::::--c -- --- Nozzle 

Figure 4.1.4: Plane position on the nacelle lip-skin 

4.1.1 Boundary Conditions 

GAMBIT [104] pre-processor was used for the modelling and meshing of SAL The hexagonal non

uniform mesh was used in the study. High density mesh was employed at the critical areas such as 

impinging spot and nozzle, in order to ensure that the predicted result would be reliable, as shown 

in Figure 4.1.5. Figu re 4.1.6a and Figure 4.1.6b show the boundary conditions in the study . 

. mpinging su rface zone 

Figure 4.1.5: Mesh at nozzle and impinging surface area 
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Figure 4.1.6a: Boundary condition of swirl anti-icing 
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Pressure outlet 
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Figure 4.1.6b: Boundary condition inside D-chamber 

Figures 4.1.6a and 4.1.6b illustrate boundary conditions in the present work. As shown in Figure 

4.1.6a, the dimension of ambient domain was 16 times larger than typical dimension of nacelle 0-

chamber (yellow colour). Pressure-far-field (pink colour) and pressure outlet (blue colour) were 
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used to control the Mach number of ambient-free-stream. Inside the nacelle D-chamber (Figure 

4.1.6b) nozzle was used to supply hot air mass flow rate to D-chamber and mass-flow-inlet was 

utilized at nozzle entrance to control the mass flow rate of hot air. Pressure outlet (light blue colour) 

was set up on the exhaust surfaces to release swirling air from the D-chamber to atmosphere. 

Exhaust surfaces were extended 8 times exhaust diameter in order to avoid back flow inside D

chamber. Bulkhead at the rear D-chamber was set as wall. 

Unlike in chapter 3, laboratory conditions were used in the study for SAlon Falcon 20g as required 

by Bombardier Aerospace Belfast. The ground air pressure with ambient-free-stream Mach number 

of 0.149 and T <Xl of 266.483K were included as boundary conditions. Table 4.1.1 summarizes the 

boundary conditions. 

Table 4.1.1: Summary of boundary condition 

CFD Software 

Turbulent flow model 

Type of flow 

Energy Equation 

Velocities of free stream air 

Temperature of Free Stream Air 

Mass Flow hot air 

Temperature of hot air 

Operating pressure 
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Ideal gas (compressible) 

On 

0.149 

266.483 

0.0118 kg/s 
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4.1.2 Grid Independence Test 

The grid independence test was conducted before the examination of SAl performance. For the 

Falcon 20g nacelle D-chamber, three different mesh sizes were executed: 3,000,000 (coarse mesh), 

4,750,000 (current mesh) and 7,000,000 (fine mesh). 

Figure 4.1.7 shows that the lip-skin temperature contours produced by the three different meshes 

are very similar to each other. The cold spot and hotspot occur at points A and B in planes 1700 and 

245 0 respectively. The hotspot temperatures (hi) for coarse, current and fine meshes are 324.5K, 

337.6K and 337.0K respectively, wh ile the corresponding cold spot temperatures (T,o ) are 278.85K, 

279.95K and 2BO.25K. The differences in Thi and T,D between coarse mesh and fine mesh are 1l.6K 

and 1.5K respectively, and between current and fine meshes are only 0.6K for and 0.3K. In addition, 

current mesh needs only 14 days to converge compared to the fine mesh that takes 23 days. 

Therefore, current mesh is good enough to be employed in the subsequent study. 
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Figure 4.1.7: Contour of Lip-skin temperature (in K) for coarse, current and fine meshes 
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The plane average temperatures with respect to wrap location for both current and fine meshes are 

plotted in Figure 4.1.8. The plane average temperature for coarse mesh is not included in the figure 

due to the differences of Th i and TID between coarse mesh and fine mesh being quite high. Both the 

models seem to produce similar average temperature profiles at the given plane. 
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Figure 4.1.8: Plane average temperature profile for current and fine meshes 

Considering individual cross-sections, the local temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin for 

both the models in planes 180° and 270°, are plotted in Figure 4.1.9. The local temperature curves 

of current mesh for both planes are very similar to those of fine mesh. The highest local temperature 

differences between current and fine mesh in plane 1800 is 0.9K which occurs at wrap location of 

14%. 
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Figure 4.1.9: Local temperature profile along wrap location for both current and fine mesh 
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Subsequently, dimensionless wall distance (y+) distribution on the nacelle lip-skin surface was 

examined. The y+ distributions along the internal and external surfaces (Figure 4.1.10) are shown in 

Figure 4.1.11 which demonstrates that y+ for both surfaces is less than the maximum limit (30) 

recommended by FLUENT [103]. 

Inner lip-skin ----
Internal 
hot air Ambient air 

External 
surface 

Inner lip-skin 

Internal 
surface 

Figure 4.1.10: Location of internal and external surfaces on the nacelle D-chamber 
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Figure 4.1.11: Dimensionless wall distance distribution on the external and internal surfaces of 

nacelle lip-skin 

After completing the grid independence test and y+ examination, the convergence histories of 

velocity and temperature were examined as mandated by FLUENT user guide [103]. The 

convergence histories of volume-average velocity magnitude and static temperature are shown in 

Figures 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 respectively. It can be observed that, the number of iterations executed for 

all models is between 14,000 and 15,000, and the average swirling air velocity and lip-skin 

temperature along the lip-skin vary slightly along a platform when the number of iterations exceeds 

12,000. 
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Figure 4.1.12: Average swirling air velocity against number of iteration 
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Figure 4.1.13: Average lip-skin temperature against number of iteration 

4.2 Temperature Distribution on the Nacelle Lip-skin 

The lip-skin temperature contour is shown in Figure 4.2.1. The cold spot occurs at point A and 

hotspot occurs at point B. Hotspot occurs due to the hot air exiting from the nozzle and directly 

impinging on point B. As a result, the thermal and hydraulic boundary layer becomes very thin 

causing the highest heat transfer on this spot. After hot air impinges on the outer skin, the direction 

of the flow is altered to along the outer skin of nacelle D-Chamber. Due to the velocity and 

temperature differences between the hot air from the nozzle and the cold air in the D-Chamber, the 
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mixing between them would take t ime and along a "long" distance. As a consequence, cold spot 

occurs at point A. 
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Figure 4.2.1: Lip-skin temperature contour (in K) 

The average temperatures along outer skin and inner skin are plotted in Figure 4.2.2 in order to 

describe the temperature profile of outer skin and inner skin along the nacelle lip-skin. In general, 

the inner skin has a lower and more even average lip-skin temperature than the outer skin dose. 

From A1 to A2, the average temperature of inner skin fluctuates slightly. From A2 through A3 to A4, 

it increases to the maximum at A3 and then decreases to minimum at A4. Afterwards, the average 

temperature of inner skin increases slowly until AS, and then back to plane 0°. The average 

temperature along outer skin has the similar pattern; first decreases slightly from B1 to 82 

whereafter increases sharply to the maximum at B3, and decreases to local minimum at B4. Finally, 

from B4 through BS to B6, pattern similar to B2 to B4 is followed, but with a much smaller scale. 
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Figure 4.2.2: Average inner skin and outer skin temperatures profile 

As the nacelle D-chamber forms a circular channel, the air Mach number and temperature adjacent 

to outer skin are higher than those adjacent to inner skin, as shown in Figures 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. 

Therefore, the hydraulic boundary layer adjacent to outer skin is thinner than the one adjacent to 

inner skin; hence, heat transfer coefficient between hot air and outer skin is higher than that 

between hot air and inner skin . 
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Figure 4.2.3 : Air Mach number contours inside nacelle D-chamber 
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Figure 4.2.4: Air temperature inside nacelle D-chamber 

According to the figures, both Mach number and temperature of hot air decrease as it flows away 

from the nozzle because of the mixing with cold air inside the nacelle D-Chamber. Due to the mixing, 

the heat and momentum pass to the cold air. Then, the hot air with high Mach number and 

temperature impinges on outer skin at point Cl, creating the hotspot. Therefore, the average lip-skin 

temperature reaches peak magnitude at point B3, as shown in Figure 4.2.2. The impingement causes 

the jet to split and be redirected, wh ich enhances heat transfer to lip-skin and mixing between hot 

air and cold air in the D-chamber. This phenomenon is demonstrated by the increase to maximum 

from B2 to B3 (maximum) and subsequent drop to local minimum B4. Then, the hot air "oscillates 

and follows" the lip-skin and moves forward-mixing. The second local maximum of the average 

temperature could be due to the hot air completely reversing its direction from the nozzle causing 

higher heat transfer to lip-skin, and another quicker mixing with the cold air inside the D-Chamber. 

This hypothesis is somehow confirmed by Figures 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. Second faster heat transfer to lip

skin and mixing with cold air in D-chamber happens in around plane of 280°, which is marked as C2. 

The heat transfers from the hot air to the nacelle lip-skin and within the lip-skin involve convection 

and conduction . The conduction process along the nacelle lip-skin is very small compared to the 

convection process [41]. 
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Figure 4.2.5 illustrates the heat transfer at the vicinity of the hotspot. Due to the orientation of the 

nozzle, the direction of the flow in the nacelle D-Chamber is clockwise. The hot jet (yellow colour 

zone) directly impinges on the nacelle lip-skin at point B3 (plane 170°), and creates the hotspot with 

the highest temperature as demonstrated in Figure 4.2.5. The dramatic variation of temperature 

from B2 to B4 in Figure 4.2.2 shows that the hot air has carried tremendous heat to the lip-skin by 

convection which is the dominant mode. Conduction within the lip-skin is relatively nominal within 

the impinging area. Figure 4.2.2 also shows the different changing rate of heat transfer from the hot 

air to the lip-skin; the general flow direction and pressure difference are shown in Figure 4.2.5. The 

general flow direction and pressure differences make the impingement and heat transfer from hot 

air to nacelle lip-skin skew towards the flow direction, which gives the higher temperature increase 

rate from B2 to B3 before decreasing to B4. Along the flow direction, the lip-skin temperature 

follows the decreasing trend until the hot air completely reverses the flow direction while exiting the 

nozzle, which causes another local maximum. 
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Figure 4.2.5: Conduction and convection processes in hotspot vicinity 

Figure 4.2.6 shows the local temperature distribution against wrap location in four planes between 

150° and 180°, because they are in the vicinity of hotspot surface/plane. The position of wrap 

location on the nacelle lip-skin has been shown in Figure 4.1.3. As shown in Figure 4.2.6, the plane 

150' shows the beginning of the hot air impinging phenomena, and the temperature distribution is 

rather smooth with the temperature higher along the outer skin than that along the inner skin due 

to the nature of the hot air flowing close to the outer skin surface. In plane 160°, the effects of the 

hot air impinging becomes obvious with a maximum temperature at point B2. Plane 170° represents 

the plane with hotspots, which is at point C2. Then, plane 180° illustrates that the impinging effects 
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died away but still a local maximum temperature is observed at point D2. It is worth noting that 

plane 1700 demonstrates lower local temperature for most of the wrap locations apart from wrap 

location between 20% and 45%, compared to plane 1800
• This phenomenon, in fact, means that 

direct impinging of the hot air jet on the surface of nacelle lip-skin would create hotspot and false 

higher efficiency but not necessarily better performance of anti-icing, which will become clearer in 

the following studies. Due to the effects of hot air swirls inside the D-chamber, the location of peak 

temperature from plane 1600 to 1800 moves towards bulkhead. 
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Figure 4.2.6: Temperature profile in several planes at the nacelle lip 

Figures 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 show the Mach number contour of the air inside the D-chamber and, Figures 

4.2.9 and 4.2.10 illustrate the temperature contour of air inside the D-chamber in both planes 170° 

and 1800 respectively. As expected and discussed above, Figures 4.2.7 to 4.2.10 illustrate that plane 

1800 shows more uniform distribution of the swirling air Mach number and temperature than plane 

170° does, and the direct links of peak flow Mach number and the peak temperature in the planes 

(point (2 and point D2). Most part of the air flow in plane 1800 (except air adjacent to wrap location 

between 26% and 45%) has higher Mach number and temperature than plane 1700
, which means 

that the local lip-skin temperature in plane 1800 is higher than that in plane 170°, as shown in Figure 

4.2.6. These figures also show the tendency of the peak air Mach number and temperature moving 

towards bulkhead from plane 1700 to 180°. As a result, the air Mach number and temperature of hot 

air increases from point (3 to (4 and from point D3 to D4; then, the local lip-skin temperature 

increases as well for both planes, as shown in Figure 4.2.6. 
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Figure 4.2.7: Air Mach number contour in plane 170° cross 
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Figure 4.2.8: Contour of Mach number in plane 1800 
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Figure 4.2.9: Air temperature contour in plane 170° cross section 
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Figure 4.2.10: Air temperature contour in plane 180° cross section 

Figure 4.2.11 shows the local temperature against wrap location in four different planes in the range 

of 0° to 270°. These planes are chosen in order to view the overall temperature distribution along 

the lip-skin, which cannot be described by the temperature contour. The figure shows that the local 

temperature of planes 240° and plane 270° are roughly inversely related to wrap location until 60% 

whereafter remain constant up to 100%. The impinging effects can still be seen around wrap 

location 0% (near the bulkhead) in both planes. Planes 0° and 90° are behind the nozzle and have 

more uniform distribution of the local temperature, which decreases gradually with wrap location 

from 0% to 74%. Then, the local temperature increases slowly against wrap location until the wrap 

location reaches 100%. Of course, the local temperature of plane 90° is lower than that of 0° along 

the entire wrap location. 
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Figure 4.2.11: Local temperature distribution in four different planes on the nacelle lip 

Although plane 240° is located closer to the nozzle than plane 270°, the local temperature of plane 

240° is lower than 270 0 except for the wrap location between 37% and 54%. This would happen to 

the swirling air Mach number in both planes as well . As shown in Figures 4.2.8 and 4.2.12, the peak 

air Mach number moves towards bulkhead as the air flows from plane 180° to 240°. Thereafter, the 

peak air velocity bounces back towards the highlight along the outer skin after it hits the bulkhead, 

as shown in Figures 4.2.12 and 4.2.13. This oscillation and local increase of the flow Mach number 

and temperature are due to the deviation of the flow after hitting the lip-skin, as discussed 

previously. 
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Figure 4.2.12: Air Mach number contour in plane 240° cross section 
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Figure 4.2.13: Air Mach number contour in plane 270° cross section 

Figure 4.2.14 illustrates the air Mach number contour around the nozzle vicinity. The air flow in the 

D-chamber is divided into three major zones such as hot air, cold air and mixed air (intersection 

between hot air and cold air). The phenomenon at the nozzle vicinity is described in the following 

figures. The local Mach number (uy ) profiles against the length crossing D-chamber are shown in 

Figures 4.2.16a, band c for planes 140°, 155° and 170° respectively. The position of the length 

crossing D-chamber and plane inside D-Chamber is depicted in Figure 4.2.15, which shows that the 

nozzle is located at the length between 45% and 55%. 

Figure 4.2.14: Air Mach number contour at vicinity of nozzle inside D-chamber 
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Figure 4.2.15: Position of plane inside nacelle D-Chamber and definition of length across D

Chamber 

Basically, the air inside plane 1400 can be categorised into three major zones: hot air, cold air and 

mixed air. In cold air zones, the gradient of u y is very small and u y is almost constant along the 

length as shown in Figure 4.2.16a, and then decreases a little bit to point x in the mixed flow zone 

before increasing tremendously to its peak. This phenomenon happens due to back flow occurring in 

front of the nozzle wall thickness. As plane 1400 is just in front of the nozzle, the mixed air zone is 

still very thin with few mixing activities, and the primary flow from the nozzle still appears in this 

plane. u y in the hot air zone is very high in plane 1400 and is not uniform where u y in the centre is 

lower than u y close to the nozzle wall. This happens because pressure inside the nozzle is not 

uniform as shown in Figure 4.2.17a. 

The structure of flow inside bend pipe is very complicated. According to Berger et al. [108], the 

severe pressure variation inside the bend pipe increases turbulent level of the flow. At the same 

time, it produces flow separation at the low air pressure spot. Thus, the rotating flow or secondary 

flow appears at the low air pressure spot. Consequently, the Mach number profiles of flow inside 

pipe are not uniform. As evident from Figure 4.2.17a, severe pressure variation occurs inside nozzle 

elbow, which leads to appearance of rotating flow at low air pressure (Figure 4.2.17b). As a result, 

the profile of hot air Mach number flowing out from the nozzle is not uniform as shown in Figures 

4.2.16a and 4.2.17d. 
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Figure 4.2.16a: Local Mach number profile across the length in plane 1400 
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Figure 4.2.16b: Local Mach number profile across the length in plane 1550 
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Figure 4.2.16c: Local Mach number profile across the length in plane 1700 
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Figure 4.2.17b: Vector of Mach number inside the nozzle 

The hot air Mach number and absolute pressure at nozzle outlet surface are plotted in Figures 

4.2.17d and 4.2.17e respectively. The direction and location of Diameter 1 and Diameter 2 are 

shown in Figure 4.2.17c. As pressure inside the nozzle is not uniform, non-uniform Mach number of 

hot air occurs at the nozzle outlet surface. For Diameter 1, the hot air close to the nozzle wall has 

higher Mach number. Meanwhile, for Diameter 2, hot air close to nozzle-end-far-surface (ld) has 

higher Mach number than that close to the other side (ad). 

No shock wave phenomenon is observed in Figures 4.2.16a and 4.2.17d as the highest hot air Mach 

number inside D-chamber is 0.792, which is lower than sound speed. In addition, as shown in Figure 

4.2.17e, the profile of absolute pressure of hot air is almost constant, and no abrupt air pressure 

deviation is observed. The Mach number deficit in Figure 4.2.16a happens only because of the non

uniform air pressure inside the nozzle. 
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As hot air jet flows away from the nozzle, it mixes with cold air flow in the D-chamber. Consequently, 

the hot air jet could not be distinguished in plane 155°, as shown in Figure 4.2.16b. Therefore, the 

air has been classified into two major zones, mixed air and cold air. The result shows that u y of cold 

air flow in plane 155° is roughly O.OOS Mach number lower than that in plane 140°. The figure also 

shows that the peak u y is moving towards the outer skin due to the circular shape of the nacelle 

circled-chamber, which forces the hot air to take a circular path. Then, the hot air and the mixed 

flow move away from the inner skin towards the outer skin of the nacelle. 

When the hot air flow impinges on the outer skin, Figure 4.2.16c shows that mixed air region covers 

major part of the outer skin. It is obvious that uy is almost constant with very small gradient 

between a length of 1.6% and 56% for the entire inner skin and then increases quickly along the 

outer skin to almost 100% length. At the same time, the jet flow from the nozzle impinges on the 

nacelle skin for the first time, creating the hotspot. It is also noticeable that the peak values of uy at 

plane 1700 are 71% lower than the highest u y at the exit of the nozzle. 

Figures 4.2.1Sa to c illustrate the local temperature ( Ty) against length in planes 140°, 155° and 

170° respectively. Similar to Figure 4.2.16a, Ty in plane 140° can be divided into three major zones 

- hot air jet, mixed and cold air flows. The cold air flow is where Ty has little variation from wrap 

location of nearly 0% to about 40%. It is then a thin layer of the mixed flow zone where the hot air 

from the nozzle mixes with the cold air in the D-chamber. The mixing activity is most active in this 

area and Ty starts gaining its momentum. Finally, it is the hot air zone where Ty increases to the 

peak, and intensive heat is seen moving through the D-chamber. 

Figure 4.2.18 (a to c) illustrates the same phenomena as in Figure 4.2.16(a to c) in the case of u y . The 

maximum Ty drops sharply from 500.5K to 413.92K when air flows from plane 140° to plane 155°, 

and then to 375.18K in plane 170° because of the mixing effects. However, the decreasing gradient 

of Ty becomes quite low as the airflow in the D-chamber moves further away from the hotspot 

point. In plane 140°, hot air jet flow is obviously located at the central position of the wrap location, 

and Ty gradually moves towards the bulkhead. 
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Figure 4.2.18a: Dimensionless air temperature profile across the length in plane 1400 (in K) 
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Figure 4.2.18b: Dimensionless air temperature profile across the length in plane 1550 (in K) 
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Figure 4.2.18c: Dimensionless air temperature profile across the length in plane 1700 (in K) 
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4.3 Effect of Slope Nozzle on the SAl Thermal Performance 

Some modifications must be made on the nozzle outlet surface in order to improve SAl thermal 

performance. One of the challenges in the SAl system is to improve the mixing of cold air in the 0-

chamber with hot air jet from the nozzle. To increase the chances of mixing at an earlier stage and in 

a wider area, one of the simple modifications is to change the shape of the nozzle outlet. The hot air 

velocity exit from the nozzle then becomes more turbulent and non-uniform. Consequently, the 

mixed flow comes in at an earlier stage, thereby enhancing momentum and heat exchange between 

hot air and cold air in the D-chamber [94] . 

Sloped nozzle is proposed in the present study (the schematic is shown in Figure 4.3.1). The sloped 

nozzle keeps the same nozzle length with the original nozzle at the lower side and the upper side is 

shortened to increase the exiting area and to bring about the mixing slightly earlier. The sloped 

nozzle is also expected to divert the jet flow slightly towards the inner surface of the nacelle lip-skin. 

The velocity and temperature profiles of hot air from sloped nozzle are expected to be less uniform 

than those of hot air from the original nozzle. Moreover, the hot air of sloped nozzle diverges better 

than that of the original nozzle. As a result, the turbulent kinetic energy increases which increases 

the momentum and heat exchange between hot air and cold air inside D-Chamber. Consequently, 

the mixed air of sloped nozzle occurs earlier and in wider range than that of the original nozzle. 

Therefore, the air velocity and temperature inside the D-chamber becomes more uniform, which 

improves the uniformity of temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin. In addition, the jet 

velocity of the sloped nozzle is slightly lower than that of the original nozzle, owing to its larger exit 

surface. Thus, the impinging effect of hot air from the sloped nozzle becomes less significant and it 

reduces Thi on the impinging surface. 
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Figure 4.3.1: Schematic illustration of original and sloped nozzle 
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Figure 4.3.2: Positive and negative sloped nozzle 

In the present study, investigations of sloped nozzle were carried out with angles of 25°, 45°, 60° 

and -60°. The shape differences between the positive and negative sloped nozzle is shown in Figure 

4.3.2. 

Figure 4.3.3 illustrates lip-skin temperature contour for five different nozzle shapes: original nozzle, 

sloped nozzle 20°, 45°, 60° and -60°. There is no significant improvement by changing nozzle shape 

from original into sloped. Generally, all sloped nozzles produce hotspot in similar plane and almost 

similar Thi compared to the original nozzle. The low temperature area (dark blue colour) slightly 

shrinks and T,o rises slightly as the angle of sloped nozzle increases. The details of thermal 

performance of sloped nozzle are summarised in Table 4.3.1 

Table 4.3.1: Summary of thermal performance of Sloped Nozzle 

Nozzle Thi (0C) Plane of T,o (0C) Plane of cold Tave (0C) EFF (%) 

shape hotspot (0) spot (0) 

Original 337.42 170 279.646 245 291.43 81.40 

Sloped 200 337.20 170 279.888 244 291.75 81.43 

Sloped 45° 337.20 170 279.023 242 291.80 81.50 

Sloped 600 335.96 170 279.238 242 291.90 81.54 

Sloped -600 334.95 170 279.352 245 291.98 81.79 

According to the table, Thi decreases marginally as the angle of sloped nozzle increases. The largest 

drop of Thi is 2.47K as the nozzle shape changes from original nozzle to sloped nozzle with -60°. 

Moreover, the highest increase of the lio is 0.7K for the same sloped nozzle. The table also records 

that the average lip-skin temperature (Tove) and anti-icing efficiency (EFF) increase up to 18.98K and 

81.79% respectively for the same sloped nozzle with -60°, although all the sloped nozzles 

demonstrate marginal improvement. 
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Figure 4.3.3: Temperature contour on the nacelle lip-skin for various nozzle types 

According to Figure 4.3.4, sloped nozzle with -60 0 has the widest hot air flows exit from the nozzle. 

This phenomenon shows that sloped nozzle with -600 produces the highest momentum exchange 

between hot air and cold air [94], resulting in the highest average swirling air Mach number in D

chamber, and relatively greater Tave and EFF as shown in Table 4.3.1. 

Figure 4.3.4 also shows the air Mach number contour around the vicinity of nozzle outlet for the 

various nozzle designs. The hot air in lower side has higher Mach number than that in upper side. 

This happens due to cold air in outer skin side having higher Mach number than cold air in inner skin 
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side. The Mach number difference between hot air in the nozzle lower side and cold air in outer skin 

area is lower than the Mach number difference between hot air in nozzle upper side and cold air in 

inner skin side. Therefore, the momentum and heat exchanges between hot air and cold air in inner 

skin side are greater than those between hot air and cold air in outer skin side. Consequently, the 

specific dissipation rate in upper side nozzle is higher than that in lower side, as shown in Figure 

4.3.5. Hence, the hot air Mach number reduction in nozzle lower side is less than that in upper side. 

This phenomenon is the result of the hot air exiting from sloped nozzle being slightly offset towards 

outer skin, as shown in Figure 4.3.4. Although this happens, the hotspot for all sloped nozzles occurs 

in plane 170°. However, the location of cold spot moves backward towards nozzle location as sloped 

angle increases except for -60°. In addition, the width of jet flow from the nozzle for the sloped 

nozzle -60° is slightly widened. 
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Figure 4.3.4: Air Mach number contour around the nozzle 
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Figure 4.3.5: Contour of specific dissipation rate of hot air around vicinity of nozzle 

Figure 4.3.6 illustrates the local temperature distributions across the wrap locations for different 

nozzle designs in plane 1700 /hotspot plane. The general trend for the distribution of local 

temperature is almost sinusoidal, which increases along the wrap location to the maximum from 01 

to 02. The local temperature then decreases with wrap location to the minimum until 03 whereafter 

increases with slower pace to 04. Sloped nozzle with -60° results in the lowest temperature on outer 

skin side and highest temperature on inner skin side, followed by sloped nozzle 60° (except wrap 

location between point 01 and 02), 45°, 20° and original nozzle. However, for wrap location 

between 01 and 02, before the temperature reaches its maximum, the sloped nozzle with 60° 

produces the highest local temperature on the nacelle lip-skin. Although the alteration of the nozzle 

generally lowered the skin temperature of nacelle at the outer skin side and increased the skin 

temperature at the inner sk in side slightly, the results are not ideal, especially from the wrap 

location of 40% to 70% where no difference is observed. 

The local temperatu re in plane 270° for the five different nozzle designs is shown in Figure 4.3.7. All 

curves show the same trend, i.e., the local temperatures decrease along wrap location, reach the 

minimum and then flatten out almost constant t ill the end. In the outer skin side the sloped nozzle 

60° has highest local temperature (worst performance) followed by sloped nozzle 45°,20° and -60°. 

On the other hand, very small differences can be seen on the inner skin . Further, the original nozzle 

produces the lowest local temperature at all wrap locations. 
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Figure 4.3.6: Local temperature profile along wrap location of lip-skin in plane 170° 
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Figure 4.3.7: Local temperature profile along wrap location of lip-skin in plane 270° 

The local temperature profile for the different nozzle designs in plane 0° is shown in Figure 4.3.8. In 

this plane, all local temperatures are very close to one another. 
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Figure 4.3.8: Local temperature profile along wrap location of lip-skin in plane 00 

The profile of local temperature for the five nozzle designs in plane 900 is shown in Figure 4.3.9 

which illustrates that all the five designs follow similar trends. The figure also shows that sloped 

nozzles demonstrate a similar performance, but the original nozzle has inferior performance for all 

wrap locations. 
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Figure 4.3.9: Local temperature profile along wrap location of lip-skin in plane 900 
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The swirling air Mach number contours for three different nozzles types in planes 0° and 90° are 

shown in Figure 4.3.10 and 4.3.11 respectively. Figure 4.3.11 shows that the Mach number 

distribution in plane 90° is similar to that in plane 0° in Figure 4.3.10. The higher Mach number for 

sloped nozzle -60° means that it reduces momentum loss even more than the other two types of 

nozzles. Also, plane 90° shows lower peak Mach number compared to plane 0° due to further 

momentum loss. 
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0.0001 : 
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Figure 4.3.10: Mach number contour in Plane 0° for three different nozzle types 
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Figure 4.3.11: Mach number contour in Plane 90° for three different nozzle 

The swirling air Mach number profiles for three different nozzle types in cold spot plane is illustrated 

in Figure 4.3.12. The position of D-chamber-high-lline inside D-chamber is depicted in Figure 4.3.13 

which shows that D-chamber-high-l line is pOSitioned 0.0069m after highlight. It is divided into 2 

sides; namely Inner skin area and Outer skin area. Outer skin area is a D-chamber-high-1 between 0 

and 0.5; meanwhile, Inner skin area represents D-chamber-high-1 from 0.5 to 1.0. D-chamber-high-

1 of 0 and 1 are the walls of outer and inner skins respectively. As shown in Figure 4.3.12, the air 

Mach number in outer skin area is higher than that of inner skin area, meaning that outer skin area 

has higher heat transfer coefficient, and hence higher temperature, than inner skin area. Further, 
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sloped -60 0 nozzle produces the highest swirling air Mach number in cold spot plane, resulting in the 

highest cold spot temperature, followed by sloped 60 0 nozzle and original nozzle. 
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The results above show that the sloped nozzle has potential to improve thermal performance of 

anti-icing efficiency. As shown in Figure 4.3.3 to 4.3.11 and Table 4.3.1, sloped nozzle with -600 has 

the highest EFF and best lip-skin temperature uniformity compared to other nozzle designs. 

However, this improvement is not much attractive as Thi isjust 2.47K lower and Tlo is only 0.7K higher 

than those of original nozzle. This is attributed to the fact that sloped nozzle outlet has a normal 

circular nozzle shape. Similar observation was reported by Ramesh et al. [94] who identified lobed 

nozzle to be the best in the air mixing process and circular nozzle the worst. However, the present 

work did not investigate the performance of lobed nozzle, as suggested by Bombardier Aerospace 
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Company. The nozzle direction has then been shifted towards the inner skin in order to enhance 

temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin. 

4.4 Effect of Nozzle Rotation on Thermal Performance of Anti-Icing 

The challenges faced here are: 

• Reducing temperature at hotspot 

• Reducing the momentum loss of the jet flow 

• Increasing the mixing process between cold air and hot air 

• Achieving a more uniform distribution of skin temperature by increasing skin temperature on 

inner lip-skin with certain reduction of skin temperature at outer lip-skin 

The direction of the nozzle has been recognised as one of the key factors. Therefore, its direction 

was altered in order to increase thermal performance of SAL As Z increases, Thi decreases and the 

mixing process is enhanced due to an increases in the momentum and heat exchange between hot 

air and cold air in the D-chamber, thereby increasing Tave, heat transfer coefficient, EFF and T,o. Thus, 

changing nozzle direction towards inner skin is proven to be a good method to improve thermal 

performance of SAL 
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Figure 4.4.1 shows the illustration of nozzle rotation angle. The nozzle outlet was rotated towards 

inner skin by keeping the nozzle pipe at its original position. The study has investigated the effects of 

five different NRAs from 0° to 13° towards the inner lip-skin. 

Figure 4.4.1: Illustration of nozzle rotation angle 

The lip-skin temperature contours for five different NRAs, including original nozzle (0°), 5°, 7°, go 

and 13° are shown in Figure 4.4.2. As the position of Th i moves further along the nacelle lip, Thi in 

each scenario decreases as the NRA increases towards inner skin . In addition, the positions of cold 

spot are also transformed from point A to point B and the low temperature areas (illustrated in dark 

blue) diminish as the nozzle direction rotates towards inner skin. 
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Figure 4.4.2: Lip-skin temperature contour for five different nozzle rotation angles 
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Figures 4.4.3a and b illustrate the lip-skin temperature contours at two different angles of views 

which are depicted in Figure 4.4.3c. As shown in Figure 4.4.3a, the temperature at point Al increases 

as the NRA increases, while the temperature distribution becomes more even at zone A2. In View 2, 

the low temperature areas in point Bl decrease as the NRA increases and the outer skin 

temperature in zone B2 seems to become more uniform. Figure 4.4.4 further confirmed that the 

temperature of hotspots decreases as the NRA increases. 
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Figure 4.4.3a: Lip-skin temperature contour for five different nozzle rotation angles in View 1 
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Figure 4.4.3c: View directions of View 1 and View 2 of the nacelle lip 

Figure 4.4.4 shows the effects of nozzle rotation on Thi, T ,o and To ve under the conditions of the jet 

flow with Tnozzle of 533K and m hotoir of 0.0178kg/s respectively. Thi is inversely proportional to NRA in 

the range of 0° to 13°during which Thi reduces by 18.53K, while T,o increases gradually from 

279.646K to 281.945K. However, the trend of Tove is little bit different; Tove increases from 18.SK to 

18.87K from 0° to 9'whereafter decreases to 17.98K when NRA reaches 13°. 
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Figure 4.4.4: Effects of nozzle rotation on hotspot, cold spot and average lip-skin temperature 

Table 4.4.1 summarizes the positions of the hotspot, cold spot and Z for the five cases. It is clear that 

the rotations result in the increase of Z by pushing hotspot location from plane 1700 to 1950 as NRA 

increases. Therefore, the jet has better opportunity to mix with cold air in the D-chamber, thereby 
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transferring more heat and momentum to the cold air. The air mixing process is enhanced and the 

swirling air velocity and temperature inside the D-chamber become more uniform as the NRA 

increases. As a result, the swirling air velocity and temperature along the inner skin increase. The 

plane of cold spot changes first from plane 245° to 114° and then moves back to 117°, as shown in 

Table 4.4.1. 

Table 4.4.1: Summaries of Thi plane, Tlo plane and spacing nozzle to impinging surface 

o 
5 

7 

9 

13 

Z(m) 

0.187 

0.245 

0.262 

0.284 

0.339 

Plane of hotspot (0) 

170 

180 

183 

187 

195 

Plane of cold spot (0) 

245 

114 

115 

116 

117 

The temperature distributions in the hotspot planes are shown in Figure 4.4.5. Since the hotspot 

plane moves further from the nozzle, the lip-skin temperatures at different planes are shown. The 

exact planes for all the nozzle rotation angles are shown in Table 4.4.2. Generally, all nozzle rotations 

do not change the temperature distribution pattern, i.e. the local temperature increases from wrap 

location of 3% to 26% thereafter decreases moderately up to 79% and then increases gradually until 

100%. Along the outer skin surface, as shown in the Figure 4.4.5, original nozzle has the highest local 

temperature, followed by NRA of 5°, 7°, 9° and 13°, which indicates that the nozzle rotation 

efficiently reduces Thi• In the inner skin side, NRA of 13° produces the highest lip-skin temperature, 

followed by 9°, 7°, 5° and the original nozzle. 

Table 4.4.2: Exact plane of temperature distribution from Figure 4.4.5 to 4.4.9 

NRA Plane Plane location Plane location Plane location of Plane location of 
(0) location of of 10° after of 100° after 190° after hotspot 280° after 

hotspot (0) hotspot (0) hotspot (0) (0) hotspot (0) 

0 170 180 270 0 90 

5 180 190 280 10 100 

7 183 193 283 13 103 

9 187 197 287 17 107 

13 195 205 295 25 l1S 
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Figure 4.4.5: Local temperature distribution along wrap location in hotspot planes 

For all cases, the temperature profiles in plane 1000 after the hotspot plane are different from those 

of the hotspot plane. Figure 4.4.6 shows that all local temperatures in this plane decrease along the 

wrap location from 3% until 60%, with NRA of 130 having the lowest local temperature, followed by 

90 , 7°, 5° and 0°. After the 60% wrap location, the local temperatures flatten out with slight changes. 

NRA of 0° has the lowest local temperature along wrap location between 60% and 100%. 

Along the outer skin, the NRA of 13° has the lowest local temperature for the wrap location in the 

range of 3% to 40% thereafter overtaken by the original nozzle. The local temperature generally 

exhibits inverse relation with NRA with the exceptions that NRA of 50 shows the highest local 

temperature from wrap location of 18% to 40% and the NRA of 00 shows the lowest temperature for 

the wrap location between 40% and 50%. The temperature levels for all NRAs are similar and higher 

than that of original nozzle with NRA of go demonstrating a small advantage along major part of the 

inner skin. 
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Figure 4.4.7 illustrates the local temperature profiles for all rotated nozzles in plane 190° after the 

hotspot plane. The local temperature decreases gradually with wrap location and the minimum 

value is found at the wrap location around 78% for every nozzle. As the flow moves away from the 

nozzle, the difference between the highest and lowest temperature becomes smaller, and this 

phenomena is enhanced by nozzle rotation as well. The nozzle with 9° rotation demonstrates the 

highest local temperature in plane 190° after hotspot plane along most part of the skin wrap 

location until around 80%. The nozzle 13° rotation displays the lowest local temperature on outer 

skin in this plane until the highlight area, before decreasing at a lower rate compared to the other 

nozzles. After that, the local temperature for nozzle 13° rotation reaches the same as that for the 

original nozzle at the wrap location of 90% and further. 
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Figure 4.4.8 illustrates the local temperature distribution against wrap location for all the five 

nozzles in plane 2800 after hotspot plane, just behind the nozzle. Nozzle with 13° gives the best 

performance with lower temperature along the outer skin and higher temperature along the inner 

skin, followed by 9°, 7°, 5° and 0°. 
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Figures 4.4.5 to 4.4.8 show that original nozzle produces the highest temperature along the outer 

skin and the lowest temperature along the inner skin for almost all the wrap locations. In addition, 

the local temperature difference between original nozzle and other nozzle rotation angles along the 

lip-skin decreases, as the hot air flows away from the nozzle. After 1000 further from the hotspot 

plane, the local temperature differences for both outer and inner skins are much closer. Therefore, 

nozzle rotation towards inner skin significantly reduces the outer skin temperature and raises the 

inner skin temperature. The temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin thus becomes more 

uniform and temperature difference between Thi and Tlo decreases. According to Figures 4.4.5 to 

4.4.8, nozzle rotation angle towards inner skin shows significant improvement on SAl thermal 

performance. 

Figures 4.4.5 to 4.4.8 illustrate the temperature distribution profiles along the nacelle lip at different 

planes. However, these do not represent the temperature uniformity of the entire nacelle lip-skin 

since they were just extracted at certain planes along the nacelle lip. Therefore, this study has 

employed statistical quality control (SQC) and statistical methods [101, 102] to measure 

temperature uniformity of the nacelle lip. The parameters used to measure temperature uniformity 

of the nacelle lip were: Tove, Thi - Tlo ' standard temperature deviation (£1) and coefficient of 

temperature deviation (Ctem deviation)' 

In order to determine a on the nacelle lip-skin, the nacelle lip-skin was divided into several plots 

based on the temperature variation. In each plot, the temperature should vary as small as pOSSible, 

named distinct/subset temperatures. The "percentage distinct temperature area" was defined as 

the percentage of the area of one or couple of plot(s) to the total nacelle lip-skin area, and the 

"average distinct temperature" was defined as the average temperature of one or couple plot(s). 

Then, the covers of "percentage distinct temperature area" vs. the "average distinct temperature" 

were calculated and plotted in Figure 4.4.9. Afterwards, Tave, £1 and Ctemdeviation were calculated using 

Equations 2.21, 4.3 and 4.5 respectively. 

(1= 

'F' _ 1: Alip-sktn Tlip-skin 
J ave -

1: ASUT Up-skin 

1: AliP-sktn(Tltp-sktn-Tolle)2 

1: ASUT IIp-sktn 

(T 

Ctem deviation = (T. To) (100) 
olle- 00 

Subsequently, temperature uniformity measurement was summarised as in Table 4.4.3. 
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Figure 4.4.9 shows the percentage of distinct area against average distinct temperature of the 

nacelle lip-skin for nozzle 0°, S°, 7°, 9° and 13° rotations. The starting points of each curve on the X 

axis represent T,o, which shows that original nozzle has the lowest T,o, but the nozzle with the 

rotation angle of 13° displays the highest one. The peak point A is produced by the nozzle with 

rotation angle of S°, with the average temperature of 10.98K and 21.41 % of the total nacelle lip-skin 

area. The curves end up by displaying the hotspot temperatures. 
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Table 4.4.3: Summary of temperature uniformity for different nozzle rotation angles 

NRA (0) Tave(K) (Thi - T,o) (K) a(K) C tem deviation (%) 

0 291.43 57.77 10.76 42 .9 

5 291.71 48.27 9.48 42.5 

7 291.84 45 .07 8.86 34.7 

9 291.87 41.18 8 .12 31.8 

13 290.98 36.94 7.20 29.2 

The temperature uniformity in the nacelle lip-skin is inversely related to Ctem deviation and o. Lower 0 

and C tem deviation indicate more un iformly distributed temperature along nacelle lip-skin. In other 

words, the most un iform temperature distribution along lip-skin occurs when Ctem deviation is 0%, in 

which the lip-skin local temperature is constant for the entire lip-skin surface. The table shows that 

Thi - TID decreases from 57.77K to 36.94K, and o decreases by 3.56K, as the nozzle rotates towards 

inner skin from 0° to 13° . Finally, Ctemdeviation decreases 13.7% as the angle of nozzle increases from 0° 
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to 13°. Nozzle 13° has the most uniform distribution of local temperature along the nacelle lip-skin, 

followed by nozzle go, 7° and S°, which leaves nozzle with 0° rotation as the worst design for 

uniform distribution of temperature. For these nozzle diameters, temperature and hot air mass flow 

rate, nozzle at 13° rotation contributes to the best thermal performance of the SAl system. 

The above observations are consistent with those reported by San and Shiao [120] and Yang et al. 

[54] who demonstrated the inverse relationship of local heat transfer characteristic and Z. 

Moreover, the area of effective-impinging-surface became larger and the distribution of heat 

transfer characteristic on effective-impinging-area became more uniform as the Z increased. This 

phenomenon was attributed to the enhanced air mixing due to the increase of Z. They also showed 

that the average heat transfer characteristic increased as the Z increased. 

Figures 4.4.10 and 4.4.11 show the effect of nozzle direction on swirling air Mach number and 

temperature at the nozzle vicinity. Obviously, the impingement spot plane moves further away from 

the nozzle as the nozzle rotates towards inner skin, which in turn causes the increase of Z, as shown 

in Table 4.4.1. Consequently, the air mixing process is enhanced and the swirling air Mach number 

and temperature inside nacelle D-Chamber become more uniform. Moreover, the swirling air Mach 

number and temperature at the impingement spot decrease thereby increasing hydraulic and 

thermal boundary layer thicknesses at the impingement spot as the nozzle rotation angle increases. 

As a result, heat transfer coefficient at the impinging spot decreases and so does Thi on the nacelle 

lip-skin. In addition, the momentum and heat exchange between hot air and cold air increase as the 

nozzle rotation increases. It enhances the air Mach number in cold spot plane and decreases 

hydraulic boundary layer thickness on the cold spot. This phenomenon increases both heat transfer 

coefficient and T,o in the cold spot plane. Ctem deviotion decreases just as Thi - Tlo decreases, which 

indicates that the uniformity of lip-skin temperature increases. This is an advantage with regard to 

SAl thermal performance since the study focus was to reduce Thiand increase T'oand Tove , of the 

nacelle lip-skin. 
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Figure 4.4.10: Contour of Mach number in vicinity of nozzle area 
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Figure 4.4.11: Air temperature contour in vicinity of nozzle area 

Uj and '0 profiles in several planes plotted against length are shown in Figures 4.4.12a to 4.4.16b to 

elaborate the variation of air Mach number and temperature between nozzle outlets to 

impingement spot. The high Mach number and temperature of jet for all the three different nozzles 

are evident in Figures 4.4.12a and b. Although the highest value of Uj decreases slightly from 0.98 

for nozzle 0°, to 0.96 for nozzle 7° and 0.90 for nozzle 13°, the rotation shifts the jet towards inner 

skin. However, the peak temperature Tj of hot air in plane 140° is almost the same for all nozzle 

rotation angles, as shown in Figure 4.4.13b. 
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Figure 4.4.12a: Local Mach number profile along the length in plane 140° for three 

different nozzle rotation angles 
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Figure 4.4.12b: Local air temperature profile along the length in plane 140° for three 

different nozzle rotation angles 

As the swirling air in the D-chamber flows through plane 155° (Figures 4.4.13a and b), the peak 

values of Uj and '0 of nozzle 0° moves towards outer skin (length of 100%), while nozzle 13° shifts 

the peak values of Uj and '0 towards inner skin (length of 0%). However, for the nozzle 7°, the peak 

values of Uj and '0 are located at the centre, as shown in Figures 4.4.13a and b. The jets for all three 

nozzles are less obvious compared to Mach number profi le in plane 140°. 
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Figure 4.4.13a: local Mach number profile along the length in plane 155° for three 

different nozzle rotation angles 
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Figure 4.4.13b: local air temperature profile along the length in plane 155° for three 

different nozzle rotation angles 

As the hot air flows further from nozzle to plane 170°, all peak values of llj and '0 seem to move 

towards outer skin for all rotated nozzles, as shown in Figures 4.4.14a and b. Besides, the 

distribution of the Mach number and temperature become more uniform. Figures 4.4.15 and 4.4.16 

demonstrate a similar trend; the centre of jet flow moves towards the outer skin, and the 

distribution of the Mach number and temperature become more uniform. 
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Figure 4.4.14a: Local Mach number profile along the length in plane 1700 for three 

different nozzle rotation angles 
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Figure 4.4.14b: Loca l air temperature distribution along the length for three different 

nozzle rotation angles in plane 170° 
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Figure 4.4.1Sa : Loca l Mach number profile along the length in plane 180° for three 

different nozzle rotation angles 
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Figure 4.4.1Sb: Local air temperature distribution along the length for three different 

nozzle rotation angles in plane 180° 
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The results show that Thiof nozzle 0° and 13° rotations occur in planes 170° and 195° respectively. 

The differences of peak values for Mach number and temperature for impinging planes between 

nozzle 0° and nozzle 13° rotation are 0.08 and 0.09 respectively. As a result, the original nozzle 

produces higher Thi than nozzle 13° rotation. 
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Figure 4.4.16a: Local Mach number profile along the length in plane 195° for three 

different nozzle rotation angles 
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Figure 4.4.16b: Local air temperature distribution along the length for three different nozzle 

rotation angles in plane 1950 

Since the jet of the origina l nozzle impinges on outer skin earlier than the jet of nozzle 13°, it has 

lower heat and momentum exchange with cold air. As shown in Figures 4.4.14a to 4.4.16b, the 

original nozzle generally has lower Uj and '0 profiles compared to nozzle 130 rotation in planes 170°, 

180· and 195°. Hence it can be deduced that the original nozzle has relatively higher momentum loss 

and heat transfer due to impingement effect. Overall, the Mach number and the air temperature 

after plane 1700 increase when the rotation angle. 
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The comparison of air Mach number and temperature contour inside nacelle D-Chamber in plane o· 
for three different nozzle rotation angles are shown in Figures 4.4.17 and 4.4.18 respectively, which 

illustrate that the Mach number and temperature distribution are the most uniform for nozzle 13·, 

followed by nozzle 7° and nozzle 0°. 
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Figure 4.4.17: Air Mach number contour in plane 0° for three different nozzle rotation 
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Figure 4.4.18: Air temperature in plane 0° for three different nozzle rotation angles 

Previous Figure 4.4.2 shows that the cold spot moves from plane 245° to plane 116° as the nozzle 

rotates from 0° to 9° towards inner skin, and obtains higher value. As discussed before, the lip-skin 

temperature is related to the air Mach number adjacent to the wall of the nacelle D-Chamber. It 

means that the nozzle 9° produces better air Mach number and temperature distribution in plane 

245° than nozzle 0° especially in the inner skin area, as shown in Figures 4.4.19 and 4.4.20. Thus, the 

temperature of inner skin in plane 245° increases as the nozzle rotation increases. As a result, cold 

spot is no longer in plane 245° as the nozzle is rotated towards inner skin, as shown in Figure 4.4.3a. 
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Figure 4.4.20: Air temperature contour (in K) in plane 245° for two different nozzle rotation 

angles 

The result shows that the nozzle rotation towards inner skin enhances SAl thermal performance. r ove 

increases gradually with nozzle rotation angle till go; however, it slightly drops when the nozzle 

further rotates to reach 13°. As shown in Table 4.4.3, Ctem deviation and Thi - Tio decrease as NRA 

increases from 0° to 13°. In conclusion, nozzle rotation angle towards inner skin offers good 

temperature uniformity on the nacelle lip-skin. 
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4.5 Effect of Nozzle Length on SAl Thermal Performance 

Since the jet from the nozzle needs some spaces to mix well with stagnation air in the D-Chamber, 

alteration of nozzle length changes Z. It is logical that shorter nozzle length, as expected, has better 

anti-icing performance than longer nozzle. Therefore, five different nozzle lengths namely 1-

diameter (ld), loS-diameter (LSd), 2-diameter (2d), 2.s-diameter (2.5d) and the original length (3d) 

for single nozzle with diameter of 9.144mm, have been investigated in this study. 

Figure 4.5.1 illustrates the lip-skin temperature contours for five different nozzle lengths in the range 

of 3xd to 1xd. In Figure 4.5.1, no significant temperature change occurs on the nacelle lip-skin as the 

nozzle length changes. However, nozzle length has changed the location of hotspot. For nozzle 

length of 3d to 2d, the hotspot occurs in plane 170° while for nozzle length of 1.sd and 1d, the 

hotspots occur in plane 1690 and 1670 respectively. In other words, hotspot plane moves towards 

nozzle as the nozzle length decreases. Moreover, cold spot occurs in plane 2450 for all nozzle 

lengths. 

To further investigate the characteristics of temperature contours, two views have been created as 

shown in Figure 4.5.3. The lip-skin temperature contours in View 1 are shown in Figure 4.5.2. In 

Figure 4.5.2, the low temperature area (dark blue area) is shrinking as the nozzle length is shortened; 

nozzle 3d shows the largest low temperature area while nozzle 1d has the smallest low temperature 

area. The low temperature areas for nozzle 2.5d, 2.0d and L5d are similar to one another. There are 

no significant effects on hotspots temperature by reducing the nozzle length. Figure 4.5.4 shows that 

the temperature contours in View 2 for various nozzle lengths are in the range of 3d to ld. Nozzle 3d 

produces the largest low temperature area and the nozzle LSd produces the smallest low 

temperature area. Meanwhile for nozzle 1d, the low temperature area diminishes. 
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Figure 4.5.5 displays Th~ T,o and Tave against nozzle length, which shows a minimum value for Thi at 

1.sd, and Tave and T,o drop by l.lsK and 1.38K respectively for the nozzle lengths ld to 3d . 
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Figure 4.5.5: Effect of nozzle length to hotspot temperature, cold spot temperature 
and average lip-skin temperature 

The lip-skin local temperature distributions in hotspot plane are shown in Figure 4.5.6. In general, 

the local temperature for all nozzles increases to the maximum thereafter decreases to the 

minimum and finally increases again very gently, with the wrap location. Along the outer skin, the 

hotspot happens at wrap location of 30% for nozzle ld, and at wrap location of 26% for nozzle 3d, 

2.5d, l.sd and 2d. The highest values of Thi are similar for nozzle ld and 3d which are higher than 

those produced by nozzle 2.5d, l.sd and 2d. However, nozzle ld shows the highest local 

temperature for inner skin, followed by nozzle l.sd, 2.sd, 2d and 3d until wrap location 70%, which 

are undistinguishable; local temperature for nozzle 3d drops even lower. 

The local temperature distributions vs. wrap location in plane 2700 for different nozzle lengths are 

shown in Figure 4.5.7. The local temperature for all different nozzle lengths decrease from wrap 

location of 3% to wrap location 60%, and begin to flatten out almost constant until it reaches 100%. 

In the outer skin side, local temperature divides the nozzles into two groups; nozzles 2.5d, 2d and 

l.sd having slightly higher temperature (l.lK) than nozzles 3d (marginally better) and ld. In the 

inner skin side, nozzle ld has the highest local temperature. Meanwhile, the other nozzles have 

similar local temperature which is 1K lower than that of nozzle ld. Besides, nozzle 3d gives the 

lowest temperatures along the inner skin . 
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Figure 4.5.7: Local temperat ure distribution along the wrap location in plane 270° 

The lip-skin temperature distributions fo r different nozzle lengths along nacelle lip-skin in plane 0° 

are shown in Figure 4.5.8. The lip-skin temperature from wrap location of 3% slightly increases up to 

the peak at 8.8% whereafter decreases gradually until 76% and f inally increases again until 100%. 

Nozzle 1d shows the highest loca l temperature and nozzle 3d produces the lowest local 

temperature, along wrap location. Nozzles 2.5d, 2d and 1.Sd show quite sim ilar trends for all wrap 

locations. 
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Figure 4.5.8: Local temperature distribution along the wrap location in plane 0° 

Figure 4.5 .9 illustrates the local temperature distributions in plane 90° for five different nozzle 

lengths from Id to 3d. The temperature profiles in Plane 90· are similar to those in plane 0° . Similar 

to Figure 4.5.8, nozzle Id shows the highest local temperature for all wrap locations, especially after 

72%. This is followed by nozzles l.sd, 2.0d and 2.5d with little differences between them. Nozzle 

3.0d produces the lowest temperature in this plane. 
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Figure 4.5 .9: Local temperature distribution along the wrap location in plane 90° 
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Table 4.5.1: Summary of temperature uniformities for various nozzle lengths 

Nozzle length (d) Tave(K) (Tht - T,o) (K) o (K) C trm drvlat/on (%) 

1 292.58 56.75 10.69 40.73 

1.5 292.07 54.60 10.63 41.30 

2 292.01 54.63 10.63 41.4 

2.5 292.01 55.66 10.77 41.9 

3 281.43 57.77 10.78 42.91 

The thermal performance on the nacelle lip-skin for various nozzle lengths is summarised in Table 

4.5.1. Nozzle 3d has the biggest Thi - T10 followed by nozzles 1d, 2.5d, 2d and 1.5d. Nozzle 2d and 

1.5d share the lowest a and followed by nozzles Id, 2.5d and 3d. However, nozzle 3d and nozzle 

1.5d produce the highest Ctrmdeviation and the lowest Ctemdrviatlon respectively. 

The results show that the jet of nozzle Id impinges the outer skin earlier compared to jets from the 

other nozzles. In fact, the jet from the nozzle outlet seems to be moving towards highlight as nozzle 

length decreases. As shown in Figure 4.5.10, nozzle 1.0d shows an obvious change of jet direction 

towards "highlight", followed by nozzle 1.5d. However, the jet from nozzle 2.0d and 2.5d are moving 

in the same direction with the jet from the nozzle 3.0d. Therefore, hotspots for nozzles 1.0d and 

1.5d are located in plane 167° and 169° respectively, while those for the other nozzles are in plane 

170°. The jets for nozzle 1.0d and 1.5d change their directions towards "highlight". 

As the direction of the jet from nozzle 1.0d deviates towards "highlight", the spacing between nozzle 

1.0d outlets and impinging surface decreases. Moreover, as shown in Figure 4.5.10, nozzle 1.0d has 

the highest jet Mach number, and this behaviour also raises Thl• These two reasons contribute to 

nozzle 1.0d producing the highest Thi, as shown in Figures 4.5.1 and 4.5.5. However, it is worth noting 

that when the nozzle is shorter, the mixing activity between the jet and cold air in the D-Chamber is 

enhanced. 

As shown in Table 4.5.1, Tavf! increases as nozzle length decreases. According to the simulation 

results, the average swirling air Mach number in the D-chamber increases as the nozzle length 

decreases. As shown in Figure 4.5.10, nozzle 1.0d produces the highest jet Mach number exiting 

from the nozzle. Thus, the jet from nozzle 1.0d transfers the highest momentum to cold air. 

Consequently, nozzle 1.0d produces the highest average swirling air Mach number inside the 0-

chamber along nacelle lip-skin and 90°, as shown in Figure 4.5.11. This is characterized by the 

highest lip-skin temperature profile of nozzle 1.0d in 90°, as shown in Figure 4.5.9. 
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Figure 4.5.11: Air Mach number contour of various nozzle lengths in plane 90° 

The low temperature area shrinks and the average swirling air Mach number increases when nozzle 

length decreases (Figures 4.5.2 and 4.5.4) . As shown in Figure 4.5.12, the air Mach number profile 

of Nozzle 1.0d is the highest along D-chamber-high-l in cold spot plane, followed by Nozzle 2.0d and 

Nozzle 3.0d. As discussed before, the boundary layer thickness decreases as the air Mach number or 

velocity increases. Thus, Nozzle l.Od produces the highest heat transfer coefficient and T,o in cold 

spot plane. 
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Figure 4.5.12: Air Mach number profile in cold spot plane 

The results show that Tove, T,o and h i increase as nozzle length decreases, as shown in Figure 4.5.5. 

However, Thi starts to increase when nozzle length is shorter than 1.sd. According to Table 4.5.1, the 

Ctem deviation increases as the nozzle length increases. In conclusion, the overall temperature 

distribution on the nacelle lip-skin becomes less uniform as the nozzle length increases. 
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4.6 Optimization of SAl Thermal Performance 

Section 4.3 has showed that a sloped nozzle enhanced the air mixing process between hot air and 

cold air. Subsequently, the lip-skin temperature became more uniform and rove increased. However, 

this enhancement was not significant. Therefore, the present study has further investigated the 

effects of nozzle types and outlet shapes on the thermal performance of SAl. The optimization of 

nozzle types and outlet shapes have been performed for the nozzle with 13° rotation angle due to its 

best temperature uniformity on the nacelle lip-skin, as evident from Section 4.4. The schematics of 

various nozzle types and outlet shapes are shown in Figure 4.6.1. As the nozzle outlet changes, that 

the jet velocity and temperature profile exiting from the nozzle are expected to change. 

Consequently, the air mixing process between hot air and cold air inside the D-chamber enhances, 

thereby improving the temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin. 

Figure 4.6.1 illustrates the nozzle types and outlet shapes under investigation; five different models 

have been created, namely Circle nozzle, Ellipse nozzle, Ellipse nozzle 1, Ellipse nozzle 2 and Circle 

nozzle 1. The length for all nozzle types is O.02667m and the distance from cross-section centre of 

the nozzle to bulkhead is fixed at O.05715m. Circle nozzle has circular inlet and outlet, of diameter 

of O.OO9144m. Circle nozzle 1 has circular inlet of diameter O.OO9144m and elliptical outlet of 

diameter 1 = O.0127m and diameter 2 = O.OO635m. Ellipse nozzle has elliptical cross-section with 

diameter 1 and diameter 2 of O.OO635m and O.0127m respectively. Ellipse nozzle 1 starts with 

elliptical inlet with diameter 1 = O.OO635m and diameter 2 = O.0127m, and ends with circular outlet 

of diameter O.OO9144m. The last model is Ellipse nozzle 2 which has elliptical inlet similar to Ellipse 

nozzle inlet and Elliptical outlet similar to Circle nozzle 1 outlet. 
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Figure 4.6.1 : Schematic illustration of nozzle types and outlets 
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Figure 4.6.2 shows the lip-skin temperature contour for the five different nozzle types. The hotspots 

of all nozzle types occur in planes between 193° and 197°. The Thi of Circle nozzle, Ellipse nozzle, 

Ellipse nozzle 1, Ellipse nozzle 2 and Circle nozzle 1 are 318.89K, 321.04K, 317.43K, 317.03K and 

321.02K respectively, while the Tlo of Circle nozzle, Ellipse nozzle, Ellipse nozzle 1, Ellipse nozzle 2 and 

Circle nozzle 1 are 281.95K, 281.85K, 282.51K, 281.69K and 281.75K respectively occurring in planes 

(area B) between 117° and 122° in the inner skin, except for Ellipse nozzle which has a cold spot in 

plane 165°. 

The local temperature distributions across the wrap location for five different nozzle types in 

hotspot planes are shown in Figure 4.6.3. All nozzle types have similar local temperature profile in 

these planes. Along the outer skin, Circle nozzle 1 produces the highest local temperature until the 

wrap location of 22% where Ellipse nozzle start to produce higher values than the other types at the 

selected wrap locations. In addition, Ellipse nozzle 2 shows the lowest temperature along the most 

part of outer skin. While getting to the inner skin, Ellipse nozzle keeps producing the highest local 

temperature before getting values which are quite similar to the Circle nozzle in the process of 

reaching 75% wrap location. At the wrap location 75%, every nozzle shows the lowest local 

temperature. The local temperature is almost the same and hard to be distinguished further from 

the wrap location of 75%. 
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Figure 4.6.2: Temperature contour on the nacelle lip-skin for various nozzle types 
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Figure 4.6.3: Local temperature distribution along the wrap location in hotspot plane 

Figure 4.6.4 illustrates the local temperature profile in plane 190° after hotspot, which demonstrates 

that all nozzles have similar trends in this plane. Along the wrap location, Ellipse nozzle shows the 

highest local temperature while Ellipse nozzle 2 demonstrates the lowest local temperature. Along 

wrap location of 3% to 80%, the local temperature differences of all the nozzles decrease gradually 

with wrap location. In addition, for the same segment of wrap location, the largest difference of the 

local temperature between Ellipse nozzle and Ellipse nozzle 2 is 1.7K and the average local 

temperature difference is around 0.9K. Ellipse nozzle 1 has the highest local temperature compared 

other nozzles. Circle nozzle 1 has the lowest local temperature along almost the entire wrap 

location. The largest difference of the local temperature between Ellipse nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle 1 

after the wrap location of 80% is 2.3K. Even for the wrap location of 80% to 100%, the other three 

nozzles display a similar trend. 

The local temperature against the wrap location for different types of nozzles in the cold spot plane 

is shown in Figure 4.6.5 which illustrates that every local temperature reaches the lowest value at 

wrap location between 70% and 80%. Ellipse nozzle 1 produces the highest local temperature along 

the lip-skin until 78% wrap location, whereas Ellipse nozzle demonstrates the lowest local 

temperature until around 74%. The local temperature produced by Ellipse nozzle 1 is 3K higher than 

that of Ellipse nozzle at around 6%. In contrast, the local temperature of Ellipse nozzle is 3.6K higher 

than that of Ellipse nozzle 1 at 100%. The local temperature generated by Ellipse nozzle at 100% is 

16.5K which is O.3K lower than the highest local temperature produced by this nozzle along the 

entire wrap location. Ellipse nozzle has a different temperature profile compared to the others as 

the cold spot of this nozzle is located in plane 165°, However, the cold spot of the other nozzles are 

located in planes between 117° and 122°, 
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Figure 4.6.5 : Local temperature profile along the wrap location in cold spot plane 

Table 4.6.1: Summary of temperature uniformity for various nozzle types 

100 

Nozzle type T ave (K) (Thi - T Io ) (K) o (K) C rl'm dl'viation (%) 

Circle nozzle 290.98 36.94 7.20 29.21 

Circle nozzle 1 291.01 39.31 7.56 30.64 

Ellipse nozzle 291.42 39.36 7.60 30.29 

Ellipse nozzle 1 291.66 34.54 6.81 26.89 

Ellipse nozzle 2 291.03 35.34 6.95 28.14 
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Table 4.6.1 records the summary of the thermal performances of SAl for the five nozzle types, which 

shows that Ellipse nozzle 1 produces the highest Ta~, followed by Ellipse nozzle, Ellipse nozzle 2, 

Circle nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle. The difference in Tave between Ellipse nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle is 

O.68K. The lowest Thi - Tlo is produced by Ellipse nozzle 1, while Ellipse nozzle gives the highest 

Tht - Tlo . The Tht - Tlo difference between Ellipse nozzle 1 and Ellipse nozzle is 4.82K. The 

lowest Thi - Tave, (J and 4em deviation are produced by Ellipse nozzle 1. The worst temperature 

distribution on the nacelle lip-skin is given by Circle nozzle 1. 

The previous results have demonstrated the influence of average air Mach number on Tave. The 

present simulation results show that the Ellipse nozzle 1 produces the highest average swirling air 

Mach number inside the D-chamber, which is characterized by the highest jet Mach number as 

shown in Figures 4.6.6 and 4.6.7. Therefore, Ellipse nozzle 1 produces the highest Ta~. 

Ellipse nozzle 2 provides the lowest Tlli among all of the nozzles. According to the results, Till of Ellipse 

nozzle 2 occurs in the same plane with Ellipse nozzle 1. However, the impinging Mach number of hot 

air from Ellipse nozzle 2 on outer skin is lower than that from Ellipse nozzle 1. Consequently, Till of 

Ellipse nozzle 2 is lower than that of Ellipse nozzle 1 by O.4k, as discussed previously. Ellipse nozzle 1 

produces the lowest (J and Ctem deviOfiom thus generating the best temperature uniformity along the 

nacelle lip-skin. 

According to Figure 4.6.6, the hot air jet diverges widely while exiting from the nozzle for Ellipse 

nozzle 2, Circle nozzle 1 and Ellipse nozzle I, in front view. However, in top view, Ellipse nozzle I, 

Circle nozzle and Ellipse nozzle show better air divergence while exiting from outlet than Ellipse 

nozzle 2 and circle nozzle 1, as shown in Figure 4.6.7. Since Ellipse nozzle 1 demonstrates good air 

divergence in both views, it transfers the highest amount of momentum and heat to the cold air in 

the D-Chamber. As a result, the lip-skin temperature generated by Ellipse nozzle 1 is the most 

uniformly distributed over the nacelle lip-skin, for these five designs. 
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Figure 4.6.6: Air Mach number contour at nozzle vicinity in front view 
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Figure 4.6.7: Air Mach number contour inside nozzle for various nozzle types in top view 

Figure 4.6.8 illustrates the air Mach number profile for three different nozzle designs in cold spot 

plane. The position of line D-chamber-high-l is shown in Figure 4.3.13. As Ellipse nozzle 1 provides 

the highest Mach number along D-chamber-high-l, it produces the highest average swirling air Mach 

number inside D-chamber, followed by Circle nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle. Therefore, Ellipse nozzle 1 

produces the thinnest boundary layer thickness in cold spot plane. Consequently, the cold spot 

plane of Ellipse nozzle receives the highest heat from the nozzle, thereby providing the highest T,o in 

the present SAl system for all nozzles. 
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Figure 4.6.8: Air Mach number profile for three different nozzle designs in cold spot plane 

The air pressure inside the nozzle affects the velocity and Mach number of the jet, and hence the 

average air Mach number inside the D-chamber. According to Bernoull i's equation [106], higher air 

pressure gradient on the far side nozzle wall results in higher velocity of jet being produced by the 

nozzle. 

(4.4) 

where P = air pressure 

p = air density 

g = gravity 

i = elevation head 

In this study, points 1 and 2 in Figure 4.6.9 have almost the same elevation head and gravity since 

the altitude of points 1 and 2 are the same (ground condition). Therefore, i and g are cancelled. 

Meanwhile, the velocity at point 1 is almost a due to the turning corner of the nozzles. Thus, 

Bernoulli's equation becomes: 

P1 _ P2 = u~ 
Pl P2 2 
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Figure 4.6.9 shows that Circle nozzle has the highest air pressure (P) at point 1 and Circle nozzle 1 

has similar P with Ellipse nozzle 1. Ellipse nozzle 1 produces the lowest P at point 2, followed by 

Circle nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle. In addition, the air densities for all of nozzle types are similar. Thus, 

the differences in P / p of hot air between point 1 and 2 for Circle nozzle, Circle nozzle 1 and Ellipse 

nozzle 1 are 58'800 (m/s)2 , 61'532 (m/s)2 and 66'500 (m/s)2 respectively. According to Equation 4.5, 

a higher P / p difference between point 1 and 2 inside the nozzle generates higher velocity of jet out 

from the nozzle to the D-chamber. Therefore, Ellipse nozzle 1 produces the highest velocity and 

Mach number of jet and average swirling air velocity inside the D-chamber. Thus, Ellipse nozzle 1 

provides the highest Ta ve and Circle nozzle produces the lowest Tave. 
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Figure 4.6.9: Air pressure contour inside nozzles 

The results in this study demonstrate that the nozzle type affects the thermal performance of SAL 

The nozzle type influences hot air pressure inside the nozzle, thus affecting the average air velocity, 

Mach number inside the D-chamber and eventually, Tave ofthe nacelle lip-skin . In addition, the shape 

of nozzle outlet alters the air mixing process between hot air and cold air, as shown in Figures 4.6.6 

and 4.6.7. In fact, Ellipse nozzle 1 has the most uniform temperature distribution along the nacelle 

lip-skin due to the better divergence of exit jet compared to other nozzles. However, the 

manufacturing and geometric complexities of Ellipse nozzle make it unfeasible for the SAl system. 

Therefore Circle nozzle has been chosen for the remaining part of this research, as will be elaborated 

in the next chapter as requested by Bombardier Aerospace. 
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CHAPTER 5: Larger Nozzle of SAl Thermal Performance 

Chapter 5 examined the thermal performances of SAl, including hotspot temperature (Thll, cold spot 

temperature (7iol, average lip-skin temperature (Tovel and temperature uniformity, for three different 

nozzle diameters, 0.0127m, 0.01905m and 0.0254m. The first section of this chapter discusses the 

effects of nozzle length on the thermal performance of swirl anti-icing at given nozzle diameter of 

O.01905m. This is because the simulation on small nozzles crashed when mhorOlr increased beyond 

O.04536kg/s with a nozzle diameter of O.01905m utilized, instead of small nozzle with diameter of 

O.OO9144m. The reason for the crash is that the hot air pressure gradient at the impinging surface 

could reach extremely high value in simulations at mhoroir of O.04536kg/s, which happened to the 

nozzle with diameter of O.0127m at mhoroir of O.07257kg/s. Therefore, in this chapter simulations are 

performed for a nozzle with diameter of O.01905m in order to investigate SAl thermal performance 

at mhotolr within the range of 0.0118kg/s to O.2kg/s. The second section will elaborate the effects of 

the exhaust area on the SAl thermal performance using three different exhaust areas. The 

relationship between nozzle diameters and SAl thermal performance will be described in the third 

section. Afterwards, some correlations of thermal performance characteristics against the SAl 

Reynolds number (Reswl for a small nozzle at the exhaust area of 4.210 x 10·3m2 will be developed. 

The final section will elaborates the correlations between thermal performances for three different 

nozzle diameters and Resw in the range from 4.1x104 to S.4xlOs. 

5.1 Effect of Nozzle Length on Thermal Performance at Given Nozzle Diameter of O.0190Sm 

This section discusses the effects of nozzle length on SAl thermal performance at a nozzle diameter 

of O.0190Sm. The discussion covers two different mhor air; 0.059 kg/s and 0.109 kg/s, at total 

temperature of hot air within nozzle (Tnozzle) of S33K. In studying a small nozzle, a shorter nozzle 

enhances the thermal performance of SAL However, in the case of a nozzle diameter of 0.0190Sm, 

the position of hotspot plane on the nacelle lip-skin surface is changed. This phenomenon occurs 

because that the distance between nozzle and impinging spot (Z) increases from O.187m to 0.2m as 

the nozzle diameter changes from 0.OO9144m to O.01905m. This may affect the pattern of thermal 

performance, leading to the alteration of the anti-icing efficiency. Moreover, in order to avoid the 

clashing of the nozzle to the outer skin of the nacelle, the distance from cross section centre of the 

nozzle to bulkhead was fixed at 0.04763m, as shown in Figure 5.1.1. Under these conditions, the 

study investigates the effect of nozzle length on the thermal performance of nacelle lip-skin at the 

given nozzle diameter of O.0190Sm. 
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Similar issues were discussed in Chapter 4. Nozzle 2d, which represents the nozzle length, is equal to 

two times nozzle diameter, and shows the best thermal performance without changing hotspot and 

cold spot locations. For this reason, two different nozzle lengths; 0.05715m (nozzle 3d, represent 

nozzle length=3xdiameter) and 0.0381m (nozzle 2d), will be examined in this section. The heat 

transfer characteristics studied in this section included Thi, , TIO, , temperature contour, temperature 

profiles on the nacelle lip-skin at given planes, Tave, a and Ctem deviation. The dimensions of nozzle 3d 

and nozzle 2d are shown in Figure 5.l.1: 

Nozzle far end surface 

~O~7G3 I~ 1 
• . r;- ,)/ " 

I O . O~763m I .... ~ 

Hot air inlet 

Nozzle outlet 

Nozzle 3d Nozzle 2d 

Figure 5.l.1: Dimension of nozzle 3d and nozzle 2d 

Figure 5.1.2 illustrates that the lip-skin temperature contour for two different nozzle lengths, 2d and 

3d, at mhotair of 0.059 kg/so As per the figure, there are no significant differences on the nacelle lip

skin as the nozzle length changes. Hotspots of both nozzles occur in plane 1780 as shown in the 

figure . As expected, h i of nozzle 2d is 411.7K and 0.9K lower than Thi of nozzle 3d because that Z of 

nozzle 3d is shorter than Z of nozzle 2d. Because of the longer distance, nozzle 2d produces more 

heat and momentum exchanges between hot air and cold air inside the D-chamber. Then, when the 

hot air from nozzle 2d impinges on outer skin surface, the temperature and momentum are lower 

than those of the hot air from nozzle 3d. 
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Figure 5.1.2: Lip-skin Temperature contour (in K) for both nozzle lengths (2d and 3d) at hot air mass 

flow rate of O.059kg/s 

Figure 5.1.3a shows the temperature contour of nacelle lip-skin for both nozzle lengths at different 

views, View 1 and View 2. The view directions are depicted in Figure S.1.3b. Overall, the 

temperature contour of nozzle 3d is nearly the same as nozzle 2d. As shown in the figure, T,o for both 

nozzles occur in plane 1220
; which marked by L at View 2. According to the result, nozzle 2d has T,o 

of 304K; which is O.2K higher than that of nozzle 3d. That is because the distance Z of nozzle 2d is 

longer than that of nozzle 3d, mixing hot air from the jet with the cold air in the D-chamber is better 

in the sense of heat and momentum transfer for nozzle 2d than nozzle 3d. As a result, when swirling 

air reaches the cold spot, it has a higher temperature and Mach number for nozzle 2d than for 

nozzle 3d. 
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Figure 5.1.3a: Lip-skin temperatu re contour (in K) at hot air mass flow rate of 0.059kg/s in View 

1 and View 2 
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Figure 5.1.3b: View directions of View 1 and View 2 in the nacelle lip-skin 

Figure 5.1.4 shows the local temperature profile across wrap location in both nozzle lengths; 2d and 

3d, in planes 90°. The f igure shows that the nozzle 3d and nozzle 2d have similar temperature trend. 

As shown in the figure, the local temperature in plane 90° decreases gradually with wrap location 

from 0% to 74%. Then, the local temperature increases slowly against wrap location until the wrap 

location reaches 100%. The figure also shows that nozzle 3d has a lower local temperature than 

nozzle 2d in the inner skin, especially after the wrap location of 75%. That occurs because of nozzle 

2d has higher swirling air Mach number adjacent to inner skin than nozzle 3d. The phenomenon 

implies that the hot jet of nozzle 2d transfers more momentum to cold air than the hot jet of nozzle 

3d. 
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Figure 5.1.4: Local temperature profile across wrap location in the nacelle lip-skin in plane 
900 for both nozzle lengths (2d and 3d) at hot air mass flow rate of 0.059kg/s 

Table 5.1.1: Summary of thermal performance of Nozzle lengths 3d and 2d 

Nozzle Length m hotair (kg/s) Tave(K) Th i - T1o(K) a{K) C temdeviation (%) 

3d 0.059 330.3 108.63 21.03 32.95 

2d 0.059 330.55 107.48 20.76 32.40 

3d 0.109 361.19 114.74 22.82 24.10 

2d 0.109 361.44 114.66 22.59 23.79 

Table 5.1.1 records a summary of the thermal performance for nozzle 3d and nozzle 2d. According to 

the table, Tave for both m hot air; 0.059 kg/s and 0.109 kg/s, increase slightly by 0.35K and 0.25K 

respectively, as the nozzle length reduces from 3d and 2d. This is due to nozzle 2d having higher 

average Mach number of swirli ng air and a higher heat transfer coefficient inside D-chamber than 

nozzle 3d. The table also shows that Tave increases with m hot air for both nozzle lengths. As m hot air 

increases, the heat and momentum supplied to the cold air inside D-chamber increases. 

Subsequently, the heat transfer from swirling air in D-chamber to nacelle lip-skin increases with m hot 

oir. As a result, Tave increases with m hotair as shown in the table. The table also shows that the nozzle 

length 2d has lower Thi - T10 than nozzle length 3d for both m hotair of 0.059 kg/s and 0.109 kg/s by 

1.15K and 0.08K respectively. As a result, both a and Ctemdeviation also decrease as the nozzle length 

decreases, as shown in the table. Accord ing to the table, a for m hotoir of 0.059kg/s and 0.109kg/s 
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drop 0.27K and 0.23K respectively as the nozzle length reduces from 3d to 2d. The table also shows 

that CtrmdrVlaflOn decreases 0.59% and 0.32% for both mhotalr of 0.059 kg/s and 0.109 kg/s, respectively, 

as the nozzle length decreases from 0.05715m (3d) to 0.0381m (2d). In other words, nozzle 2d shows 

better temperature uniformity than nozzle 3d does. Since hot air from nozzle 2d transfers more 

momentum and heat to cold air than that from nozzle 3d at the beginning of mixing process, nozzle 

2d demonstrates a uniform temperature and Mach number distribution than nozzle 3d. 

The results abovementioned show that nozzle 2d produces lower Thl than nozzle 3d. Moreover, 

nozzle 2d increases tio because it produces a higher hot air Mach number in cold spot plane than 

nozzle 3d. In addition, nozzle 2d has higher Tove and better temperature uniformity on the nacelle lip

skin than nozzle 3d. In conclusion, nozzle 2d has better thermal performance than nozzle 3d for a 

nozzle at a given diameter of 0.01905m. Therefore, the nozzle length of 0.0381m is used for the next 

study in the following section. 

5.2 Effect of Exhaust Area to Thermal Performance Anti-Icing System 

It is believed that the exhaust area has influences over SAl thermal performance. As the exhaust area 

decreases, the air pressure increases. Then the density and temperature of air change, affecting the 

swirling air velocity/Mach number and flow resistance. These explained that the air pressure in D

chamber and exhaust area affect the thermal performance of SAl. Moreover, the pressure difference 

between hot air in nozzle and swirling air in D-chamber decrease with air pressure increases in D

chamber. Thus, the jet Mach number exiting from nozzle decreases which affects the thermal 

performance characteristics. Therefore, the effects of three different exhaust areas; 1.263 x 10·3m2, 

2.105 x 10·3m2 and 4.210 x 10·3m2, on the SAl thermal performance at given nozzle diameter of 

0.01905m will be described in this section. To simplify discussion, the exhaust area of 4.210 x 10·3m2 

is denoted as Model A, while, Model B and Model C represent an exhaust area of 2.105 x 10·3m2 and 

1.263 x 10·3m2, respectively. Similar to section 5.1, mhotoi" 0.059 kg/s and 0.109 kg/s, are used in this 

section. These parameters are used to describe SAl thermal performances including Thl, Tio, 

temperature contour, Tove. O'and Ctrmdrviotion. 

Figure 5.2.1 displays the lip-skin temperature contour for three different exhaust areas at the nozzle 

diameter of 0.01905m. mhot air and Tnozzlr in Figure 5.2.1 are 0.109 kg/s and 533K respectively. 

According to the figure, no significant differences in lip-skin temperature contour are shown in the 

figure by decreasing the exhaust area from 4.210 x 1O.3m2 to 1.263 x 10·3m2. The figure shows that 
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all Models, A, Band C, have Thi at plane 178°. The T hi for models A, Band Care 443.7K, 440.7K and 

440.5K, respectively. 

453 

427 

401 

375 

349 

323 Model A Model B Model C 

Figure 5.2.1: Lip-skin temperature contour (in K) for three different exhaust areas 

Figure 5.2.2 shows the lip-skin temperature contours in View 1. As shown in Figure 5.2.2, 

temperature at the low temperature area circled as A increases as the exhaust area decreases. 

Figure 5.2.3 illustrates that the lip-skin temperature contours in View 2, especially T,o of all Models A, 

Band C, occur in Plane 122° or in Circle B. In this view, the temperature of cold spot vicinity 

indicated by Circle B increases as the exhaust area decreases from 4.210 x 1O.3m2 to 2.105 x 1O.3m2• 

Then, the temperature in Circle B seems to experience a slight temperature drop as the exhaust area 

decreases further to 1.263 x 1O.3m2
• According to these results, Model B produces the highest T,o, 

which are 3.1K and loOK higher than T,o of Model A and Model C, respectively. 
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Figure 5.2.2: Lip-skin temperature contour (in K) in View 1 at hot air mass flow rate of 
O.109kg/s 
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Figure 5.2.3: Lip-skin temperatu re contour (in K) in View 2 at hot air mass flow rate of 
0.109kg/s 

Table 5.2.1: Summary of thermal performance of Nozzle length 3d and Nozzle length 2d 

Model of Exhausts m hotair (kg/s) Tave (K) (Th,-Tlo ) (K) a(K) C tern deviation (%) 
area 

Model A 0.059 330.55 107.48 20.76 32.40 

Model B 0.059 331.48 105.05 20.42 31.42 

Model C 0.059 330.98 107.09 20.70 32.09 

Model A 0.109 361.44 114.66 22.59 23.79 

Model B 0.109 363 .02 111.05 22.03 22.82 

Model C 0.109 362.79 113.23 22.23 23.08 

The summary of thermal performance for three different exhaust areas has been recorded in Table 

5.2.1. As shown in the table, the thermal performance characteristics, Tave, Thi - TID , and a, increase 

as the mhotair increases from 0.059 kg/s to 0.109 kg/so However, the reverse effect has been shown 

for C temdeviation, where it decreases as m hotair increases from 0.059kg/s to 0.109 kg/so The table shows 

that Tave increases 0.93K and 1.s8K for both m hotair of 0.059 kg/s and 0.109 kg/s respectively as the 

exhaust area decreases from 4.210 x 1O-3m2 to 2.105 x 1O-3m2. However, Tove for both mhot air; 

0.OS9kg/s and O.109kg/s, decreases 0.5K and 0.23K respectively as the exhaust area decreases 

further from 2.105 x 1O-3m2 to 1.263 x 1O-3m2. The table also shows that Model B has the lowest 

Th i - Tlo for both m hotair, wh ich followed by Model C and Model A. Model B has the lowest a and 

C d 
- t - n and Model A produces the highest a and Crem deviation as shown in Table 5.2.1. For both m hot 

tem eVlo 10 

_ Model A demonstrates the worst thermal performance while Model B demonstrates the best 
Olfl 

thermal performance. 
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According to these results, T hi decreases from 443.7K to 440.sK as the exhaust area decreases from 

4.210 x 1O-3m2 to 1.263 x 1O-3m2. That happens due to air pressure in D-chamber is inversely related 

to exhaust area as shown in Figure 5.2.4. Therefore, the pressure difference between hot air inside 

nozzle and swirling air inside D-chamber decreased with exhaust area, which reduces the jet Mach 

number at the exit of the nozzle as shown in Figure 5.2.5. The result shows that the jet Mach 

number exiting from nozzle for Model A = 1.340, Model B = 1.338, and Model C = 1.319, 

respectively. In addition, flow res istance increases as the air pressure increases. Therefore, it is 

believed that Model C has the highest jet Mach number reduction along Z, since it has the highest 

swirling air pressure in D-chamber, which is followed by Model B and Model A. As a result, the hot 

air Mach number gradient and heat transfer coefficient on the impinging surface decrease as the 

exhaust area decreases. Consequently, T hi decreases as the exhaust area decreases from 4.210 x 10-

3m2 to 1.263 x 1O-3m2. 
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Figure 5.2.4: Air pressure contour for Models A, B, and C at hot air mass flow rate of O.109kg/s 
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Figure 5.2.5: Mach number contour for Models A, B, and C at hot air mass flow rate of 
O.109kg/s 

Two air properties, density and temperature, are related to the effect of exhaust area on the SAl 

thermal performance. As air pressure increases, both air density and temperature increase. The 

relationship between pressure, density and temperature is shown by the equation of state (Equation 

5.1): 

P =pRT (5.1) 

where R = air constant 

T = air temperature 

According to the simulation results, the swirling air density of Model B is similar to the swirling air 

density of Model A. Then, the alteration of pressure drop from Model A to Model B is not very small 

and not significant. Therefore, Model B has average swirling air Mach number similar to that of 

Model A due to m hot air of both models are same. Instead of that, Model B has a higher average 

temperature of swirling air in the D-chamber than Model A. As the exhaust area decreases further, 

the average density of swirling air increases from O.869kg/m3 to O.889kg/m3
• According to Darcy

Weisbach equation, fluid density, hydraulic diameter of tube, fluid flow rate and tube length are the 

parameters affect on head loss and pressure drop inside tube [116]. Thus, the swirling air pressure 

drop increases from Model B to Model C. As a result, Model C produces average swirling air Mach 
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number 8% lower than Model B. Furthermore, Model C has slightly lower average temperature of 

swirling air than Model B which even shows higher average temperature of swirling air than Model 

A. Therefore, Model B produces the highest heat transfers from swirling air inside the D-chamber to 

the nacelle lip-skin; followed by Model C and Model A, which demonstrated by the highest Tave and 

T." followed by Model C and Model A. Model B has the most uniform temperature distribution, 

which Is followed by Model C and Model A. In addition, Table 5.2.1 shows that Model B has the most 

uniform temperature distributions since it has the lowest Th,-TIo, (J and Ctemdevlat;on, and the highest 

TIIW, followed by Model C and Model A. 

According to Figure 5.2.1 to 5.2.5, there is no dramatic improvement by decreasing the exhaust area 

from 4.210 x la-3m2 to 1.263 x la-3m2
• However, the absolute swirling air pressure in D-chamber at 

the mil« air of O.OS9kg/s increases tremendously from 97'200Pa to 99'900Pa as the exhaust area 

decreases from 4.210 x la-3m2 to 1.263 x la-3m2
• Thidecreases when exhaust area is decreasing, in 

contrast, rove and T,o increase as the exhaust area decreases from 4.210 x 1O-3m2 to 2.105 x la-3m2 

before they decrease as the exhaust area decreases further to 1.263 x 1O-3m2. The change of the 

heat transfer performance with number of exhausts is from low to high then lower down, means 

there may be a maximum there. In conclusion, Model B produces the best thermal performance as 

per Figure 5.2.1 to 5.2.5, followed by Model C and Model A, so Model B is used in following study. 

5.S: Effect of Nozzle Diameter on the Thermal Performance of SAl 

The effect of nozzle diameters on SAl thermal performance will be analysed in this section. At any 

given mil« 0/" Thl is expected to decrease with nozzle diameter because that the hot air Mach number 

gradient on the impinging surface is inversely related to nozzle diameter. Moreover, Tio and Tave are 

expected to decrease with nozzle diameter since the hot air of smaller nozzle transfers higher 

momentum to cold air in D-chamber. For these reasons, the nozzle diameter seems to have 

tremendous effect on the thermal performance of SAl. Therefore, the study investigates the effect 

of 3 different nozzle diameters; 0.0127m, 0.0190Sm and O.0254m on the thermal performance of 

SAl. Two different mhot 01" 0.04536kgfs and O.059kgfs at T noule of 533K are employed In this 

investigation. Since exhaust area of 2.105 x la-3m2 shows the best thermal performance, therefore, 

this exhaust area has been used in this section. Thl, TIo, rove, lip-skin temperature contour, (J and C,.m 

are used to represent the thermal performance characteristics and are studied in this section. 
tWvIafkHI 

Figure 5.3.1 shows the lip-skin temperature contours for three different diameters at the mltato/r and 

T~ of 0.04536 kg/s and 533K respectively. The hotspot occurs In plane 178
0 

for nozzles with 
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diameter O.0127m and O.01905m, and in plane 175° for nozzle O.0254m. The figure shows that there 

is significant deterioration of thermal performance occurring on the nacelle lip-skin as nozzle 

diameter increases. The resu lt shows that T hi are 393.33K, 398.73K and 402.4K for nozzle with 

diameter O.0127m, O.01905m, and O.0254m, respect ively. 
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288 Nozzle O.0127m Nozzle O.01905m Nozzle O.0254m 

Figure 5.3.1: Lip-skin Temperature contour (in K) for various nozzle diameters at hot air mass 

flow rate of O.04536kg/s 

Figure 5.3.2 shows lip-skin temperature contours for different nozzle diameters at two different 

views, View 1 and View 2. In View 1, the figure shows that the inner skin temperature inside 

rectangle A increases with nozzle diameter. However, the temperature in rectangle B decreases with 

nozzle diameter. Thereafter, nozzle O.0127m has the highest temperature on outer skin in rectangle 

C, which is followed by Nozzles O.01905m and O.0254m. The figure also shows that nozzle O.0127m 

has the highest lip-skin temperature in View 2 on both inner and outer skins, wh ich is followed by 

Nozzle O.01905m and Nozzle O.0254m. Tlo for these three Nozzles with diameter O.Ol27m, 

O.01905m, and O.0254m are 301.78K, 290.75K, and 279.37K respectively. 
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Figure 5.3.2: Lip-skin temperature contour (in K) for various nozzle diameters in View 1 and View 2 
at hot air mass flow rate of O.04536kg/s 
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Table 5.3.1: Summary of temperature uniformity on the nacelle lip-skin 

Nozzle diameter (m) mhotoir (kg/s) Tavr(K) Tht - T'o(K) a (K) C t~md~vlatian (%) 

0.0127 0.04536 324.04 91.55 18.24 31.61 

0.01905 0.04536 320.01 100.89 19.03 35.45 

0.0254 0.04536 317.37 111.65 20.17 39.52 

0.0127 0.059 335.13 97.8 19.85 28.85 

0.01905 0.059 331.33 104.72 20.42 31.42 

0.0254 0.059 322.98 116.31 22.60 39.92 

Table 5.3.1 shows a summary of thermal performance characteristics, Tave, Thi - Tlo , (J and Ct~m 

1Wv/atIOII, for three different nozzle diameters; 0.0127m, 0.01905m and 0.0254m, and two different 

mhatalr; 0.04536 kg/s and 0.059 kg/s. The table shows that Tavr, Thi - T,o and (J increase as the mhotalr 

increases for any nozzle diameter. However, Ct~md~viation shows an opposite trend, inversely related to 

mllot 01,. At the given mhot ai" nozzle 0.0127m has the highest Tavr, which is followed by nozzle 

0.01905m and 0.0254m. The highest Thi - Tlo is produced by nozzle 0.0254m and followed by 

nozzle 0.01905m and then 0.0127m. The lowest (J and Cmm d~vlation are shown by nozzle 0.0127m, 

followed by nozzle 0.01905m and finally nozzle 0.0254 for both mhatalr of 0.04536kg/s and 0.OS9kg/s. 

In contrast to the behaviour of hot air Mach number, the results show that the smaller nozzle has a 

lower Thl at hotspot than the larger nozzle. The heat supplied to SAl system is defined as: 

(5.2) 

Where = heat supplied to SAl 

The highest Mach number of the hot air at the exit of the nozzle for different diameters in Figure 

5.3.3 Is higher than 0.3, thus, flow in this study is assumed to be compressible flow. At any given mhot 

air, the relationship between static temperature and velocity of the hot air exiting from the nozzle Is 

expressed by the following equation: 

u2 

(5.3) To = Ts +ff 
p 

Where To = total air temperature 

Ts = local static temperature 
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Since the heat and total temperature at the nozzle inlet surface for all nozzle diameters at the given 

mass flow rate are the same, nozzle O.0127m produces the lowest static temperature exit from 

nozzle in Figure 5.3.4, followed by nozzles O.0190Sm and O.0254m. It has long been known that the 

boundary layer thickness and temperature gradient within laminar sub-layer influences the heat 

transfer coefficient on the surface [115]. Although nozzle O.0127m has thinner boundary layer 

thickness due to higher air Mach number gradient on the impinging surface, the static temperature 

of air in the Vicinity of impinging surface is lower than the static temperatures for nozzles O.0190Sm 

and 0.0254m. Thus, the temperature gradient within laminar sub-layer underneath turbulent flow 

for nozzle 0.0127m is lower than the temperature gradients within laminar sub-layer underneath 

turbulent flow for nozzles 0.01905m and 0.0254m. This is a reason for nozzle 0.0127m to be 

producing lower Thi than nozzle 0.01905m and 0.0254m. The relationship between heat flux and 

swirling air temperature gradient within laminar sub-layer underneath turbulent flow is expressed 

by Equation 2.2: 

dT 
q = -kf -

dy (2.2) 

Another reason is that the ratio of distance between the nozzle and impinging spot to nozzle 

diameter (Z/d) of nozzle 0.0127m is much larger than Z/d of nozzle 0.01905m and O.0254m. In fact, 

the Zvalues of all nozzles in Figure S.3.4 is approximately 0.22m. Therefore, Z/d of nozzle 0.0127m is 

11.3, which is followed by nozzle 0.01905m (11.5) and nozzle 0.0254m (8.7). Raghunathan et al. [39] 

mentioned that the optimum heat transfer rate on the impingement surface occurs when Z/d in the 

range of 5 to 7. Then, the heat transfer rate decreases when the Z/d larger than 7. In addition, at any 

given air velocity and temperature, Chan et al. [56] revealed that the local heat transfer 

characteristic decreases as Z/d beyond 8. Nozzle 0.0254 m has Z/d of 8.7; which is the nearest to the 

optimum value of Z/d. The nozzle 0.0127m should have the lowest Thl in this study due to its highest 

Z/di this is coincident with results being published by other researchers on PTAI system, which 

should be justified for explaining the phenomena around SAl hotspots. 
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The results also show that nozzle O.0127m provides the highest Tove and Tlo, followed by nozzles 

O.01905m and O.0254m. That occurs because nozzle O.0127m has the highest average swirling air 

Mach number and the highest swirling air Mach number in cold spot plane at any given mhota;r. Since 

nozzle O.0127m has the highest Mach number of the hot air exiting from the nozzle and largest Z/d, 

that nozzle produces the highest Mach number reduction of the hot air from plane 1450 to plane 

175°, as shown in Figure 5.3.5. 

According to Figure 5.3.5, the peak Mach number of nozzle O.0127m drops 58% as it flows from 

plane 145° to plane 175°. This is followed by nozzle O.01905m (47%) and nozzle O.0254m (39%). The 

Mach number reduction occurs due to momentum transfer from hot air to cold air. Nozzle O.0127m 

has the highest peak Mach number reduction shown in Figure 5.3.5, therefore, hot air of that nozzle 

transfers the largest momentum to cold air, which is followed by nozzle O.0190sm and O.0254m. 

Consequently, the hot air of nozzle O.0127m experiences the smallest momentum loss due to 

impinging effect between hot air and outer skin. As nozzle O.0127m transfers the largest momentum 

from hot air into cold air inside D-chamber, it produces the highest average swirling air Mach 

number in D-chamber and swirling air Mach number in cold spot plane. Therefore, nozzle O.0127m 

provides the highest Tove and Tlo on the nacelle lip-skin, followed by nozzle O.0190sm and O.0254m. 

The results show that nozzle O.0127m has the most uniform temperature on the nacelle lip-skin, 

followed by nozzle O.01905m and O.0254m as shown in Table 5.3. That happens because nozzle 

O.0127m has the lowest Th; and the highest T,o' Moreover, at the given mhot 01" nozzle O.0127m 

produces the highest Tave. As a result, nozzle O.0127m shows the lowest u and Cttm dtvlotlon at the given 

mhotrJ/" as shown in Table 5.3. 

Nozzle diameter has an effect on the SAl thermal performance. The result shows that smaller nozzle 

produces lower Thi than larger nozzle. Moreover, smaller nozzle produces higher Taw and Tio than 

larger nozzle. As a result, smaller nozzle produces more uniform lip-skin temperature than larger 

nozzle. Essentially, a smaller nozzle produces better thermal performance than larger nozzle at any 

given hot air mass flow rate. 
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5.4: Effect of Res. on the Thermal Performance of Small Nozzle (d=9.144 mm) 

The study analyzes the relationship between SAl thermal performance of small nozzle and mass flow 

rate of swirling air in D-chamber (msw) in order to develop the empirical correlation, Nusselt number 

against Reynolds number, for SAl system. The study also demonstrates the effect of Reynolds 

number for SAl (Resw) on the dimensionless thermal performance characteristics for small nozzle 

with exhaust area of 4.210 x 1O-3m2. The discussion involves various parameters including, ratio of 

mass flow rate of swirling air in D-chamber to hot air mass flow rate (mS"'mhoto;,), dimensionless 

total temperature of swirling air in D-chamber (tsw), average heat transfer coefficient for SAl (hsw), 

average Nusselt number for SAl (Nusw), Ct~m d~viat;on, dimensionless cold spot temperature (0'/0) and 

dimensionless hotspot temperature (O'h;). Several mhotalr in the range of 0.00588kg/s to 0.0454kg/s 

are used in this study. msw in present study is estimated by Equation 2.24: 

msw = pAD-cUave (2.24) 

This section will covers several nozzle types and nozzle rotation angles; cut nozzle 2D, sloped nozzle 

at _50°, circle nozzle at 13° rotation and ellipse nozzle 1 at 13° rotation, which will be compared with 

original nozzle. Table 5.4.1 provides the legend for all models to ease the following discussion: 

Table 5.4.1: Nozzle Models legend 

Models 

Model A 

Model B 

ModelC 

Model D 

Model E 

Nozzle type 

Circle nozzle at 0° rotation 

Cut nozzle 2d 

Sloped nozzle at -60° 

Circle nozzle at 13° rotation 

Ellipse nozzle 1 at 13° rotation 

The ratio of AnOUIe to Ao-c (D) and the ratio of msw to Ao-c (~) have been introduced to make the 

discussion relatable to the other nozzle design/dimension. D and ~ are described in following 

Equations 5.4 and 5.5, respectively: 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Where = Nozzle cross-sectional area 

According to Equation 5.4, D of small nozzle is 0.0108. 
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The effects of G on m sw/mho!Oir for five different nozzle types, A to E, are shown in Figure 5.4.1. This 

graph has been developed in order to estimate msw, then average swirling air Mach number, at any 

given mhotoir for nozzle b of 0.0108. The figure shows that m sw/m ho!oir for all types of nozzles varies 

with G follow a similar trend, which inversely related to G. As shown in the figure, Nozzle E displays 

the highest m ,w/mhotoir ratio along G due to Nozzle E produces the highest average Mach number of 

the swirling air and m sw at any given G. The figure also reveals that there is no significant alteration 

of m , w/mhotoir by rotating nozzle direction towards inner skin. 
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Figure 5.4.1: Ratio mass flow rate of swirling air velocity to hot air mass flow rate against 

ratio of hot air mass flow rate to cross sectional area of D-chamber for various Nozzle 

Figure 5.4.2 illustrates the dimensionless total temperature of swirling air in D-chamber (ftsw) along 

with G for five different nozzles types. This figure is drawn in order to estimate the mean total 

temperature of swirling air inside D-chamber (Ttsw ) at a given m ho! air for nozzle b of 0.0108 and Tnoule 

of 533K. f tsw in Figure 5.4.2 is defined in Equation 5.6 below: 

t - Ttsw - T"" 
tsw -

Tno zzle-T"" 
(5.6) 

Figure 5.4.2 shows that f tsw is proportional to G for all nozzles. As m ho! air increases, the heat 

supplied to nacelle lip-skin increases as well. Therefore, f tsw increases since the heat from nozzle to 

hot air inside D-chamber increases with G. The figure also shows that all nozzle types share similar 

magnitude of f tsw for the same values of G. 
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cross sectional area of D-chamber of O.OlOB with exhaust area of 4 .210 x 1O.3m2 

The hsw against Resw (from 80 000 to 430 000), for nozzle D of 0.0108 and Toc of 266.5K are shown in 

Figure 5.4.3. Resw used in this study is described by the following formula [44] : 

6.00E+02 

5.00E+02 

4.00E+02 

} 3.00E+02 

2.00E+02 

1.00E+02 

O.OOE+OO 

(2.25) 

y = 6E-lOx2 + O.0007x 
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Figure 5.4.3 : Effect of SAl Reynolds number on SAl average heat transfer coefficient 

Since the D-chamber is a non-circular duct, the hydraulic diameter of D-chamber has been estimated 

by Equation 2.16: 

D = 4AD_C 
h- Pw 
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Therefore, the hydraulic diameter for Falcon 20g (small nacelle lip-skin) is 0.085782421m. Equation 

2.18 estimates hsw: 

(2.18) 

In this study, the heat used to warm nacelle lip-skin up is only supplied by mhotoir. Then, the energy 

conservation equation is shown in Equation 5.7: 

Qoutlet = Qinlet - Q - W (5.7) 

Where a.,utl~t = heat exit through the exhausts 

~nl~t = heat entering D-chamber 

Q = heat transfer through lip-skin 

w = work done 

Since there is no work done inside nacelle lip, the item of work done in equation 5.7 becomes zero. 

Then, a is rearranged again to become Equation 5.8. 

Q = Qinlet - Qoutlet (5.8) 

According to continuity equation, mhotair entering D-chamber is same with mhotoir leaving through the 

exhausts. Therefore, the heat supplied into D-chamber by hot air is rewritten as Equation 5.9. 

(5.9) 

Where = heat constant at constant pressure 

Subsequently, the average heat flux (qQW!) passes through the internal lip-skin surface is described as: 

q - Q 
al1e - . 

A sur lip-skin 
(2.19) 

Figure 5.4.4 illustrates total internal surface lip-skin area. The total surface area of Falcon 20g nacelle 

lip-skin is 0.47166032 m2 (obtained from FLUENT CFD). 
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According to Figure 5.4.3, hsw is increases exponentially with Resw for all nozzle cases. The result 

shows that all small nozzle types have similar Resw at all given mhotoir . Thus, the average boundary 

layer thickness for all nozzle types is similar at all given Resw. Therefore, the nozzle type does not 

have significant effects on the hsw as the function of Resw. However, the boundary layer thickness 

decreases as Resw increases. Subsequently, the temperature gradient within laminar sub-layer 

increases, which leads to increase of hsw with Resw as shown in Figure 5.4.3. 

The relationship between Nusw and Resw for nozzle b of 0.0108 is shown in Figure 5.4.5, which was 

used to develop correlation between Nusw and Resw. Therefore, h sw then Tave can be estimated from 

this correlation. Nusw in Figure 5.4.5 is determined by Equation 2.22: 

(2.22) 

The figure shows that Nusw is proportional to ReswO.975PrO.3. In fact, Nusw is related to hsw (see Equation 

2.22). Since nozzle types do not have big effect on h sw, nozzle types also do not affect Nusw. Thus, 

Nozzles A to E follow the similar Nusw vs. Resw profile as shown in the figure. The relationship 

between Nu and Re for smooth, long tube and fully develop flow, is expressed as follows: 

Nu = ARe3 Prc (2.12) 

According to Dittus and Boelter [48, 115], the coefficient of C in Equation 2.13 is 0.3 because the 

heat is transferred from the hot air in D-chamber to nacelle lip-skin . By using least square methods, 

the most appropriate value of B in Equation 2.13 for Falcon 20g is 0.975. Finally, A has been 

determined by taking the gradient Nusw vs. ReswO.975Pr°.3 as shown in Figure 5.4.5. Therefore, the 
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empirical correlation of Nusw vs. Resw for SAl, the exhaust area of 4.210 x 10.3 m2 and given ambient 

condition is defined in Equation 5 .10. 

1.40E+03 

1.20E+03 

1.00E+03 

J 8.00E+02 
~~ 

Z 6.00E+02 

4.00E+02 

2.00E+02 

O.OOE+OO 

(5.10) 

y = O.0036x 
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Re.
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Figure 5 .4.5 : Nusw against ReswO.975PrO.3 for nozzle ratio of cross sectional area of nozzle to cross 
sectional area of D-chamber of 0 .0108 with exhaust area of 4 .210 x 1O.3m2 

Figure 5.4.6 illustrates Ctemdeviation vs. Resw for different nozzle types with exhaust area and T"" of 4.210 

x lO-3m2 and 266.5K respectively. Thus, a can be determined from this relationship. The nozzle 

rotation angles for Nozzles A, Band Care 00 and Nozzle D and E are rotated 130 towards inner skin. 

The figure shows that Ctemdeviotion decreases while Resw increases for all nozzle types. That means the 

uniformity of temperature distribution enhances with hot air mass flow rate for all nozzle types. The 

result also shows that the correlations between Ctemdeviotion and Resw for Nozzles A, Band C are almost 

the same as illustrated in the figure. However, nozzles with 130 rotation towards inner skin show a 

significant Ctemdeviation reduction. As shown in the figure, Nozzles D and E show much lower Ctemdeviation 

than Nozzles A, Band C. Therefore, nozzle rotation towards inner skin improves temperature 

distribution on the nacelle lip-skin towards un iform. In general, Ctemdeviotion decreases with increases 

of nozzle rotation angle, which indicates that, the uniformity of temperature distribution on the 

nacelle lip-skin increases with nozzle rotation angle. 
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Figure 5.4.6: Effect of SAl Reynolds number on coefficient of temperature deviation 

The effect of Resw, from 8 x 10
4 

until 4.2 x 10
5 on dimensionless hotspot temperature (Ohi) and 

dimensionless cold spot temperature (010) are shown in Figure 5.4.7 and 5.4.8 respectively. Thi and T
lo 

can be determined from these figures if a and rave are known. a la in Figure 5.4.7 is calculated by 

Equation 5.11, and (Ohi) is defined by Equation 5.12. 

0/0 = 
Tave - T/o 

(5.11) q 

°hi = Th i-Tave 
q (5.12) 

Similar to Figure 5.4.6, Figure 5.4.7 shows that the nozzle types; A to C, demonstrate insignificant 

effects on the curves of a la vs. Resw• Figure 5.4.7 also show that ala increases with Resw for all nozzles. 

However, a la increases as the nozzle rotation angle increases from 0° to 13° towards inner skin. 

Considering O hi, Figure 5.4.8 shows that the nozzle rotation angle only affects 0hi at low values of 

Resw (2 x 105 and below). Nozzle A has the highest Ohi at Resw of 1.5 x 105 and below, which followed 

by Nozzles B, C, D and E. Afterwards, all nozzles produce similar Ohi after Resw beyond 2.0 x 105 as 

shown in Figure 5.4.8. As shown in the figure, 0 hi decreasing as Resw increases for all nozzle types. 

Therefore, the uniformity of temperature distribution along the nacelle lip-skin improves as Resw 

increases for all small nozzles shown by this study. 
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Figure 5.4.7 : Dimensionless cold spot temperature against SAl Reynolds number for nozzle 
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Figure 5.4.8: Dimensionless hotspot temperature against SAl Reynolds number for nozzle 
ratio of cross sectional area of nozzle to cross sectional area of D-chamber of 0.0108 with 

exhaust area of 4.210 x 10.3 m2 

The results demonstrate that nozzle type has no effect on the thermal performance of SAL However, 

nozzle rotation angle towards inner skin enhances the uniformity of temperature distribution on the 

nacelle lip-skin. The result also shows that all thermal performance characteristics are related to G 

and Resw except m s.,jmhotoir which is inversely related to mhotair' The performance of SAl seems to 

increase with m hotoir and Resw. 
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5.5: Thermal Performance of Different Nozzle Diameters with an Exhaust Area of 2.10Sx10·3mZ 

This section will illustrate the development of empirical correlation of SAl thermal performance for 

the large nozzles. The study covers the effects of three different nozzles !J (0.02089, 0.04699 and 

0.08355) on the thermal performance parameters of SAl including mSv./mhotalr, ttsw, hsw, Nu.w, Resw, 

C~md.vlatlon, U'o and Uhi' Several mhotair in the range of 0.0118 kg/s and 0.2 kg/s are applied in order to 

vary Resw• The empirical correlation of large nozzles is separated from empirical correlation of small 

nozzle because the exhaust area of small nozzle is 4.210 x lO'3m2; twice exhaust area of large 

nozzles. Thus, the air pressure of small nozzle in D-chamber is much lower than air pressure of large 

nozzle In D-chamber at the given Resw• Consequently, the air density and thermal conductivity of 

large nozzles are higher than those of small nozzle. This phenomenon possibly affects on the 

coefficient of empirical correlation of SAl thermal performance. TnOlzle and Teo in this section are 533K 

and 266.5K respectively. 

Figure 5.5.1 illustrates the effects of G on msw/mhotair for three different nozzles!J (0.02089,0.04699 

and 0.08355). As shown in the figure, msw/mhotair for all nozzles!J decrease as G increases which is 

because the flow resistance increases as the swirling air pressure in the D-chamber increases. In 

fact, swirling air pressure increases as mhotair increases. The momentum of swirling air is used to 

overcome the flow resistance which increases with mhotair. As a result, msv./mhotolr decreases as (; 

increases. This result shows similarity with Hagen-Poiseuille relation where pressure drop increases 

as fluid flow rate increases [116]. Figure 5.5.1 also showed that the smaller nozzle !J had higher 

mswlmh#t air than larger nozzle !J did. The results also revealed that the smaller nozzle produced 

higher jet Mach number (Uj) from the nozzle and uJ reduction than the larger nozzle. Thus, the Jet of 

smaller nozzle transferred larger amount of momentum to cold air inside D-chamber than the jet of 

larger nozzle did. Consequently, the smaller nozzle provided higher average swirling air Mach 

number in D-chamber and msw than the larger nozzle did at a given mh#talr. Therefore, the smaller 

nozzle has higher msv./mhotair than the larger nozzle. 
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Figure 5.5.1: Ratio mass flow rate of swirling air velocity to hot air mass flow rate against ratio of 
hot air mass flow rate to cross sectional area of D-chamber for various nozzles diameters at 

exhausts area of 2.105 x 1O·3m2 

The relationship between t sw and G at three different nozzles b are shown in Figure 5.5.2. Overall , 

the results show that the local temperature is proportional to G. The heat which is supplied to 0-

chamber increases with m hot oir' Consequently, Ttsw for all nozzles increased as (; does as shown in 

the figure. The figure also shows that the smaller nozzle has a lower Ttsw than larger nozzle does. At 

any given (;, the heat supplied to all nozzles are the same. Therefore, the swirling air in D-chamber 

received the same quantity of heat from all sizes of nozzles. Since the smaller nozzle has higher 

average Mach number of swirling air in D-chamber and produces thinner boundary layer than larger 

nozzle does, at any given hot air mass flow rate, smaller nozzle has higher hsw than larger nozzle. 

Thus, the swirling air in D-chamber of smaller nozzle transfers more heat to nacelle lip-skin than 

swirling air of larger nozzle does. As a result, Ttsw of smaller nozzle is lower than f tsw of larger nozzle 

along G as shown in Figure 5.5.2. For instance, at G of 9.4 kg/s.m 2
, Qinfet for all nozzles bare 

14102W. In the meantime, a outfe t for nozzles b of 0.02089,0.04699 and 0.08355 are 6156W, 6591W 

and 7025W respectively. Thus, a for nozzles 1) of 0.02089,0.04699 and 0.08355 are 7946W, 7511W 

and 7079W respectively. In other words, nozzle 1) of 0.02089 has the lowest remaining heat in 

swirling air inside D-chamber since it transfers the highest heat to the lip-skin despite this nozzle 

received similar heat from it's inlet compared to the other two nozzles with different diameters. 

Therefore, nozzle b of 0.02089 produces the lowest Ttsw of swirling air inside D-chamber, which is 

followed by nozzles 1) of 0.04699 and nozzles b of 0.08355. As a result, Nozzle b of 0.02089 shows 

the lowest Ttsw along (;; then followed by nozzle 1) of 0.04699 and b of 0.08355. 
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Figure 5.5.2: Relationship between dimensionless total temperature of swirling air in D
chamber against ratio of hot air mass flow rate to cross sectional area of D-chamber at 

three different nozzles diameters 

Figure 5.5.3 illustrates hsw vs. Resw from 0 to 4.3 X 105
, for three different nozzles D. The general 

trend of hsw for all nozzles is similar; which is directly proportional to Resw. It is well believed that the 

boundary layer thickness decreases with the increases of average swirling air Mach number inside D

chamber. Therefore, hsw increases as the average swirling air Mach number inside D-chamber and 

Resw increase for all nozzles D. 

Figure 5.5.3 also shows that hsw is inversely related to nozzle D. In fact, at the given Resw, the average 

swirling air Mach number inside D-chamber for all nozzle diameters are similar since Resw is related 

to msw, not m hot oir as shown in Equations 2.24 and 2.25. Consequently, the average boundary layer 

thicknesses, which have been produced by all nozzles, are similar as well . Figure 5.5.1 shows that the 

smaller nozzle has a higher m sw and average swirling air Mach number inside D-chamber than the 

larger nozzle does at any given G. Therefore, the larger nozzle requires higher G or mhotoir than the 

smaller nozzle in order to produce similar Uove and Resw• Consequently, larger nozzle supplies higher 

heat to the swirling air in the D-chamber than smaller nozzle does at the similar Resw· Thus, the 

swirling air of larger nozzle transfers more heat to the nacelle lip-skin than the swirling air of smaller 

nozzle does. As a result, larger nozzle produces higher hsw than smaller nozzle does at any given Resw 

as shown in Figure 5.5.3. 
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Figure 5.5.3: Effect of SAl Reynolds number on SAl average heat transfer coefficient at 
different nozzle diameters 

The relationship between Nusw and ReswO.975 PrO.3 for three different nozzles fJ is displayed in Figure 

5.5.4 in order to develop empirical correlation of heat transfer for SAl system with exhaust area of 

2.105 x 1O·3m2. As shown in the figure, the Nusw is proportional to ReswO.975Pr03 for all nozzles band 

the empirical correlation between Nusw and ReswO.975PrO.3 at the given conditions is expressed in 

Equation 5.13. 
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Figure 5.5.4: Nusw against ReswO.975PrO.3 for several nozzles diameters at exhaust area of 
2.105 x 10·3m 2 
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According to Equation 5.13, the grad ient of Nusw vs. ReswO.975 PrO.3 in Figure 5.5.4 is higher (0.0041) 

than the gradient (0.0036) of Nusw and ReswO.975 PrO.3 in Figure 5.4.5 . This happens due to different 

exhaust areas used in the cases, 2.105 x lO'3m2 in Figure 5.5.4 and 4.210 x lO'3m2 in Figure 5.4.5. In 

fact, the swirling air temperature increases with air pressure at the given m hot oir. Thus, the air 

properties especially air conductivity changes with swirl ing air pressure in D-chamber. Therefore, the 

air properties especially air conductivity used to estimate Nusw for Equation 5.13 are higher than air 

properties, are be ing used to determine Nusw in Equation 5.10. For that reason, the gradient of Nusw 

vs. ReswO.975 p,P.3 in Equation 5.13 is slightly higher than the gradient of Nusw and ReswO.97SPrO.3 in 

Equation 5.10. 

Figure 5.5.5 shows the effects of Resw on Ccem deviaCion for three different nozzles 6. The figure shows 

that Ctem deviatian decreases as Resw increases for all nozzles 6, which indicates the uniformity of 

temperature distribution enhances as Resw increases and the smallest nozzle 6 of 0.02809 has the 

highest Ctem deviation, followed by nozz le 6 of 0.04699 and 0.08355. Ccem deviation decreases faster for 

larger nozzles. At a given Resw, larger nozzle produces higher Tave and T,o than smaller nozzle because 

larger nozzle has higher hsw than smaller nozzle at a given Resw. Therefore, the larger nozzle has 

better temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin than the smaller nozzle as shown in the 

f igure. 
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Figure 5.5.5 : Effect of SAl Reynolds number on coefficient of temperature deviation for 

various nozzles diameters 

The effects of Resw from 4 x 104 to 4.3 X 105 on a 'a are illustrated in Figure 5.5.6. Figure 5.5.6 shows 

a ,o increases along with Resw for all nozzles, and Nozzle b of 0.02089 produces the lowest a /a along 

w ith Resw, wh ich is followed by nozzle b of 0.04699 and 0.08355. As a given Resw, smaller nozzle has 

lower Tave and higher a than larger nozzle does. Therefore, the temperature difference between Tave 

and T,o for smaller nozzle is lower than for larger nozzle. Therefore, nozzle b of 0.02089 has the 
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lowest U fo, wh ich is fo llowed by nozzle b of 0.04699 and 0.08355. 
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Figure 5.5.6 : Dimensiona l co ld spot temperature along SAl Reynolds number for different 
nozzle diameters at exhausts area of 2.105 x 10·3m2 

Figure 5.5.7 shows U hi aga inst Resw fo r different nozzle b in the range of 0.02089 to 0.08355. The 

f igure shows that Uhi is inversely related to Resw for all nozzles b and Nozzle b of 0.02089 gives the 

highest U hi along with Resw wh ich is fo llowed by Nozzle b of 0.04699 and 0.08355. Since smaller 

nozzle has lower hsw at a given Resw, the temperature difference between Thi and Tove increases along 

with Resw. Therefore, nozzle b of 0.02089 shows the highest U hi at the given Resw in Figure 5.5.7, 

wh ich is followed by nozzle b of 0.04699 and 0.08355. 
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Figure 5.5.7 : Dimensionless hotspot temperature aga inst SAl Reynolds number for several 

nozz le diameters at exhausts area of 2.105 x 1O·3m2 
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The result shows that m."/mhotoi" Ct~mtkviotion and u decrease with the increase of nozzle 0. At the 

same time, hsw and Ulo increases as the nozzle 0 increases. At any given Resw, the larger nozzle seems 

to have better thermal performance than smaller nozzle. According to Figure 5.5.3 to 5.5.7, Nozzle 0 

0.08355 shows the highest thermal performance, which is followed by 0 0.04699 and 0.02089. 

As shown in abovementioned results, the shorter nozzle produces better thermal performances than 

the longer nozzle. The result also shows that the swirling air pressure in the D-chamber is inversely 

related to exhaust area. According to the result, change of the heat transfer performance with 

exhaust area is from low to high before showing a decreasing trend. It means that there may be a 

maximum value within the whole trend. At any given mhotai" smaller nozzle produces better thermal 

performance than larger nozzle. However, at a given Reave, larger nozzle shows better thermal 

performance than smaller nozzle. The result also shows that the nozzle rotation angle towards inner 

skin enhances uniformity of temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin. 
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Chapter Six: Effect of Augmentor on Thermal Performance of the SAl System 

This chapter demonstrates the application of the augmentor or ejector in the SAl system. It is well 

believed that the augmentor enhances the thermal performance of SAL Besides, the augmentor 

system has several advantages including no moving part and no direct energy input [121]. 

Therefore, this application is widely used in many industries, for instance, aerospace [88] and 

refrigeration [83]. Since the augmentor is placed after the nozzle outlet, the hot air with high 

velocity and Mach number (Mn) generates low air pressure inside the augmentor throat, as shown in 

Figure 6.0.1a. Thus, the cold air with higher pressure is entrained to flow through the augmentor 

throat and mixes together with the hot air, as shown in Figure 6.0.1b. Subsequently, the momentum 

and heat exchange between hot air and cold air inside the augmentor is enhanced. Then the Mach 

number of the mixed air decreases when it approaches augmentor's outlet owing to the gradual 

increase of cross sectional area from throat to outlet, in the diffuser section. The mixed air exits from 

the augmentor with lower Mach number, which reduces hotspot temperature on the nacelle lip

skin. Moreover, the mixing facilitated better uniform distribution of Mach number and temperature 

with augmentor than the case without mixing, as shown in Figures 6.0.1c and 6.0.1d. This study 

therefore has analysed the effects of the augmentor on the thermal performance of SAl system. 

The augmentor consisted of two major sections: intake section and diffuser section. The intake 

section is a finite volume from the inlet to throat, and the diffuser section is a finite volume between 

the throat and outlet. The augmentor inlet has a large area in order to facilitate "sucking" of cold air 

from the D-chamber, as adopted by Chou et al. [83] and Rusly et al. [85]. Then, the cross-sectional 

area decreases towards the throat (increases the velocity of cold air), and diverges thereafter 

towards the exit (reduces the velocity of mixed air exiting from the augmentor) as illustrated in 

Figure 6.0.2. 
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6.1 The application of Augmentor in SAl System for Hot Air Mass Flow Rate of 0.0118 kg/s 

The effect of the augmentor on t he t hermal performance for low hot air mass flow rate (m hotoir of 

0.01l8kg/s) is described in th is sect ion . The aim of the discussion is to compare the thermal 

performances of SAl systems w ithout augmentor and w ith Augmentor 1. The nozzle and augmentor 

rotation angles for both SAl systems were set as 0°, and the total exhaust area and Tnollle were 4.210 

x 1O.
3
m

2 
and 533K respective ly. In addit ion, the small nozzle diameter (0.009144m) was employed. 

The thermal performance characterist ics studied included lip-skin temperature contour, local 

temperature distribution on four different planes, hotspot temperature (Thi), cold spot temperature 

(T,o ), average lip-skin temperature (Tove ), standard temperature deviation (0-) and coefficient of 

temperature deviation (Ctem deviation ) . 

Figure 6.1.1 illustrates the lip-skin temperature contours for SAls w ith Augmentor 1 (Model W) and 

without augmentor (Model X). It can be observed that there is significant variation in temperature 

distribution along the nacelle lip-skin after the augmentor is employed in the SAl system. Model X 

produces h i in plane 170°; however, Thi of Model W occurs in plane 165°. Moreover, when the 

augmentor is used, the co ld spot occurring in Zone B for Model X is transferred to Zone C; also, the 

temperature of Zone B increases, but the temperature in Zone C decreases. The results reveal that, 

Thi and Tlo of Model Ware 337.2K and 279.52K respectively which are lower than those of Model X 

by 0.2K and O.13K respectively. 
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Figure 6.1.1: Lip-skin temperature contours (in K) of SAl with and without Augmentor 1 
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Figure 6.1.2 illustrates the loca l temperature distribution along wrap location for Models Wand X in 

the hotspot planes and plane 270°. It is obvious that the local temperature distribution changes 

dramatically in the hotspot plane, and is rat her uniformly distributed in plane 270°. Along the outer 

skin, Model X shows higher loca l temperature than Model W does unti l wrap location 26%, and then 

displays lower local temperature than Model W. Model W demonstrates higher local temperature 

than Model X does for the ent ire inner skin. In plane 270°, the local temperature distributions for 

both models are much un iformly distributed along the nacelle lip-skin than those for hotspot planes. 

Before wrap location 38%, Model X shows higher local temperature; however, the situation is 

reversed after wrap location 38%, and Model W demonstrates higher local temperature until wrap 

location 100%. 
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Figure 6.1.2: Temperat ure profile along wrap location with and without Augmentor 1 in hotspot 

plane and plane v270° 

The local temperature profi les for both Models Wand X in planes 0° and 90° are shown in Figure 

6.1.3. Both the models demonstrate similar trends in local temperature variation. The mixed air 

passes through plane 0° earlier than it passes through plane 90°. Therefore, local temperatures of 

both models in plane a· are higher than those in plane 90°. Finally, Model X produces higher local 

temperature until wrap location of 70%. Thereafter, the local temperature distribution becomes 

very similar to each other; the loca l temperature of Model W catches up with the Model X, and then 

keeps roughly constant. 
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Table 6.1.1: Summary of thermal performance between Model X and Model W at low hot air mass 

flow rate 

Model X 

ModelW 

Tave (K) 

291.43 

290.01 

57.77 

57.73 

a (K) 

10.76 

10.06 

C tem deviotion (%) 

42.87 

42.49 

The comparison of thermal performances for Models X and W is summarised in Table 6.1.1 which 

shows that Tove drops by 1.42K as the augmentor is employed in the SAl system. Furthermore, Thi -

0 0' a and Ctemdeviotion of SAl w ith augmentor are slightly lower than those without augmentor. 

Model W was expected to produce lower h i than Model X. However, the result shows that Thi of 

Model W is almost the same with that of Model X. According to Figure 6.1.4, although SAl with 

augmentor produces lower hot air Mach number from augmentor outlet to impinged surface, the 

hot air from the augmentor deviates towards the outer skin. Thus, in Model W, the hot air from the 

nozzle reaches the nacelle lip-skin earlier than in Model X. As a result, Model W produces Thi almost 

similar to Model X, even though Model W shows slightly lower air Mach number, as highlighted by 

rectangle A in Figure 6.1.4. 
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Figure 6.1.4: Air Mach number contour for both Model X and Model W 

According to Figure 6.1.5, the hot air exiting from the nozzle flows closer to Augmentor wall 1. Thus, 

the gap between hot air and Augmentor wall 1 (Gap 1) is smaller than the gap between hot air and 

Augmentor wall 2 (Gap 2) . The magnitude of momentum transfer from hot air to cold air in Gap 2 is 

higher than that of the tota l momentum transfer from hot air to cold air in Gap 1. Consequently, Gap 

2 has a higher Mach number drop of the hot air compared to Gap 1. As a result, the hot air exiting 

from the augmentor experiences a small flow diversion towards the outer skin, as shown in Figure 

6.1.5. 
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Figure 6.1.5: Contour of Mach number in augmentor vicinity 

The result reveals that the average swirling air velocity from Model X is much higher than that of 

Model W along the nacelle D-Chamber. Model W produces an average velocity of swirling air of 

25.636 mIs, wh ich is 7.211 mls lower than that of Model X. Thus, the average heat transfer 

coefficient (hove ) of Model X is higher than that of Model W. Therefore, Model W generates lower 

Tave compared to Model X. 
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The results also revea l that Tlo moves from plane 245° to plane 120° as the augmentor is utilised in 

the SAl system. According to Figures 6.1.6 and 6.1.7, although Model X demonstrates higher peak 

velocity and temperature in plane 245°, Model W produces re latively more uniform temperature 

distribution. Thus it is estab lished that Mode l W enhances the mixing of hot air from the nozzle and 

cold air in the D-Chamber, and therefore t he cold spot is postponed . 
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Figure 6.1.6: Air Mach number contour inside D-Chamber in plane 240° 
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Figure 6.1.7: Air temperature contour (in K) inside D-Chamber in plane 240° 

The resu lts also show t hat Model W has better uniform distribution of temperature on the nacelle 

lip-skin than Model X in planes between 145° and 330°; th is is attributed to the relatively better 

uniform veloci ty of swirling air in t he D-chamber for Model W. This is consistent with the previous 

studies [86-88) which demonstrated that air velocity exit from augmentor was more uniform than 

air velocity exit from nozzle alone. Thereafter, Model W has a lower temperature on both inner and 
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outer skins along the nacelle lip-skin in planes from 330° to 145°. This phenomenon occurs due to 

the swirling air Mach number of Model X being much higher than the swirling air Mach number of 

Model W, as shown in Figure 6.1.8. The augmentor produces higher air pressure and momentum 

drop, especially at its vicinity. This reduces swirling air Mach number along the D-chamber, 

particularly in planes between 330° and 145°. As a result, the inner skin temperature of Model W in 

planes between 330° and 145° is lower than that of Model X, as shown in Figure 6.1.1. In addition, 

Model X has slightly higher Thi - T,o than Model W. Therefore, (J and Ctem deviation of Model Ware 

almost the same as Model X and the augmentor is apparent to have produced no significant 

improvement in the temperature uniformity. 
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Figure 6.1.8: Air Mach number contour inside nacelle lip 

The results show that Thi of Model W is just slightly lower than that of Model X. Moreover, Model X 

produces higher T'a and Tave than Model W due to air Mach number and pressure drop occurring at 

the augmentor vicin ity. However, a and Ctem deviation for Model W is slightly lower than those for 

Model X, which means that the augmentor has produced slight enhancement in the uniformity of 

temperature on the nacelle lip-skin. Thus it could be deduced that, at low hot air mass flow rate, the 

augmentor contributes for slight enhancement in the thermal performance of SAl despite decrease 

of Tavt!. For the next analysis, nozzle outlet direction is rotated towards the inner skin in order to 

reduce Thi and increase T,o on the nacelle lip-skin. 
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6.2 Effect of Nozzle Rotation on SAl Thermal Performance 

This section describes t he effect of nozzle rotat ion angle in the range of 0° to 2° on the thermal 

performance of ant i-icing. The abovementioned results have shown that the hot air from the 

augmentor has slightly deviated towards the outer skin. As Thi of SAl with augmentor is similar to 

that without augmentor, the study seeks the appropriate nozzle angle for enhancing the thermal 

performance of anti-icing. 

The study investigated t he effect of three different nozzle rotation angles (0°, 1° and 2°) towards 

the inner skin on t he therma l performance of anti -icing. Augmentor 1 was used in this investigation. 

The exhaust area, nozzle diameter, m hotoir and Tnollie are the same to those investigated in section 

6.1. The thermal performance characteristics investigated included lip-skin temperature contour, 

temperature profiles at three different planes, Thi, T ,o, Tave, a and Ctem deviation. 

The lip-skin temperature contours for three different nozzle directions are shown in Figure 6.2.1. In 

general, the temperature of the lip-skin, except for the hotspot temperature, increases as the nozzle 

direction changes from 0° to 2°. The nozzle in the original direction (00
) produces the highest h 

(337.2K) followed by nozzle 1° rotation (332.1K) and nozzle 2° rotation (327.8K). The position of 

hotspot moves from plane 16So to 1730 as the nozzle direction rotates 2° towards the inner skin . It is 

also observed that Tlo for all nozzle rotation angles occurs at plane 120°. Nozzle 2° rotation produces 

Tlo of 280.47K, which is 0.9SK higher than nozzle 0° rotation. Nozzle 1° produces Tlo of 280.0SK on 

the nacelle lip-skin. 
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Figure 6.2.1 : Comparison of lip-skin temperature contour (in K) at three different nozzle rotation angles 
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The local temperatu re distributions in the hotspot planes for three different nozzles with respect to 

wrap location are shown in Figure 6.2.2. In general, all nozzle directions demonstrate similar trends 

of temperature changes. Along the outer skin, before wrap location 38%, original nozzle generates 

the highest local temperature, followed by nozzle 1° and 2°. After wrap location of 38%, local 

temperatures produced by nozzle 1° and 2° overtake the local temperature produced by original 

nozzle, and the local temperature generated by nozzle 2 becomes slightly higher than that produced 

by nozzle 1 after wrap location of 43%. Along the entire inner skin, nozzle 2· demonstrates the 

highest local temperature. The nozzle 1° produces second highest local temperature, which 

gradually approaches to the same temperature by nozzle O· rotation . 
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Figure 6.2.2 : Temperature profile along wrap location in hotspot plane 

Figure 6.2.3 illustrates the local temperature distributions of three different nozzles in plane 270°. 

The rotation angles do not change the trend of local temperature distribution. Before wrap location 

of 35%, the local temperature is highest for 0° followed by 1° and 2°. Thereafter, the local 

temperatures for 1° and 2° become higher than that for 0° and th is trend is maintained until wrap 

location of 88% following wh ich the temperature for nozzle 1 drops and approaches to that for the 

original nozzle. 
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Figure 6.2.4 i llustrates the effect of t he nozz le rotation angle on the local temperature distribution 

across the wrap location in plane 90 0
• The local temperature decreases to the minimal, and 

increases until the wrap location reaches 100%. Nozzle 20 rotation provides the highest local 

temperature along wrap locat ions from 22% to 100%, followed by nozzle 10 and 00 . For wrap 

locations between 3% and 22%, original nozzle shows the highest local temperature, followed by 

nozzle 1°and nozzle 2°. 
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Figure 6.2.4: Loca l temperature profile along wrap location in plane 90° for Augmentor 1 
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Table 6.2.1: Summary of thermal performance fo r Augmentor 1 

Nozzle rotation angle (0) 

o 

1 

2 

Ta ve (K) 

290.01 

290.29 

290.51 

(T h i - T lo ) (K) 

57.73 

52.44 

47.44 

a (K) 

10.06 

9.56 

8.82 

C tern deviation (%) 

42.49 

39.90 

35.48 

The summary of the thermal performance for three different nozzle directions is recorded in Table 

6.2.1. It is clear that T ave increases from 290.01K to 290.51K as the nozzle direction rotates 2° 

towards inner skin. Furthermore, h i - Tla decreases 10.29K as the rotation angle increases from 0° to 

2° . As the nozzle direction rotates from 0° to 2° towards inner skin, a decreases 1.24K and Ctem deviation 

drops 7.01%, which means that the nozzle rotation towards the inner skin enhances the uniformity 

of temperature distribution along the nacelle lip-skin. 

The results show that the nozzle rotation angle moves h from plane 165° to 173°. As shown in 

Figure 6.2.5, the jet of original nozzle seems to deviate towards the outer skin, which results in T hi 

occurring in plane 165°. However, the jet of nozzle 2° is directed towards the inner skin, and Thi of 

nozzle 2° occurs in plane 173°. As a result, the nozzle 2" shows the lowest T hi because the hot air 

from it reaches the skin late compared to the other cases. 
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Figure 6.2.5 : Air Mach number contour in augmentor vicinity 
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As the jet from nozz le 2° f lows close to the augmentor wall 2, Gap 1 becomes larger than Gap 2. The 

heat and momentum exchanges in Gap 1 are therefore higher than those in Gap 2, resulting in 

higher Mach number drop in Gap 1. Therefore, the jet exiting from the augmentor seems to deviate 

towards the inner skin, as shown in Figure 6.2.6. The Z for nozzle 2° is longer than that for nozzle 0°. 

As a result, nozzle 2° produces the highest Tave (Table 6.2.1) followed by nozzles 1° and 0°. 

Figure 6.2.6: Air Mach number contour in Augmentor 1 vicinity 

It can also be inferred from the results that increase of the nozzle rotation angle causes decrease in 

local temperature along the outer skin and increase in the inner skin temperature. In fact, the nozzle 

rotation angle enhances uniform distribution of swirling air Mach number inside the D-chamber, as 

shown in Figure 6.2.7. As a resu lt, the hot air of nozzle 2° exiting from the augmentor outlet expands 

wider than the hot air exiting from nozzle 1 ° and nozzle 0°, as shown in Figure 6.2.5. 
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Figure 6.2.7: Mach number contour inside D-chamber in plane 0° 
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Figure 6.2.7 illustrates that nozzle 2° generates the most uniform distribution of air velocity inside 

the D-chamber. Therefore, nozzle 2° produces the lowest peak local temperature on the outer skin, 

followed by nozzles 1° and 0° rotation, as confirmed by Figure 6.2.4. Since nozzle 2° demonstrates 

the most uniform Mach number distribution of swirling air in the D-chamber, it produces the most 

uniform Mach number distribution of swirling air in the cold spot plane. As a result, nozzle 2° 

provides the highest T,o in this section, followed by nozzles 1° and 0° rotation. Furthermore, as the 

nozzle direction rotates towards the inner skin, Tave increases, and (Thl - Tlo ), (J and Ctem devlotlon 

decrease, as shown in Table 6.2.1. In conclusion, the nozzle rotation of 2° towards the inner skin 

increases the thermal performance of anti-icing; thus, the nozzle 2° is used in the following 

augmentor study. 

6.3 Effects of Augmentor Features on SAl System 

The study discusses the thermal performance of several augmentor designs on the thermal 

performance of SAl system. Although Augmentor 1 improves the Mach number profile uniformity of 

swirling air inside the nacelle O-Chamber, it retards the momentum and Mach number of swirling air 

inside the O-chamber. This happens due to the pressure drop in the augmentor vicinity (Figure 

6.3.1), which develops the air vortex behind the augmentor wall, as shown in Figure 6.3.2. This 

vortex seems to slow down the swirling air crossing the nozzle and the augmentor, though it 

enhances mixing of hot air and cold air. 

In fact, the pressure drop is unavoidable since the augmentor is employed in the SAl system. 

However, it is known that the thermal performance of SAl normally increases as the volume of 

vortex behind the augmentor wall is reduced. Since the volume of vortex is reduced, the average 

velocity and Mach number of swirling air increase, which prevents momentum loss of the swirling 

air. 
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Figure 6.3.1: Air pressure contour in augmentor vicinity 

Figure 6.3.2 : Mach number vector in augmentor vicinity 

The thermal performances of three different augmentor designs are presented in this section. The 

augmentor dimensions are depicted in Figure 6.3.3. The small nozzle (nozzle diameter of 

O.009144m) at 2" rotation towards the inner skin is used to supply the hot air to the D-chamber. The 

operating parameters such as m hot oifl TnolZle, T oo etc. used in this section are the same as those in 

section 6.2. The temperature contour, lip-skin temperature profile in three different planes such as 

T hil T lo and Tave , and (J and C temdeviation are used as thermal performance characteristics in this part. 
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Figure 6.3.3: Schematic illustration of Augment I, Augmentor 2 and Augmentor 3 

According to Figure 6.3.4, there is a significant improvement of temperature distribution along the 

nacelle lip-skin by changing augmentor design. Augmentor 3 produces the lowest Thl (326.01K) in 

plane 173° followed by Augmentor 1 (327.83K) in plane 173° and Augmentor 2 (336.33K) in plane 

165°. Also, Augmentor 3 shows the highest Tlo (281.26K) followed by Augmentor 1 (280.47K) and 

Augmentor 2 (279.36K), all of which occur on a plane between 120° and 130°. 
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Figure 6.3.4: Lip-skin temperature contour (in K) of SAl for three different augmentors at nozzle 

rotation angle of 2° 

Figure 6.3.5 shows the local temperature profiles for three different designs in the hotspot planes. 

The nozzle type does not change the pattern of local temperature profiles in this plane. Augmentor 3 

produces the lowest local temperature at wrap location between 3% and 42%, followed by 

Augmentor 1 with a similar performance. However, Augmentor 2 demonstrates the worst 

performance with highest local temperature along almost the entire outer skin. When the inner skin 

is considered, Augmentor 3 demonstrates the advantages and shows the highest local temperature 

along the whole inner skin, which is higher than that of Augmentor 1 by more than 9K and that of 

Augmentor 2 by 18K. However Augmentor 3 produces the lowest local temperature on the outer 

skin. 
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Figure 6.3.5: Local temperature distribution along wrap location in the hotspot plane for various 
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Figure 6.3 .6 shows the trend of local temperatures vs. wrap location for different augmentor designs 

in planes 0° and 90°. Three different Augmentor designs illustrate similar temperature distribution 

trends for both planes; i.e. the local temperature decreases to the lowest local temperature, and 

then increases until the wrap location of 100%. In addition, Augmentor 3 generally has the highest 

local temperatures followed by Augmentor 1 and Augmentor 2; the exception is at wrap location 

from 0% to 12% in plane 90· where Augmentor 2 shows the highest local temperature, followed by 

Augmentor 3 and Augmentor 1. Figures 6.3.5 to 6.3.7 reveal that Augmentor 3 produces the most 

uniform temperature, followed by Augmentor 1 and Augmentor 2. 
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Figure 6.3.6: Local temperature profiles along wrap location in plane 0° and plane 90° for various 

augmentors 

Table 6.3 .1: Summary of the thermal performance for SAl with different augmentors 

Tave{K) (Thi - T lo ) (K) a (K) C temdeviatlon (%) 

Augmentor 1 290.51 47.44 8.82 36.48 

Augmentor 2 289.71 57.1 10.01 42.82 

Augmentor 3 290.96 44.94 8.52 34.60 

Table 6.3 .1 shows the summary of the thermal performances of SAl for the three augmentor 

designs. It shows that Augmentor 3 produces the highest Tave (290.96K) followed by Augmentor 1 

(290.51K) and Augmentor 2 (289.71K). The lowest Thi - Tlo is shown by Augmentor 3 and the highest 
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by Augmentor 2. In addition, Augmentor 2 produces the highest a and Ctem deviation, followed by 

Augmentor 1 and Augmentor 3. 

Figure 6.3.7 shows that the jet from the nozzle hits at the side wall of Augmentor 2 before it flows 

out. Then, hot air seems to reflect towards the outer skin due to Augmentor 2 having no diffuser 

section . Therefore, Z of Augmentor 2 is shorter compared to Augmentor 1 and Augmentor 3. As a 

result, Augmentor 2 produces the highest T hi, and exhibits the worst air mixing process. Thus, the 

average Mach number of swirling air and Mach number of swirling air in the cold spot plane for 

Augmentor 2 are the lowest in the present study. Consequently, Augmentor 2 produces the lowest 

T,o and Ta ve. and the highest T hi -T,o, a and Ctem deviation as shown in Figure 6.3.1 and Table 6.3. 

Therefore, Augmentor 2 produces the worst uniform distribution of local temperature in the hotspot 

plane and planes of 00 and 900, as shown in Figures 6.3.5 and 6.3.6. 
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Figure 6.3.7: Mach number contour in Augmentor 2 vicinity 

It is worth noting that Augmentor 3 produces lower Thi than that of Augmentor 1 despite both 

having the same hotspot plane. This is due to hot air Mach number distribution between augmentor 

outlet and impinging surface being more uniform for Augmentor 3 than for Augmentor 1, as shown 

in Figure 6.3 .8. Thus, Augmentor 3 produces a lower hot air Mach number gradient on the hotspot 

surface than Augmentor 1 does, resulting lower Thi (Figure 6.3.5). 
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Figure 6.3.8: Air Mach number contour in augmentor and nozzle vicinity 

It is well known that airfoil has several advantages compared to other curved shapes. Since it delays 

flow separation point, the airfoil produces smaller vortex area. Thus, it reduces pressure drop and 

momentum loss as free stream velocity flows over it [107). This fact has been demonstrated by -

Augmentor 3 which produced smaller vortex volume around the Augmentor compared to 

Augmentor 1 - (Figures 6.3.9a and b) . In addition, Augmentor 3 facilitated relatively better air mixing 

in O-chamber. These two factors contribute to the higher average Mach number of swirling air in 0-

Chamber and Mach number of swirling air in the cold spot plane of Augmentor 3 compared to 

Augmentor l. Therefore, Augmentor 3 shows the best uniform temperature distribution on the 

nacelle lip-skin than Augmentor 1, as characterized by higher Tave and Tla, and lowest Th,- T lo, (J and 

C
tem 

deviation (Table 6.3 and Figure 6.3.4) . In conclusion, Augmentor 3 provides the best thermal 

performance, followed by Augmentor 1 and Augmentor 2. Therefore, Augmentor 3 was used in the 

following study. 
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Figure 6.3.9a: Air Mach number vector in Augmentor 1 vicin ity 
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Figure 6.3.9b: Air Mach number vector in Augmentor 3 vicinity 

6.4 Effect of Augmentor Rotation Angle to Thermal Performance of SAl Systems 

In this part of the study, the directions of both the augmentors and the nozzle were altered towards 

the inner skin in order to enhance the thermal performance of SAL Directing the flow towards the 

inner skin increases Z and hence Tave and T,a, and decreases Thi· Therefore, several rotation angles 

were investigated. Two different mhotair, 0.0118kg/s and 0.0236 kg/s, were used in the study, while 

other operating conditions such as Tnozzle, T", etc., were not changed. The thermal performance of 

five different augmentor rotation angles such as 0°,2°,3°,4° and 7° were analysed. 

Figure 6.4.1 shows the orientation of augmentor rotation angle towards inner skin. The performance 

characteristics used to study the thermal performance for various augmentor rotation angles were 

the same as those in the previous section. The lip-skin temperature contours for the five different 

Augmentor 3 directions with hot air mass flow rate of 0.0118kg/s are shown in Figure 6.4.2. The 

results show that the uniformity of local temperature distribution along the nacelle lip-skin 

improves, and h i decreases, as the rotation angle increases from 0° to 4°; however Th i increases as 

the rotation increases to 7. For all the cases, hi occurs in the planes between 173° and 185°. In 

addition, Thi is on outer surfaces for rotation angles up to 3° whereas it is on inner surface for 

rotation angles at 4° and 7°. The lowest Thi (312.12K) occurs at 4° followed by 3° (313.11K), 2° 

(31S.18K), 0° (326.0SK) and 7° (326.76K), as shown is in Figure 6.4.2. For all rotation angles T,o 

appears on the inner skin in the planes between 120° and 123° and increases from 281.16K up to 

282.64K from 0° to 4°, and then drops to 282.27K as the angle increases to 7°. 
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Figure 6.4.1: Orientations of Augmentor 3 at three different rotation angles 
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Figure 6.4.2 Lip-skin temperature contour (in K) for different rotation angles of Augmentor 3 
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The temperature profiles for Augmentor 3 in hotspot plane for 0°, 4° and 7°, are shown in Figure 

6.4.3. Although there are two favourable effects, a) a slight overall reduction in local temperatures 

and b) transfer of maximum temperature from outer skin to inner skin at 7° compared to 0°, the 

local temperature distribut ion at 7° seems to be a reflection of the local temperature at 0° about the 

Highlight. Even if there is no signif icant improvement to the thermal performance of SAl system by 

rotating the Augmentor 3 towards the inner skin by 7°, maximum local temperature could be shifted 

from outer skin to inner skin by the augmentor rotation. This is further confirmed by rotating 4° 

towards inner skin, which caused sign ificant reduction in hotspot temperature (14K). It is also 

observed that the local temperature is roughly kept constant. 
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Figure 6.4.3: Lip-skin temperature profile along wrap location for Augmentor 3 in the 
hotspot plane 

The lip-skin local temperature distribution in plane 270° is shown in Figure 6.4.4. It is obvious that 

the local temperature distributions for Augmentor 3 at 4° and 7° are superior to those without 

rotation. The difference in local temperatures between 4° and r is generally not much high (2 to 3 

K); however after wrap location of 70%, the local temperature at 7° is higher than that at 4°. 
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Figure 6.4.4: Temperature distribution across wrap location for Augmentor 3 in plane 270° 

The lip-skin temperature distributions in plane a· for the augmentors 3 for the same three cases are 

shown in Figure 6.4.5. Augmentors 3 at 4° and 7° rotations produce similar local temperatures, 

which are lower than that at 0° for wrap locations between 19% and 83%. However, the opposite 

outcome is shown in plane 90· (Figure 6.4.6). The local temperatures produced with 4° and r 
rotations are higher than that without rotation . The local temperature at 4° should be regarded as 

favourable compared w ith that at 7° because it is higher along the inner skin. 
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Table 6.4.1: Summary of thermal performance with Augmentor 3 at various rotation angles in Part 

One 

Augmentor 3 Rotation angle (0) Tal1e(K) (Thi - T ,o) (K) a (K) C t.md.vlotlon (%) 

0 290.96 44.9 8.52 34.6 

2 290.74 33.12 6.47 26.51 

3 290.65 30.57 6.08 25 

4 290.64 29.48 5.72 23.53 

7 290.62 44.5 6.72 27.59 

Table 6.4.1 demonstrates Tov., Thi - TIo, a and Ct.md.viotlon for five rotation angles of Augmentor 3 with 

mllot Q/r of 0.0118 kgfs. It shows that Tov. decreases from 290.96K to 290.62K as the augmentor 

rotates from 0° to 7°. Thi - T,o decreases from 44.9K to 29.5K with the augmentor rotates from O· to 

4-, and then increases to 44.5K as the augmentor further rotates from 4° to 7°. a shows a similar 

trend with Thl - T,o; decreasing from 8.52K to 5.72K, and then increasing to 6.721<. Ct•m d.vlotloll 

decreases from 34.6% to 23.53% as the augmentor rotates from 0° to 4° and then rises up to 27.59% 

as the augmentor rotates further to 7°. Thus it is concluded that Augmentor 3 at 4° rotation 

produces the best uniform temperature for mhotoir of 0.0118 kg/so 

Figure 6.4.7 illustrates the air Mach number contour in the vicinity of augmentor. As shown in the 

figure, the jet exiting from Augmentor 3 at 0° angle impinges on the outer skin causing one 

"hotspot" only. As Augmentor 3 rotates 3° towards the inner skin, the jet from the augmentor 

tangential passes the inner skin at point E (first hotspot) and then impinges on the outer skin 

(second "hotspot") at point D (Figure 6.4.2). However, the temperature of the first hotspot is lower 

than that of the second hotspot, due to the Mach number gradient at point E being smaller than that 

at point D, as shown in Figure 6.4.7. Tov. of Augmentor 3 at 3° rotation is lower than that at 0° 

rotation as the average Mach number of swirling air is decreasing with the augmentor rotation 

angle. As the jet from Augmentor 3 at 3° rotation hits the inner skin tangentially, It experiences 

higher momentum loss. 

The effect of jet impinging tangentially on the inner skin becomes obvious as the rotation an,le 

increases to 4°. The first hotspot temperature at point G is slightly higher than the second hotspot 

temperature at point F (Figure 6.4.2). Moreover, Tov. of the nacelle lip-skin reduces to 290.641< as the 

rotation increases to 4°. For 7°, the temperature of the first hotspot is much higher than the second 

hotspot. Tov. of Augmentor 3 at 7° is the lowest as shown in Table 6.4.1. 
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Figure 6.4.7: Air Mach number contou r in Augmentor 3 vicin ity at four different augmentor 
rotation angles 

The Tlo increases from 281.16K to 282.64K as the augmentor rotation increases from 0° to 4°, since 

the hot air is directed more towards inner skin at 4° rotation. However, Tlo slightly drops to 282.27K 

because t he hot air is over-directed towards the inner skin. Therefore, the impingement causes too 

much momentum loses, which leads to a severe Mach number drop of the swirling air in the cold 

spot plane as t he rotation angle increases to 7°. When the angle is less than 4°, the temperature 

d istribution along t he lip-skin is more uniform, which is characterized by the decrease of Thl - Tlo with 

increase of rotation angle. However, Thi - Tlo increasing tremendously as the augmentor rotation 

increases fu rther to 7°, which shows that t he uniformity of the temperature distribution along the 

lip-skin deteriorates. 

In Part One (mhO! air of O.0118kg/s), it can be concluded that the anti-icing performance increases 

with the increase of augmentor rotat ion angle unti l 4°. This is demonstrated by the phenomena of 

t angential impingement of jet on the inner skin, the increase of the temperature along the inner skin 

and the decrease of the tem perature diffe rence between the hotspot and cold spot. However, over

rot at ing the augmentor towards lip-skin to 7° diminishes the thermal performance. 
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The air pressure inside the augmentor influences the thermal performance of SAl with augmentor. 

The mass flow rate of the cold air entering the augmentor increases with decrease of the air 

pressure inside the augmentor. Since the air pressure inside the augmentor decreases with increase 

of mhot aifl it is believed that higher mho! oir would enhance the thermal performance of SAl with 

augmentor. Thus, this is demonstrated by the effect of augmentor rotation angle on the thermal 

performance of SAl at mhotai, of 0.02354 kg/s. The other operating conditions in Part 2 i.e. augmentor 

type and nozzle size are the same as those in Part 1. 

The comparison of lip-skin temperature contours at five different augmentor rotation angles are 

shown in Figure 6.4.8. Augmentor 3 at 0° produces a hotspot on the outer skin. In contrast, the 

hotspots at 2°,3°,4° and 7° occur on the inner skin. The hotspot location moves backwards to the 

plane between 160° and 165° as the rotation angle increases. Thi reduces from 348.59K to 347.22K 

as the rotation angle increases from 0° to 2°. Thi is 3s2.41K at 3°, 3s3.96K at 4°and the highest 

(354.93K) at 7°. It is also observed that Augmentor 3 at 2° produces the highest T,o (301.14K) 

followed by 0° (300.91K), 3° (300.16K), 4° (298.80K) and 7° (298.2soq. The cold spot for all nozzle 

rotation angles occurs in a plane between 120° and 121°. 

The local temperature distribution across wrap location in hotspot plane for three different rotation 

angles is shown in Figure 6.4.9. All the curves have a similar trend, i.e. increasing to the peak 

temperature before decreasing gradually with wrap location until 100%. Augmentor 3 at 0° 

produces the highest temperature on the outer skin, followed by 2° and 7° with maximum 

temperature differences of 22K. The local temperature of Augmentor 3 at 7° is the highest on the 

inner skin, followed by 2° and 00 with the maximum temperature differences of 16.2K. However, 2° 

has the most uniformly distributed temperature in hotspot plane. 
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Figure 6.4.10 illustrates the local temperature profiles on plane 270°, which show similar trends. 

Plane 270° is nearly half way farther from the nozzle; the swirling flow produced by Augmentor 3 at 

7° loses maximum momentum while travelling from the nozzle to Plane 270° and provides lowest 

local temperature within the wrap location of 23.75% to nearly 100%. However, Augmentor 3 at 2° 

presents the best performance with the highest local temperature between the wrap locations of 

19.7% and 100%. 
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Figure 6.4.10: Local temperature profile against wrap location for Augmentor 3 in plane 2700 

The local temperature against the wrap location in plane 0° is shown in Figure 6.4.11. The local 

temperatures at 0° and 2° demonstrate similar profiles which have both ups and downs. However, 

70 produced an inferior result due to its location which is farther away from the nozzle. Figure 6.4.12 

illustrates local temperature distribution against the wrap location in plane 90°. The temperature 

profiles at 0° and 2° in this plane are similar to those in plane 270°. Augmentor 3 at 7° has the 

lowest temperature along nearly the entire wrap location. 
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Figure 6.4.11: Temperature d istribution across wrap location in plane 00 for Augmentor 3 
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Figure 6.4.12: Temperature d istribution along wrap location for Augmentor 3 in plane 90° 

Table 6.4.2: Summary of SAl thermal performance w ith Augmentor 3 at various rotat ion angles in 

part Two 

- Augmentor 3 rotation angle (0) Tave(K) (Thi - T,o) (K) o(K) C rem deviation (%) 

0 312.93 47.68 9.62 20.65 

2 3l3.42 46.07 9.98 21.19 

3 3l3.48 52.24 10.17 21.57 

4 312.86 55.16 11.22 24.12 

7 312.55 56.68 11.37 24.60 
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SAl thermal performance cha racteristics such as Tove, Thi - Tlo , (J and Cremdeviorion. are summarised in 

Table 6.4.2 which shows that Augmentor 3 at 3° rotation has the highest Tove, followed by 2°, 0°, 4° 

and 7°. However, the lowest Thi - T,o is at 2°, followed by 0°,3°,4° and 7°. It is also seen that both (J 

and Crem deviation increase with the rotation angle. (J increases from 9.62K to 11.37K as the rotation 

angle increases from 0° to 7°. In add ition, Cremdeviotion rises up from 20.65% to 24.60% as the angle 

changes from 0° to 7° towards the inner skin. 

The result shows that the optimum augmentor rotation angle changes from 4° to 2° as m hot oir 

increases from 0.0118 kg/s to 0.02534 kg/so According to Figures 6.4.2 and 6.4.8, the hotspot 

location completely transforms from the outer skin onto inner skin, except for Augmentor 3 at 00. 

Moreover, the local temperature distribution against wrap location along the nacelle lip-skin 

becomes more uniform as m hor air increases from 0.0118 kg/s to 0.02534 kg/s (Figures 6.4.9 to 

6.4.12). In addition, at any given rotation angle, Cremdeviorion decreases with m horoir' This is because the 

jet with the higher Mach number emerging from the augmentor diverges better than that with lower 

Mach number, contributing to an even temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin, as shown in 

Figure 6.4.13. As m horoir from the nozzle increases, the chock effects at the augmentor throat speeds 

the hot air up which lead to decrease the air pressure. Consequently, more cold air in the D-chamber 

is being forced to flow through the augmentor due to the pressure difference between the cold air 

and hot air inside the augmentor throat which increases with m hor air· Kong et al. [121] observed 

similar phenomenon in their study. They claimed that as the pressure recovery and pressure ratio 

increased with mass flow rate of air from nozzle, - the pressure difference between secondary 

flow/air outside ejector and air inside mixing chamber increased, leading to better air mixing 

process and enhanced ejector performance. 
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contour of Mach number 

m horoir = O.0118kg/s m hor oir = O.02534kg/s 

Figure 6.4.13: Air Mach number contour in Augmentor 3 at 2° rotation for mass flow rates of 

0.0118kg/s and O.02354kg/s 
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6.5 Comparison between SAl with Augmentor 3 and SAl without Augmentor 

The comparison of thermal performance between best nozzle rotation angle (nozzle at 13° rotation) 

and best augmentor rotation angle is elaborated in this section . Augmentor 3 at 2° is selected 

because it shows the best thermal performance at m hot oir of 0.02534 kg/so In order to simplify the 

discussion, Model H represents the Circle nozzle at 13° and Augmentor 3 at 2° is denoted by Model 

J. Four different va lues of m hotair from 0.0118kg/s to 0.04536kg/s at the total temperature of 533K 

were investigated to compare the thermal performance between Model J and Model H. The 

parameters used in th is comparison were Tove, Thi, Tlo, and fl . 

Figure 6.5.1 shows the nacelle lip-skin temperature contours for Model J and Model H at m hotair of 

O.02354kg/s. Model J seems to present a better uniform temperature distribution on the nacelle lip

skin compared to Model H. However, Model H has lower Thi than Model J, but Model J produces 

higher Tlo than Model H at th is hot air mass flow rate. 

348 

338 

328 

318 

308 

298 
Circle nozzle at 13° rotation 

(Model H) 

Augmentor 3 at 2° rotation 

(Model J) 

Figure 6.5.1: Lip-skin temperature contour (in K) for Model H and Model J at mho! air of 0.02354 kg/s 

The trends of Tlo, Thi and Tave VS. m hatair for Models J and H are compared in Figure 6.5.2 which shows 

that T ave for both models are almost identical. h i of Model J is lower than Model H at m hot air from 

O.01l8kg/s to 0.019kg/s while Model J produces higher h than Model H at m hatair of 0.019kg/s to 

O.04536kg/s. The reason for this phenomenon is that the hot air of model J has better and uniform 

Mach number distribution of hot air in the vicinity of the nozzle compared to model H. Since the 

hotspot moves from outer skin to inner skin, Thi of Model J is higher than Thi of Model H at mhotolr of 

O.019kg/s and above. Although Model H seems to have lower Tlo than Model J until m hat air of 

O.028kg/s, Tlo of Model H is higher than T'a of Model J when m hotair exceeds 0.028kg/s. Since hot air 

exit ing from the augmentor diverges excessively at m hatair = 0.028kg/s and above, Model J loses a lot 

of momentum, as shown in Figure 6.5.3 . This momentum loss severely affects the Mach number of 
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swi r ling air in the co ld spot plane, which leads to lower Tlo being produced by Model J compare to 

M odel H. 
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Figure 6.5.2: Profiles of average lip-ski n temperature, hotspot temperature and cold 
spot temperature across hot ai r mass f low rate for Model J and Model H 
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Figure 6.5.3 : Air Mach number contour in Augmentor 3 vicinity fo r three different hot ai r mass flow 
rate 
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Figure 6.5.4 shows (J for Models J and H; Model J has lower (J than Model H between 0.0118kg/s and 

O.029kg/s. However, Model J provides higher () than Model H at m horoir in the range of 0.029kg/s to 

O.04536kg/s. 
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Figure 6.5.4: Curves of standard temperature variation along hot air mass flow rate of for both 
Model J and Model H 

In conclusion, although Augmentor 3 at 4° shows a better thermal performance than Augmentor 3 

at 2° at m horoir of 0.0118kg/s, Augmentor 3 at 2° has better thermal performance than Augmentor 3 

at 4° at m hor air of 0.02534kg/s and above. The results also show that the augmentor produces a 

better uniform temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin than SAl without augmentor, as 

shown in Figure 6.5.1. However, the momentum loss and pressure drop in the augmentor vicinity 

seem to dimin ish the thermal performance of SAl with augmentor when the mass flow rate is higher 

than 0.029kg/s. Consequently, the Mach number of the swirling air drops severely along the D

chamber, especially in the cold spot plane. This means Augmentor 3 at 2° has lower T,o than the 

Circle nozzle at 13° at m hor air of 0.029 kg/s and above. Overall, Augmentor 3 at 2° has a better 

uniform distribution of lip-skin temperature along the wrap location than the Circle nozzle at 13° at 

m . of 0 029kg/s and below as Augmentor 3 has a better uniform distribution of air Mach number horo" . 

inside the D-chamber. However, the Circle nozzle at 13° rotation angle has a better uniform 

temperature distribution on the entire the nacelle lip-skin than Augmentor 3 at 2° at mho! air of 

O.029kg/s and above. 
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6.6 Final Nozzle Design 

This section describes the thermal performance of SAl with Final nozzle design. In the present study, 

final nozzle design was the combination of best design of nozzle rotation angle (NRA), nozzle length, 

nozzle shape, nozzle outlet surface. NRA of 1r with length of 0.01829m (2 times diameter of small 

nozzle design) was employed in the final design in order to increase Z, resulting in better heat and 

momentum interactions between hot air from the nozzle and cold air inside D-chamber, thereby 

enhancing the SAl thermal performance. Both the Ellipse nozzle 1 and sloped nozzle (60· opposite 

side) were -incorporated in the Final nozzle, which was expected to produce earlier air mixing in the 

SAl system. This phenomenon contributes to better temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin. 

In addition, the exhaust area of 2.105 x 10-
3
m

2 
was used in the final design since it produced the best 

performance. However, the augmentor was not included in the Final nozzle design as it produced 

loWer performance than SAl alone at mhotoir above 0.029ks/s. According to Bombardier Aerospace 

Company, the maximum mhot air from compressor to nacelle D-chamber of Falcon 20g is about 

O.2kg/s. Furthermore, in bad weather condition, the ambient temperature of real flight is extremely 

low (might be lower than 233K), much lower than ambient temperature of present study (266K). 

Therefore, the present work decides to select SAl without augmentor which has better performance 

at high mhotair· The final nozzle design is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.6.1. 

Figure 6.6.1: Illustration of Final nozzle deSign 

The thermal performance of SAl with Final nozzle design was studied and then compared with that 

of circle and Ellipse nozzles at NRA of 13°, at four different mhot air between 0.0118kg/s and 

O.04536kg/s. The Tnoz*, TrIO and free stream Mach number were not changed. The thermal 

performance characteristics analyzed were temperature contours, temperature profiles, rhl, TIo, TII~' 

IT and Cum dmotlan' 

fi,ure 6.6.2 illustrates the temperature contours for three different nozzle designs at mhot olr of 

O.0118ks/s. The result reveals that the Thl for all nozzle deSigns occur In planes between 19S· and 

197·, while the T,o for all nozzles develops in plane 120·. The final nozzle design shows the most 
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uniform temperatu re, fo llowed by Ellipse nozzle 1 and circle nozzle. Final nozzle produces the 

lowest hotspot, which is 3.4K and 4.8K lower than that of Ell ipse nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle 

respectively. Meanwhile, t he Tlo of Final nozzle, Ellipse nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle are 283K, 282.51K 

and 281.89K respective ly. 

319 
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300 

290.5 

281 
Final nozzle Ellipse noz.zle 1 Circle nozzle 

contour of static temperature (K) 

Figure 6.6 .2: Lip-skin temperature contour for Final nozzle, Ell ipse nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle deSigns 

The temperat ure distribution along wrap location in the hotspot plane is shown in Figure 6.6.3. At 

wrap location below 26%, Final nozzle design has the lowest temperature, whereas at wrap location 

above 26%, Ellipse nozz le 1 has the lowest temperature. Except wrap location of 35% and below, 

the temperature of Fina l nozzle design 1 is similar to that of circle nozzle. Further, Final nozzle 

design provides t he most un iform temperature in this plane as it has the lowest temperature 

d ifference between peak temperature and lowest temperature (33.5K) followed by Ellipse nozzle 1 

(34 .5K) and circle nozzle (36.8K). 
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Figure 6.6.3: Temperature distribution in hotspot plane 
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Figure 6.6.5: Hotspot temperature against hot air mass flow rate 

The effect of m hotoir on h i for Final nozzle design, Ell ipse nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle are plotted in 

Figure 6.6.5. The temperatures of all nozzle deSigns show similar trend, i.e. increase exponentially 

with m hot air' Final nozzle design produces the lowest T hi along m hot air . The difference in hotspot 

temperature between Final nozzle design and Ellipse nozzle 1 is increasing with mhot air, as 

summarized in Table 6.6.2. 

Table 6.6.2: The hotspot temperature difference and cold spot temperature difference between 

Final nozzle design and Nozzle Ell ipse 1 

Hot air mass flow rate (kg/s) 0.0118 0.02534 0.03402 0.04356 

-------H-o-t-sp-o-t-t-e-m-p-e-ra-t-u-re-d7.i~ff~e-re-n-c-e7.(K~)------~3~. 1~6~----~5~.2~4~----~1~1.~0-6-------1-2-.2-9---

Cold spot temperature difference (K) 0.49 0.57 1.53 2.69 

-

The influence of m hotair on Tlo for three different nozzle designs is illustrated in Figure 6.6.6. Similar 

to the hotspot t rend shown in Figure 6.6.5, T,o increases exponentially with mho! air for all nozzle 

designs. Tlo of Final nozzle design is the highest, followed by Ellipse nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle. The 

cold spot temperature difference between Final nozzle design and Ellipse nozzle 1 increases with 

m .. however, th is is much smaller than the hotspot temperature difference, as shown in Table 
hot 0'" 

6.6.2. 
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Figure 6.6.6: Cold spot temperature along hot air mass flow rate 

Figure 6.6.7 shows the re lationship between Ctemdeviatian and m hotair for three different nozzle shapes. 

AS expected, the Ctem deviation is inversely related to m hat airo Ctem deviation of Circle nozzle reduces by 

10.5% as the m hot air increases from O.0118kg/s to O.04536kg/s. Ctem deviation of Ellipse nozzle 1 and 

Final nozzle design decrease by 9% and 12.4% respectively with the same m hot air reduction. Final 

nozzle design produces the lowest Ctemdeviation along m hotair, followed by Ellipse nozzle 1 and Circle 

nozzle, 
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Figure 6.6.7: Relationship between coefficient of temperature deviation and hot air mass flow rate 
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FigureS 6.6.5 to 6.6.7 revea l that Fina l nozzle design exhibits the best thermal performance, which 

has the lowest C temdeviotion and Thi and the highest T ID at any given m hotoir' This is attributed to the fact 

that Final nozzle design has shorter nozzle-length and smaller exhaust-area compared to the other 

nozzles. Shorter nozzle contributes in longer Z, which enhances the air mixing process between hot 

air and cold air. Consequently, the air Mach number gradient on the impinging-surface is decreased 

thereby reducing the hotspot temperature on the nacelle lip-skin. 

It is well known that the sma ller exhaust area resu lts in higher air pressure inside D-chamber (Figure 

6.6.8), resulting in higher air density. Since exhaust area of the Final nozzle design (2.105 x 103m2
) is 

half that of Ell ipse nozzle 1 and Circle nozzle (4.21 x lO'3m2), Final nozzle design produces higher air 

pressure inside D-chamber compared to the other cases. Therefore, Final nozzle design has the 

highest air density at any given mho! air; consequently its jet experiences the highest air pressure drop 

inside D-chamber, wh ich leads to the highest air Mach number decay from the nozzle to impinging

surface as shown in Figure 6.6.9a. zlZ is the ratio of distance between local point and the nozzle to 

distance between nozzle outlet and impinging-surface. The positions of z, Z and nozzle inside 0-

chamber is illustrated in Figure 6.6.9b. 

Figure 6.6.8: Absolute air pressure contour inside D-chamber 
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Figure 6.6.9a: Mach number profile of jet between nozzle and impinging-surface 
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Figure 6.6.9b: Positions of nozzle, z and Z in SAl system 

Figure 6.6.10 reveals that the effect of m hot air on the average absolute pressure of air inside D

chamber for the three different nozzles; the absolute pressure increases with m hot air in all cases. 

Final nozzle design produces the highest absolute pressure since it has the smallest exhaust area; the 

other nozzles have equa l absolute pressures due to the same exhaust area. The difference in 

absolute pressures, between Final nozzle design and Ell ipse nozzle 1, increases with m hatalr, which 

contributes to higher air density and pressure drop. As a result, the difference in Thi between Final 

nozzle design and El lipse nozzle increases with m hot ai" as shown in Table 6.6.2. 
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Figure 6.6.10: Average absolute pressure inside D-chamber 

0.05 

As the jet exit from Final nozzle design experiences higher Mach number decay as shown in Figure 

6.6.9, it transfers higher momentum and heat to cold air inside D-chamber. Thus, the average 

swirling Mach number of air inside D-chamber of the Final nozzle design is highest. Consequently, as 

shown in Table 6.6.1, in the present work, the Final nozzle design produces the highest Tove at the 

given m hot air' In addition, Final nozzle design provides the highest air Mach number in cold spot 

plane as the average swirling Mach number of air exiting from it is the highest. Therefore, Final 

nozzle design produces the highest h on the nacelle lip-skin as shown in Figures 6.6.4 and 6.6.6. In 

addition, the lip-skin temperature of Final nozzle design is the most uniform in the present work as it 

produces the lowest Thi - Tlo and Ctem deviation at all values of mhot oir· This phenomenon becomes 

obvious at m hotoir above 0.026kgJs as shown in Figures 6.6.5 to 6.6.7. 

In conclusion, Final nozzle design produces the best thermal performance in the present work since 

it has the most uniform temperature, the lowest Th; and the highest T,o as shown in Figures 6.6.2 to 

6.6.7 at any given m hot oir' 
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Chapter 7: Comparison between SAl and PTAI thermal performance 

Chapter 7 look briefly into the thermal performance of nozzle b of 0.0108 (Nozzle diameter of 

O.01707m) at 0° and 13° rotation angle towards inner skin for Nacelle BR 710 (large nacelle) at the 

climb case. Then, SAl thermal performance is compared with thermal performance of PTAI for the 

large nacelle (BR 710) under the cl imb cond it ion. 

7.1 Comparison of Thermal Performance between 0° and 13° Rotations for Nozzle lJ of 0.0108 

The objective of a brief discussion of SAl performance for large nacelle is to develop empirical 

correlat ion of SAl Nusselt number (Nusw ) and SAl Reynolds number (Resw ) at climb cond ition . It is 

believed that the coefficients of Nusw and Resw at the cl imb condition are slightly different from the 

ground cond it ion since the ambient pressure and temperature at the climb condition are lower 

comparing to the ground cond it ion due to different alt itudes. Therefore, the altitude affects air 

properties especially air thermal conductivity. 

Figure 7.1.1 shows the comparison of temperature contour of SAl at 0° and 13° nozzle rotations . 

Tnozzle and m hotair in Figure 7.1.1 are 545K and 0.09234kg/s respectively. According to the result, T hi 

drops from 365.5K to 341.9K as the nozzle rotates from 0° to 13° towards the inner skin. Moreover, 

SAl at 13° produces better uniformity of temperature distribution on nacelle lip-skin than SAl at 0°. 

The resu lt also reveals that Tlo increases from 297.6K for 0° rotation to 302.6K for 13° rotation, 

although the Tave almost does not show any significant changes with the nozzle rotation angle. As 

shown in Table 7.1.1, a of SAl at 13° is 6.23K, which is 5.08K lower than SAl at 0°. Thus, SAl at 13° 

produces lower Ctem deviation than SAl does at 0° for the same m hot airaS shown in Table 7.1.1. 
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Figure 7.1.1: Temperature contour (in K) along the nacelle lip-skin for nozzle rotation at 0° and 
13° 
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Table 7.1.1: Summary of SAl thermal performance for nacelle lip-skin BR710 

Nozzle rotation angle m hotoir (kgjs) Tave (K) a (J) C tem deviation (%) 

0 0.0924 315.08 11.31 28.95 

13 0.0924 315.35 6.23 15.90 

The hsw against Resw for both nozzle rotation angles is shown in Figure 7.1.2. As expected, hsw 

increases with Resw for both nozzle rotation angles, which is not affected by nozzle rotation. Figure 

7 .1.3 illustrates the relationship of Nusw vs. Resw. As shown in the figure, Nusw is directly proportional 

to ReswO.975p ,.o.3, which is independent of nozzle rotation angle . From the figure, the correlation 

between Nusw, Resw and Pr can be obtained as: 

hs.., 

Nu - 00032Reo.975PrO.3 sw -' sw (7.1) 
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Figure 7.1.2: SAl average heat transfer coefficient vs. SAl Reynolds number for 
large nacelle (BR710) 
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Figure 7.1.3: Relationship between average Nusselt number and Reynolds number for SAl system 
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From the comparison between equations 7.1, 5.10 and 5.13, it is evident that air pressure in 0-

chamber affects coefficient between Nusw and ReswO.975pf·3 at a given msw• This coefficient increases 

with air pressure inside D-chamber, although the influence of the pressure inside the D-chamber is 

small. At the given mhotai" the swirling air temperature increases with air pressure, which leads to 

change of air properties especially air conductivity. Therefore, the coefficient between Nusw and 

ReswO.975pf·3 is related to swirling air pressure inside D-chamber as shown in Equations 7.1, 5.10 and 

5.13. 

Nusw = O.0036Re2~7S PrO.3 (5.10) 

Nu - 00041Reo.97sPro.3 sw-· sw (5.13) 

7.2 Comparison of Thermal Performance between SAl and PTAI Systems 

The comparison of thermal performance between PTAI and SAl at climb condition is being discussed 

in this section. The aim of the discussion is to evaluate the anti-icing capability of both PTAI and SAl. 

The anti-icing capability is measured by temperature contour, average inner skin temperature (Tlnnrr 

ave)' Thi, TIo, Tavr' EFF, Th,-T,o, a, Ctemdeviation' The evaluation is conducted under several mhotolr in the 

range between 0.09234 kg/s and 0.3692 kg/s at climb condition. 

Figures 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 illustrate the nacelle lip-skin temperature contours of PTA I and SAl at 13° 

respectively. mhotoir and Tnoulr at the inlet are 0.159 kg/s and 545K respectively. In PTAI system, the 

inner skin shows much higher temperature than outer skin does. However, the temperature of inner 

skin is lower than the temperature of outer skin for SAl system. These figures also show that SAl has 

only one hotspot on the outer skin. On the other hand, PTAI creates a lot of hotspots along nacelle 

liP-skin; which might destroy BAL if BAL is planted underneath the inner skin. In addition, SAl 

produces better uniform temperature distribution than PTAI does. 
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Figure 7.2.1: Lip-skin temperature contour of PTAI system 
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Figure 7.2.2: Lip-skin temperature contour of SAl for nozzle at 13° rotation 

protecting inner skin from ice accumulation is a priority of an anti-icing system in order to prevent 

ice from being digested by compressor/engine. That is the main reason why PTAI produces the 

higher inner skin temperature compare to outer skin temperature. Although SAl is unable to 

produce the same result as mentioned above, it is able to provide adequate temperature that 

enough to prevent ice accumulation on inner skin . Average inner skin temperature (Tlnner ove) against 

mhot oir is displayed in Figure 7.2.3 to elaborate the capability of SAl and PTAI systems to protect inner 

skin from ice accumulation. The figure shows that Tinnerove is increases with m hotolr for both SAl and 

pTAI systems. The figure also shows that PTAI produces the highest Tinnerove at any given m hot olr, 

which is followed by SAl at 13° and then SAl at 0°. Therefore, PTAI seems to be the better system in 

preventing ice accumulation on the inner skin than SAl is. However, when other factors, such as 
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complexity, the weight, the maintenance cost of the system, the future implementation of bias 

acoustic liner etc., are being considered, SAl system will demonstrate its advantages, bearing in mind 

that achieving anti-icing only requires enough degree of lip-skin temperature. Besides, the runback 

icing possibly happens in the downstream of outer skin because PTAI is unable to provide high 

temperature in the downstream of outer skin as shown in Figures 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. 
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Figure 7.2.3: Effect of hot air mass flow rate on average temperature of inner skin 

The anti-icing efficiency (EFF) has been calculated and presented for both SAl and PTAI systems in 

Figure 7.2.4. Equations 3.5 and 3.6 are used to estimate EFF for both SAl and PTAt. The discussion is 

based on m hotoir instead of Reynolds number since SAl (conventional convection heat transfer) and 

pTAI (Impinging heat transfer) are based on different heat transfer mechanisms which would lead to 

different formula of Reynolds number for SAl and PTAI. The figure shows that EFF for both anti -icing 

Systems are decreasing while m hot air increases and EFF of PTAI is slightly lower than that of SAl for 

m t 
. from 0 0924 kg/s to 0.369 kg/so The figure also shows that EFF is not affected by nozzle 

ho 0" . 

rotation angle. 

EFF= ____ T~pi~cc~o~lo_-_T~ex~h~_ 
T piccolo-T adi abati c w a ll 

_ y-l 2 
Tadiabaticwall - Too (1 + Rr(-2-)Mn ) 
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Figure 7.2.4: Anti-icing efficiency against hot air mass flow rate for both SAl and PTAI 

systems 

Figure 7.2.5 shows h i against m hotair for SAl at 0° and 13° and PTAI. Thi increases with m hotair for all 

cases as shown in Figure 7.2.5. The figure also reveals that SAl at 13° produces the lowest T hi along 

mh t 
. followed by PTAI and SAl at 0°. In other words, SAl at 13° rotation demonstrates the best 

o 0'" 

performance in Figure 7.2.5. 
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Figure 7.2 .6 plotted T,o VS. mhotair for both SAl and PTAI. Similar to Figure 7.2.5, T,o is related to mhotair 

and SAl at 13
0 

provides the highest T'a followed by SAl at 00 and PTAI. SAl at 13° shows the best 

performance again in Figure 7.2.6. 
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Figure 7.2.6: Cold spot temperature against hot air mass flow rate for both SAl and PTAI systems 

The temperature differences between hotspot and cold spot for SAl at 0°, 13° and PTAI are 

illustrated in Figure 7.2.7. The figure shows that Thi - Tio for all cases increases with mhot air' The figure 

also reveals that SAl at 13° rotation shows the best performance in Figure 7.2.7 because that it 

shoWS the lowest Thi - T,o and slower increment with mhotair' 
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Figure 7.2 .7: Effect of hot air mass flow rare on hotspot and cold spot temperature 
difference for both SAl and PTAI systems 
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Standard temperature deviation and Ctem deviation are used to measure uniformity of whole nacelle lip

skin . Figure 7.2.8 shows a against m hot air for SAl at 0°, 13° and PTAI. As shown in the figure, a 

increases as m hotoir increases. Although PTAI demonstrate lower h,-T,o than SAl at 0° does (Figure 

7.2.7), it shows the highest a within the three cases which reveals the least uniformity of 

temperature distribution for PTAI. That happens because PTAI gives Thi values for almost everywhere 

along the inner skin. That means PTAI inherits the highest temperature differences along the whole 

nacelle lip-skin. On the contrary, SAl just creates one hotspot on the outer lip-skin as shown in Figure 

7.2.2. Overall, SAl produces quite good uniform distribution of temperature on the nacelle lip-skin 

except in hotspot vicinity. That is the reason why SAl at 0° has lower a than PTAI even it has higher 

values for Th,- T,o than PTAI. 
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Figure 7.2.8: Relationship between standard temperature deviation and hot air mass 
flow rate for both SAl and PTAI systems 

Figure 7.2.9 shows the relationship between C temdeviotion and m hot oir for both SAl and PTAI systems. 

The trends of Ctem deviation along with m hot air for all anti-icing systems in the figure are similar. The 

results show that PTAI produces the highest Ctem deviation, the worst case in Figure 7.2.9. As shown in 

FigureS 7.2.7 to 7.2.9, SAl at 13° provides the lowest a in Figure 7.2.8 and the lowest Thi - T,o in 

Figure 7.2 .7, it gives the best uniform distribution of temperature on the nacelle lip-skin. 
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Figure 7.2.9: Coefficient of temperature deviation along hot air mass flow rate for both 
SAl and PTAI systems 

In conclusion, PTAI system is capable to produce high temperature in critical area i.e. inner skin 

temperature wh ich cannot be matched by SAL Therefore, SAl needs higher mhotair than PTAI does if 

similar Tinnerave has to be achieved. However, SAl possesses better uniform temperature distribution 

on the nacelle lip-skin than PTAI does. SAl produces lower temperature difference between hotspot 

and cold spot than PTAI does at a given m hotoir. Moreover, EFF of SAl is higher than EFF PTAI is, which 

means SAl system has better energy consumption than PTAI system does. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Work 

Introduction 

Two hot air anti icing systems, PTAI and SAl, were investigated in this research, with particular 

emphasis on the heat transfer performance and potential improvement of SAl system. In addition, 

the PTAI empirical correlation among NUPTAI, ReG, Pr, T _, ex and d from Brown et al. [41] was modified 

and improved, and new SAl correlations for Nusw vs. Resw and Pr have been developed. In this 

chapter, the main findings of the current study, the conclusions drawn and the suggestions for 

potential future work, are summarized. 

8.1 Conclusion 

The investigation was started with modelling the PTAI system. In the PTAI system, hot air from the 

compressor was directed to inner skin in order to prevent ice accumulation on the inner skin and its 

consequence that the broken-off ice is digested by the compressor. Thus, hotspots were occurred at 

points where the high Mach number jets from the nozzles impinged on the surface along inner skin. 

The results showed that the temperature of the lip-skin increased with RePTAI since the heat and hot 

jet Mach number increased with RePTAI and mhotoir. However, EFF decreased exponentially with RepTAI. 

The simulation results also showed good agreement with experimental results from Bombardier 

Aerospace [100]. In addition, the numerical results demonstrated that T _ affected the coefficient of 

NUPTAI against ReG. Therefore, a modified Brown's correlation (Equation 3.11) was proposed in this 

study in order to make it more accurate and suitable for all of the conditions analysed. 

0922 (C )0.064 l 
NUPPAJ = (O.0152Too - 4.028)ReG· d

X Pra (3.11) 

It could be concluded that FLUENT CFD code has the ability to predict the thermal performance of an 

anti-icing system in turbulent flow regime. 

'Then, the verified modelling techniques were applied to SAl system. The purpose of introducing SAl 

was to reduce the number of hotspots and enhance the uniformity of temperature distribution along 

the nacelle lip-skin. A single hotspot of SAl occurred on the outer skin as the hot jet from the nozzle 

directly impinged on the outer skin surface. The SAl system produced only one hotspot compared to 

pTAI system which produced a lot of hotspots along the inner skin. The outer skin had a higher 

temperature than inner skin since swirling air Mach number and temperature in the D-chamber 

close to the outer skin were higher than those close to the inner skin. In the study of small nozzles, 
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some alternative designs of nozzle including sloped nozzle, rotate nozzle angle, length of nozzle and 

various nozzle outlet profiles, were investigated in order to enhance the thermal performance of SAl 

anti-icing. The result showed that Tove for all nozzle types and rotation angles were similar. Rotating 

nozzle angle towards inner skin showed the best improvement in thermal performance of SAL Thl 

decreased by 18.SK, T ,o increased by 2.SK and Ctem deviation decreased by 13.7% respectively as the 

nozzle direction changed from 00 to 130 towards inner skin. Nozzle length showed an improvement 

in SAl thermal performance. Tio increased by 1.1K and Ctflmdeviotlon decreased by 2.18% respectively as 

the nozzle length decreased from 3d to 1d. Nozzle type also enhanced the thermal performance of 

SAl even through it was less significant than rotating nozzle towards inner skin. T,o increased from 

8.9SK to 9.S1K, Thi and C tem dflviotion decreased by 1.86K and 2.32% respectively as the nozzle type 

changed from circle nozzle to ellipse nozzle 1. Finally, sloped nozzle had potential to enhance SAl 

thermal performance even it was not as significant as changing nozzle direction. T,o increased by 

O.12K, even though Thi decreased by 2.47K as the original nozzle was changed to sloped nozzle with-

600 cut. Rotating nozzle direction towards inner skin showed the best improvement in SAl thermal 

performance followed by varying nozzle length, implementing different nozzle types and sloped 

nozzle. 

To investigate the effects of mass flow rate (mhotoir and msw) on anti-icing performance, large nozzles 

(nozzle diameters from 0.0127m to 0.02S4m) were studied as the simulation of small nozzle crashed 

at high mhotoir. The results showed that the nozzle diameter had a significant effect on SAl thermal 

performance. At the given mhot olr of 0.0464kg/s, T,o and Tovfl decreased by 22.41K and 6.67K 

respectively as the nozzle diameter increased from 0.0127m to 0.0254m. In addition, Thl and Ctflm 

d~iotion increased by 9.1K and 7.91% respectively with a same nozzle diameter increment. Exhausts 

area showed a small effect on SAl thermal performance due to the fact that air pressure increases as 

the exhaust area decreases. At the given mhotoir of 0.059kg/s and nozzle diameter of 0.01905m, Thl 

decreased by 3.2K as the exhaust area decreased from 4.210 x 10·3m2 to 1.263 x 10·3m2. First, To .. 

increased by 0.9K; Tio increased by 3.1K and Ctemdeviotion decreased by 1% as the exhaust decreased 

from 4.210 x 1O·3m2 to 2.105 x 10·3m2. However, Tove decreased by O.SK; T,o decreased by 1.0K and 

Ctem deviation increased by 0.7% when the exhaust area was decreased further to 1.263 x 10·3m2. The 

change of the heat transfer performance with number of exhaust from low to high before lowering 

down means there might be a maximum value within the trend. Based on the numeric results, the 

empirical correlations for small nozzle with exhaust area of 4.210 x 10·3m2 and large nozzle with 

exhaust area of 2.10S x 1O·3m2 were formulated as presented in Equations S.10 and S.13 

respectively. 
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(5.10) 

(5.13) 

The gradient of Nusw against ReswO.975p,o.3 for small nozzle was slightly lower than the coefficient for 

large nozzle because the exhaust area of small nozzle was larger than that of large nozzle. At any 

given mhota;" smaller nozzle showed better performance than larger nozzle. 

Next, the augmentor was developed and employed in the SAl system in order to enhance SAl 

thermal performance. The application of the augmentor in SAl system improved mixing between hot 

air and cold air, thus enhancing uniformity of temperature distribution along the nacelle lip-skin. 

However, the swirling air Mach number and air pressure dropped as the swirling air paSSing through 

the augmentor has been identified as the main disadvantage of augmentor. Therefore, the aerofoil 

shape of augmentor section (Augmentor 3) was developed and studied in order to reduce air 

velocity and pressure drop in augmentor vicinity. However, the average swirling air velocity of SAl 

with augmentor 3 was still relatively lower than that without augmentor. Therefore, augmentor 3 

rotating towards the inner skin was investigated. The results showed that the thermal performance 

of augmentor 3 with 2" rotation produced better performance than SAl with 13" rotation. However, 

at the high mhot a;r (approximately above 0.028kg/s), SAl with 13" rotation showed better 

performance than SAl with augmentor at 2" rotation. Afterwards, the Final nozzle (the combination 

of best design of NRA, nozzle length, nozzle outlet surface) has been developed and studied. As 

expected, the Final nozzle provided the best thermal performance at all values of mhatalr. The high 

performance of Final nozzle became obvious at high mhotair' At mhotoir of 0.04536 kg/s, Thlt T/o and 

Ctem dl!viation of Final nozzle were 371.4K, 332.0K and 13.2% respectively; this was the best 

performance found in the present work. 

Finally, the performances of SAl and PTAI were compared. The results showed that air pressure 

affected the coefficient of Nusw vs. ReswO.975p,o.3. Although PTAI was capable to produce higher 

temperature in critical areas, SAl possessed better uniform temperature distribution and EFF. In 

addition, SAl with 13" rotation showed much lower Thi and higher T/o than PTAI did. Moreover, SAl 

had only one hotspot on the outer skin while PTAI produced a lot of hotspots on the inner skin along 

nacelle lip-skin. In addition, with the suitable mass flow rate, SAl would provide sufficient level of 

temperature to achieve the required anti-icing functionality. Therefore, SAl is applicable if SAL is 

implanted at the inner skin. In addition, SAl has fewer components, simple plumbing, and is light and 

inexpensive compared to PTAI. 
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8.2 Future Work 

The following future works are recommended based on the current research: 

• To investigate the thermal performance of integration of SAL and PTAI. The study should 

include temperature profile, anti-icing efficiency and uniformity of temperature distribution 

on the nacelle lip-skin, exploring the relationship between SAL area and the thermal 

performance of PTAI, and developing a new correlation for PTAI with SAL system. 

• The present study has emphasised the augmentor design only for small nozzle. Therefore, 

study of augmentor design for large nozzle is essential in order to enhance thermal 

performance of SAl for large nozzle. 

• To study the thermal performance of integration of SAL and SAl, and develop a correlation 

for SAl with the presence of SAL. The study also needs to include air pressure inside the 0-

chamber. It is believed that the porosity of front face and back face sheets of BAl will affect 

the air pressure in the D-chamber and hence the SAl thermal performance. 
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